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Préface
Wesley Leonadis Sadler a rédigé son ouvrage« A Complete Analysis of the Looma
Language » en Mai 1949 au village de Woozie, au Nord de Liberia. C’est probablement
le même texte que celui qu'il a soutenu en 1949 comme thèse de doctorat а Hartford
Seminary Foundation sous le titre « The Looma Language » (malheureusement, je n’ai
pas eu l’opportunité de consulter la thèse elle-même). Une copie peu lisible (sans doute
un quatrième ou cinquième exemplaire dactylographié ) de l’ouvrage m’a été envoyée
par Robert Leopold, anthropologue spécialiste des Looma. Mon étudiante Daria
Ogorodnikova s’est portée volontaire pour faire la saisie de ce texte (ce qui n’a pas été
facile, compte tenu surtout de la qualité de la copie disponible).
Mon intervention sur ce texte se ramène aux points suivants :
– tous les mots et phrases en looma ont été mis en italiques ;
– le graphème proche de υ utilisé par Sadler pour une consonne qu’il décrit comme
« a voiced labio-dental flat fricative » (différent de v, « a voiced labio-dental aspirated
stop ») est remplacé par un ß (parce que le graphème de Sadler est absent de l’Alphabet
Phonétique Internationale, et υ, proche de ce graphème, y figure comme voyelle
postérieure arrondie semi-fermée) ;
– la numérotation des notes en bas de pages a été régularisée ;
– pour désambiguïser les traductions, les marques (incl.) et (excl.) pour les
pronoms personnels de la première personne du pluriel, et les marques (sg.) et (pl.) pour
distinguer entre le singulier et le pluriel du pronom anglais « you » ont été rajoutées ;
– une liste des abréviations a été ajoutée.
Dans quelques rares cas j’ai jugé nécessaire d’introduire quelques brefs
commentaires ; mes commentaires sont indiqué par la marque – VV.
Plus d’un demi-siècle après la publication du travail de Wesley Sadler, des
nombreux ouvrages sur la langue looma ont paru. On peut énumérer les titres suivants :
Beginning Loma : A Course for Speakers of English (Revised Edition). A Liberian
Language Research Project Contracted for the Peace Corps of the United States under
the auspices of San Francisco State College, 1964.
Dwyer, David James. Lorma, a reference handbook of phonetics, grammar, lexicon
and learning procedures. East Lansing : Peace Corps ; African Studies Center,
Michigan State University, 1981.
Dwyer, David James, with Pewu B. Bodegie and James D. Bague. A Learner
Directed Approach to Lorma. Illustrated by Anabel L. Dwyer. Prepared for the United
States Peace Corps at the African Studies Center of Michigan State University. 1981.
Heydorn, Richard W. Grammar of the Loma Language with some K¢n¢ Words in
the Vocabulary. Afrika und Übersee (Hamburg), Bd. 54, H. 1/2, 1971, SS. 77-99.
Prost, André. La langue Loghoma ; esquisse grammaticale suivie de textes et d'un
glossaire. Dakar : Universite de Dakar, Faculte des Lettres et Science Humaines, 1967.
(Documents linguistiques ; 13).
Rude, Noel. Ergativity, and the Active-Stative Typology in Loma. Studies in
African Linguistics (Los Angelos), 14 :3, 1983, pp. 265-283.
В.Ф.Выдрин. Язык лоома. Москва : «Наука», 1987. [Vydrine, Valentin. The
Looma language. Moscow, "Nauka" Publishers, 1987].
Vydrine, Valentin. Tonal system of Looma language. Mandenkan, No. 18, 1989,
pp. 81-96.
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Une contribution importante à l’étude du système tonal des langues mandé-sud, y
compris le looma, est constituée par la thèse de David Dwyer The comparative tonology
of Southwestern Mande nominals. Michigan State University, 1973. Il faut mentionner
également un ouvrage non-publié (comme Guilavogui, D. K. Etude phonologique du
loma avec application au parler du sud de Macenta. Conakry : I.P.C., 1970), et les
matériaux sur la terminologie scientifique looma élaborée en Guinée ainsi que de
nombreuses publications sur le phénomène de l’alternance consonantique initiale dans
les langues mandé-sud-ouest, et égalment un nombre très important de travaux sur
l’anthropologie, la culture et l’histoire du peuple Looma, comportant souvent des
données intéressantes sur la langue (parmi les centaines de titres, je signalerais
particulièrement la thèse de Robert Leopold, Prescriptive alliance and ritual
collaboration in Loma society. Ph. D. Thesis. Indiana University, 1991, 376 p.).
Tout cela montre а quel point nos connaissances de cette langue (comme des
langues mandé en général) ont beaucoup avancé. Aujourd’hui certaines interprétations
de Wesley Sadler peuvent paraître naïves, mais il serait injuste d’exiger trop d’un étude
faite il y a plus d’un demi-siècle. Il faut plutôt souligner que la grammaire de Sadler1
reste une source pour la langue looma qui n’a pas été dépassée par les études
postérieures en ce qui concerne la richesse des données, les détails du fonctionnement
du système grammatical de la langue, et surtout le fonctionnement du système tonal qui
représente en looma un véritable casse-tête.

Valentin Vydrine

En 1951, un manuel pratique a été publié par Wesley Sadler, Untangled Loma.
Baltimore, 465 p. Ce manuel inclut beaucoup de données sur la grammaire et il a servi pour des
nombreux chercheurs un source important pour cette langue. Cependant, un manuel ne peut pas
remplacer une grammaire de référence, ce qui donne de l’importance а la présente publication.
1
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Chapter I
Pronunciation
1.1. The phonemes of Looma are p, b, §, v, t, d, k, g, kp, gb, f, š s, …, m, n, ÷,
l, y, w, i, e, ÿ, a, u, o, ý.2
1.1.1. Key to pronunciation.
Phoneme
p
b
§
v
t
d
k
g
kp
gb
f
š
s
z
…
m
n
÷
l
y
w
i
e
ÿ
a
u
o
ý

Lýýma
pÿÉlÿ
beÉte
§ýÉ
vaÉ
tiáli
dÿÉ
kýÉlý
geÉ
kpÿÉdÿ
gbaza
fÿÉlÿ
nii šÿlÿ
suÉ
zeÉ …e
…aÉlo
miáte
nÿÉ
÷iána
liá
yiái
wÿÉlÿ
liá
feÉ
tÿÉ
daÉ
buÉ
boÉ
fýÉ

Translation
house
bed
help
come
call him
show
book
we (excl.)
gun
rice bird
weave
weave this
in
hole
moon
spoon
boil
tomorrow
go
descend
look
go
give
lift
place
under
tell
dry

A.E.E.3
pencil
bit
tea
dentist
call
give
fetter
vest
soup
zip
meat
never
singer
leap
yeast
wet
beat
fit
met
father
boot
foot
awful

1.1.2. /§/, a voiced implosive stop, is pronounced as follows: say /a/ with air
coming into the mouth. Then close the lips but continue the effort to say /a/ with the
ingressive air. Open the lips suddenly.

2
3

See Chapter V for the tones of Looma and the system of marking tone used in this thesis.
Approximate English Equivalent.
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/v/, a voiced labio-dental aspirated stop, is pronounced by placing the lower lip
against the upper teeth and momentarily stopping the air at this juncture. The aspiration
is slight.
/kp/, a voiceless labio-velar stop, is produced by placing the back of the tongue at
/k/ position, the lips at /p/, and releasing both simultaneously. /gb/ is the voiced
counterpart, the tongue being at /g/ position, the lips at /b/. /kp, gb/ are unaspirated.
/…/, a voiced velar flat fricative is pronounced by placing the tongue at /g/ position.
Then lower it a bit so that there is a slight opening between the roof of the mouth and
the back of the tongue. Slight friction is caused by air passing through this opening.
/÷/, the voiced velar nasal, occurs in English in the middle of a word, as in singer,
and at the end of a word, as in sing, but never at the beginning of a word, as it does in
Lýýma. To produce /÷/ at word beginning, simply say sing [se÷] and hold the tongue in
its final position. Then /i/. The results will be the first syllable of ÷ina ‘tomorrow’.
Consonant Chart:
Point of Articulation
Stops
Aspirated
Unaspirated
Implosive
Fricatives
Flat
Grooved
Frictionless
Nasal
Lateral
Semiconsonants

vl
vd
vl
vd
vd

Bilabial

Labio-Dental

Alveolar

Velar

p
b

v

t
d

k
g
kp
gb

§

vl
vd
vl
vd
vd
vd

Labio-Velar

f
š

…
s
z

m

n
l

÷

y

w

1.2. Description, occurrence, and examples of the phonemes.
1.2.1. Single consonants.
/p/ is a voiceless bilabial aspirated stop.
miracle
poÉteØ
/b/ is a voiced bilabial aspirated stop.
branch
beÉkeØ
white chalk
koÉbeØ
/§/ is a voiced bilabial implosive stop.
archway
§aÉfa
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/v/ is a voiced labio-dental aspirated stop.
come
vaÉ
tobacco
taÉava
/t/ is a voiceless alveolar aspirated stop.
call
tiáli
thatch
tÿÉtÿØ
/d/ is a voiced alveolar aspirated stop.
beat
doÉwa
/k/ is a voiceless velar aspirated stop. It is fronted to a palatal position, [k$], when it
occurs before /i,e/.
book
kýÉlý
promise
kiátoØ [k$itoØ]4
bitter green
keÉbaÉ [k$eÉba]
/k/ and [kw]. /ký/ is pronounced [kw], /ko/ is pronounced [kw] when the
following syllable or word begins with an alveolar (not /l/; not when followed by /-dÿ/)
followed by a front or central vowel.
kitchen
[kwoÉtaØ] koÉtaØ
mortar
[kwoÉdaØ] koÉdaØ
unlettered person
[kwýdiá] kýdi
stone
[kwýti] kýÉti
kitchen
[kwýÉtaØ] kýÉtaØ
an iron used for musical purposes.
[kwýÉtÿØ] kýÉtÿØ
his neck
kýÉ
front
daÉ
5
throat
[kwýÉ daÉ] kýÉ daÉ
6
/ko/ is pronounced [kwe] before a voiced alveolar followed by a front vowel (not
/ÿ/); /ký/ is pronounced [kwÿ] before a voiced alveolar followed by /ÿ/7.
white
[kweÉle] koÉle
singer
[kweÉde] koÉde
year
[kweÉna] koÉna
empty snail shell
[kwÿÉdÿØ] kýÉdÿØ
/g/ is a voiced velar aspirated stop. It is fronted to a palatal position, [g], when it
occurs before /i, e/ in word beginning and word-mid position.
burn
gaÉla
the chair
kpýÉkpýØgi
dog
giále [giále]
head cloth
geØdeØ [geØdeØ]
/g/ and /gw/. See /k/, for /g/ is pronounced [gw] in the same environments in wich
/k/ is pronounced [kw].
/kp/ is a voiceless unaspirated labio-velar stop.
4

The dot (.) under a letter (k$) indicates that the sound has been fronted; the comma (,) under a letter (i)
indicates that it has been backed.
5
In this discussion, [kw], though plainly predictable and therefore not phonemic, will nevertheless be
spelled thus. This does not apply when the following alveolar consonant and its vowel are a separate
word.
6
With some speakers /ký/ is pronounced [kwe].
6 /ký/ is pronounced [kw] before /ÿ, ÿÿ/: kýÉÿË [kwÿË] ‘know’; kýÉÿÿ [kwÿÿ] ‘betray’.
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night
kpiádi°
chair
kpýÉkpýØ
/gb/ is a voiced unaspirated labio-velar stop.
rice bird
gbaza
/f/ is a voiceless labio-dental flat fricative.
bellows
fiále
/š/ is a voiced labio-dental flat fricative.
your (sg.) bellows
ya šeleÉi
/s/ is a voiceless alveolar grooved fricative.
mat
saÉ§a
/z/ is a voiced alveolar grooved fricative.
water
ziaÉ
/…/ is a voiced flat velar fricative. It is fronted to a palatal position before /i, e/. It
never occurs before /u, o, ý/.8
moon
…aÉle
the pot
diá…ii
pot
di…i [diá…i]
cloth
se…e [seÉ…e]
/m/ is a voiced bilabial nasal.
remainder
maÉta
thank
maÉmaØ
/n/ is a voiced alveolar nasal.
his aunt
naÉza
new
niáinÿ
/÷/ is a voiced velar nasal. It is fronted to a palatal position before /i, e/. It never
occurs before /u, o, ý/.9
his wife
÷aÉza
peanut
teÉ÷a
tomorrow
÷ina [÷ina]
/l/ is a voiced alveolar lateral. It becomes a voiced alveolar flap, [r], in word-mid
under the following conditions: 1) when the following vowel is /u, ý/, which in turn is
followed by /i, a/; 2) when the following vowel is /o/, which in turn is followed by /i,
a/, and the vowel of the proceeding syllable is not /i, ii, u, uu/.
liá
puÉlu
kýÉlý
guÉloi [guÉlei]
puÉlui [puÉrui]
kýÉlýi [kýÉrýee]
kýÉlýa [kýÉrýa]
goÉloi [goÉroee]
goÉloa [goÉroa]
/y/ is a voiced front semi-consonant.
8
9

go
hunger
book
the palm oil
the hunger
the book
books
the baboon
broke

See 1.10.1 for a discussion of the environment in wich /…/ is lost.
All consonants except /÷, …/ may occur before any vowel.
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tiáne yiÿÉ
eÉ zeÉiya.
yiáiãyi°iã
/w/ is a voiced back semi-consonant.
wa
wÿÉlÿ

rain water
He sat down.
slowly
you (pl.)
see

1.2.2 Consonant clusters.
/gw/ is a cluster of the voiced velar /g/ plus the semi-consonant /w/.
big
gwaÉla
/kw/ is a cluster of the voiceless velar /k/ plus the semi-consonant /w/, the latter
beging weakly voiced in this environment.
know
kwÉÿË
betray
kwÿÉÿ
1.2.3. Single vowels.
/i/ is a voiced high close front and unrounded vowel. It is backed to a central
position, [i], when it occurs after /k, g, …, ÷/; it is lowered to open position, [i], when it
occurs after /m/ at word final.
throw
piáli
spoon
miáte
pot
diá…i [diá…$i]
eat
miá [mi]
/e/ is a voiced mid close front unrounded vowel. It is backed to a central position,
[e], when it occurs after /k, g, …, ÷/.
read
peÉle
turn
tiáteØ
bitter green
keÉba [k$eÉba]
/ÿ/ is a voiced mid open front unrounded vowel. It is backed to central position [ÿ]
when it occurs after /k, g, …, ÷/.
uncle
kÿÉkÿØ [kÿÉkÿØ]
work
tiái …ÿ [tiái …ÿ]
/a/ is a voiced low open central unrounded vowel.
reminder
maÉta
chief
maÉsa
/u/ is a voiced high close back rounded vowel.
hunger
puÉlu
cheat
fuÉulu
/o/ is a voiced mid close back rounded vowel. It is lowered to open position, [o],
when preceeded by /k, g, w, y/, and when it is followed by /w/.
miracle
poÉteØ
tell
boÉ
iron
koÉluÉ [kolu]
the doctor
zowoi [zowoee]
/ý/ is a voiced low close back rounded vowel.
dirt
pýÉlý
law
týÉ
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1.2.4. Vowel clusters.
1.2.4.1. Non identical vowels.
/ei/ is a voiced high front unrounded falling diphtong beginning at /ee/ position
and going toward /i/.
black
teÉi
This pronunciation also occurs with /e+i/ when the vowel of the preceding
syllable is /i, ii, u, uu/.
spoon
miáte
the spoon
miátei
/ee/ is a voiced long vowel between the starting position of /ei/ and /e/ position.
his mother
deÉe
This pronunciation also occurs from /e+i/ when the vowel of the preceding
syllable is not /i, ii, u, uu/.
road
peÉle
the road
peÉlei [peÉlee]
/ei/ is pronounced as a voiced long vowel between /e/ and /ÿ/ position. The
pronunciation is similar to English lay.
friend
wÿÉiÁ
This pronunciation also occurs with /ÿ+i/ and /ÿÿ+i/ when the vowel of the
preceding syllable is not /i, ii, u, uu/, and when the preceeding vowel of the same
syllable is not /i/.
house
pÿÉlÿÉ
the house
pÿÉlÿi
mother-in-law
mýÿÉ
his mother-in-law
mýÿÉi
ÿ+i > [ei] when the vowel of the preceding syllable is /i, ii, u, uu/ or when the
vowel of the same syllable is /i/.
cow
niákÿ
the cow
niákÿi [niákei]
water
ziÿÉ
the water
ziÿÉi [zieÉi]
/ai/ is a voiced unrounded falling diphthong starting from a slightly fronted low
mid position and moving toward a mid open front position. The pronunciation is similar
to English aisle.
bone
kaÉi
This pronunciation also occurs with /a+i/ and /aa+i/.
remainder
maÉta
the remainder
maÉtai
town
taÉa
the town
taÉai [taÉi]
jungle
goÉia [goÉeea]
the jungle
goÉiai [goÉeeai]
/ui/ is a falling diphthong moving from /u/ toward /i/ position.
neighborhood
kuÉi
This pronunciation also occurs with u+i and uu+i.
split bamboo for a torch
kpaÉkuØ
the split bamboo for a torch
kpaÉkuØi
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music
puÉu
the music
puÉui [puÉi]
/oi/ is a falling diphthong moving from /o/ toward /ee/ position.
monkey
koia [koÉeea]
love
woËi [woeeË]
This pronunciation also occurs with /o+i/ and /oo+i/ when the vowel of the
preceding syllable is not / i, ii, u, uu/.
hunter
doÉso
the hunter
doÉsoi [doÉsoee]
word
woÉo
the word
woÉi [woÉee]
o+i > [ei] when the vowel of the preceding syllable is /i, ii, u, uu/, and when
the vowel of the same syllable is /u/.
palm oil
guÉlo
the palm oil
guÉloi [guÉlei]
animal
suÉo
the animal
suÉoi [suÉei]
o+i > [oei] when the preceding consonant is not /l/ and the vowel of the
preceeding syllable is /i, ii, u, uu/.
[oei] is a falling diphthong moving from /o/ toward /ei/ position.
old farm
suÉ§o
the old farm
suÉ§oi [suÉ§oei]
/ýi/ is a falling diphthong moving from /ý/ toward /ee/ position. This
pronunciation also occurs with /ý+i/ and /ýý+i/.
evening
kpýÉký
the evening
kpýkýi [kpýÉkýee]
palm wine
dýÉý
the palm wine
dýÉi [dýÉýee]
/iÿ/ is a falling diphthong moving from /i/ toward /ÿ/ position.
water
ziÿÉ
/ýÿ/ is a falling diphthong moving from /ý/ toward /ÿ/ position.
mother-in-law
mýÉÿ
/ao/ is a falling diphthong moving from /a/ toward /o/ position.
Open it.
daÉa laÉo [daÉa laÉo].
/uo/ is a falling diphthing moving from /u/ to /o/ position.
animal
suÉo
In all VV combinations in which the first vowel is not /a/ and the second vowel is
/a/, the result is a rising diphthong except as noted below. The first vowel or vowel
combination retains its position.
Rising diphthings are /ia, ea, ÿa, ua, oa, ýa/.
finish
§iáa10
knife
boÉa
These diphthongs, like the falling diphthongs, are also the result of suffixation.
go
liá
gone
liaÉ
10

Some speakers say §eÉa.
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road
peÉle
roads
peÉlea
in leaf
kpiánÿ
‘leafed’
kpiánÿa11
pour
puÉ
poured
puÉa
break
goÉlo
broke
goÉloa
book
kýÉlý
books
kýÉlýa
/uu, oo, ýý/ may also suffix /a/, resulting in /ua, oa, ýa/ respectively.
pour
puÉu
poured
puÉua [puÉa]
fall
toÉo
fell
toÉoa [toÉa]
hollow reed
býÉý
hollow reeds
býÉýa [býÉa]
Note, however, that the suffixation of /a/ does not always result in a rising
diphthong.
e+a, ÿ+a > [aa] when the vowel of the preceding syllable is /i, ii, u, uu/.
bellows
fiále
bellows’
fiálea [fiálaa]
cow
niákÿ
cows
niákÿÉa [niákaa]
ÿ+a > a when the vowel of the same syllable is /i/.
water
ziáÿ
water(s)
[ziáa] ziáÿa
o+a > [aa] when the vowel of the preceding syllable is /i, ii, u, uu/; or when
the preceding consonant is /w/ preceded by /o/ or /oo/.
take out
kuÉlo
took it out
kuÉloa [kuÉlaa]
doctor
zowo
doctors
zowoa [zowaa]
driver ant
koÉowo
driver ants
koÉowoa [koÉowaa]12
o+a > a when the vowel of the same syllable is /u/.
animal
suÉo
animals
suÉa [suÉa]
u+a > [aa] when the preceding consonant is /w/ and the vowel of the preceding
syllable is /u, uu/.
labor camp
§uÉwu
labor camps
§uÉwua [§uÉwaa]13
ý+a >[aa] when the consonant is /w/ preceded by /ý, ýý/.
11

ÿa+i >ai, /kpiánÿai …ÿÉ [kpiánai …ÿÉ] ‘was in leaf’. The phonetic spelling is used.
[koÉowoa] is permissible here, the result, a falling diphthong.
13
[§uÉwua] is permissible here, the result, a falling diphthong.
12
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týÉwý
týÉwýa [týÉwaa]14

bean
beans

1.2.4.2. Identical vowel. With the exception of /ee/ and /oo/, clusters of identical
vowels are similar to the single vowel of the same position, but prolonged.
tiái
/ii/: work
/ee/: see 1.2.4.1.
tÿÉÿwuØ
/ÿÿ/: chicken
paÉa
/aa/: kill
duÉu
/uu/: son
toÉo
/oo/: fall
dýÉý
/ýý/: palm wine
1.3. Vowel length15 is phonemic, as it is often the only means of distinguishing
words that are otherwise alike.
hoe
kaÉli
snake
kaÉali
charcoal
tiá…i
the charcoal
tiá…ii
1.4. Influence of y, w.
e > [ii] before yii or ye when the consonant preceding /e/ is not /y/.
He did not lower them.
ÿÉ lÿÉ teÉ yiáini° [ÿÉ lÿÉ tiái yiáini°]
e > [ee] before yee or ya.
He gave it to us (incl.).
eÉ feÉeni° deÉ yaÉ [eÉ feÉeni° deÉe yaÉ]
When /w/ is consonant of the syllable preceding /y/, the influence of /y/ is more
pronounced.
wo > [wii] before yii; wo > [wee] before yee, ya; wo > [we] before ye, yÿ.
your (pl.) heart
wo yii [wii yii]
your (pl.) hands
wo yee [wee yee]
I will tell you (pl.) this.
ga nii wo ye [ga nii we ye].
When /y/ is followed by a back vowel, it loses its influence upon the preceding
vowel, even when the consonant preceding the vowel is /w/.
I want you (pl.) to create a confusion.
ge woÉiãni° wo yoÉpo-yapa kpÿÉtÿ [ge woÉiãni° wo
yoÉpo-yapa kpÿÉtÿ].
i > [u], e > [o] before wa, wu, wo, wý.
I will go back.
ga li wuÉlu [ga lu wuÉlu].
fight
÷aÉpi wýÉ [÷aÉpu wýÉ]
I will give it in your (pl.) house.
ga feÉ wa vÿlÿÉi wu [ga foÉ wa vÿlÿÉi wu].
e > [u] before wui:
I will give it to Wuigi.16
ga feÉ Wuigi ya [ga fuÉ Wuigi ya].
VV is not influenced by WV.
ga teÉi wa vÿlÿÉi wu [ga tei wa vÿlÿÉi wu].17 I will blacken the inside of your (pl.)
house.
14

[týÉwýa] is permissible here, the result, a rising diphthong.
This is discussed more fully in 1.12.2.
16
I.e., a European. – VV.
15
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1.5. When the word e (or eÉ) follows a final vowel, it forms a single syllable with
the preceding vowel. In this environment the influence of e is similar to that of /i/. See
1.2.4.1.
Rise and come.
wuÉ zi…i e va [wuÉ zi…ii va].
He would follow you (sg.).
ýÉ viále e wulu [ýÉ viálei wulu].
Thank you (sg.), thank you (sg.).
e mama e mama [e mamai mama].
Tell your (sg.) son.
boÉ e lui ma [boÉi lui ma].
1.6. Nasalisation is phonemic, as it is the only means of distinguishing words that
are otherwise alike.
Betray him.
kwÿÉÿ
end
kwÿÉÿË
Nasalisation may occur throughout the duration of any single vowel or combination
of vowels.
tail
wýË± [wýË±]
touch
voÉoË [voË±oË]
bee
koÉeËi [koÉeËiã]
Non-significant nasalisation occurs automaticaly in the following environments:
1. When the consonant is m, n or ÷.
eat
miá [miã]
sweet
nÿÉÿ [nÿËÿË]
sleep
÷iái [÷iãiã]
2. When CÃV or CVÃ immediately precede yV or lV.
slept
÷iáiya [niáiãyaË]
spoil
kaËl± a ÷ala [kaËl± aË ÷alaË]
3. When CV precedes wVÃ, yVÃ.
evil
yoÉwuË [yoË±wuË]
curse
piáiwuË [pißáiãwuË]
Nasalization produced by /÷/ is similar in quality to nasalization such as that found
in wýË± ‘trail’; kýÉýË ‘measure’. Nasalization produced by /m, n/ is less pronounced than
the above.
1.7. Tone. See 5.1.
1.8. Syllable patters are as follows:
a.niá18
kýÉ.lý
ziaÉ.vÿ
suÉoi.ti°ÿ
kýÉiai.ti°ÿ
kwÿË±.ni
kwÿÉÿ.ni

V: if
CV: book
CVV: the waterside
CVVV: the animals
CVVVV: the monkeys
CCV: knew
CCVV: betrayed

1.9. Distribution of phonems.
1.9.1. Single consonants occur initially in morphemes, syllables and words.
17
18

Some speakets: ga wa vÿlÿÉi wu lÿÉi.
The dot (.) on the line indicates syllable division.
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kpýÉ.kpýØ:gi19
siá…ÿ
siá…ÿ:zi°…ÿ

the chair
best
pulverize

1.9.2. Consonant clusters occur initially in words.
He is betrayed.
kwÿÉÿ.vÿ
big
gwaÉla
1.9.3. All the single vowels except /i, u, o/ occur initially in words; all single
vowels except /u, o/ occur initially in morphemes; only /a/ appears initially in words of
two or more syllables.
he
eÉ
you (sg.)
ÿ
all of you (pl.)
aÉ
she
ýÉ
if
a.niá
the mat
saÉ§a:i
All vowels occur in morpheme- and word-mid and at morpheme-, word-, and
syllable-final position.
beat
siá…ÿ
pulverise
siá…ÿ-zi°…ÿ
call
tiá.li
1.9.4. Initial vowel clusters are found only in the following two words:
yes
oÉoi
or
ýÉý
Clusters occur in all other positions with morphemes, syllables, and words.
work
tiái
chicken hawk
seÉeve
the snakes
kaÉa.lii:tiÿØ
the knives
boÉai:tiÿØ
the monkey
koÉia:i
1.10. Loss of phonemes.
1.10.1. The velar fricative /…/ is lost when it appears between two occurrences of
central vowel /a/.20
The loss usually prevails even when the definite suffix /-gi/ or the far past suffix
/-ni/ is used.
nest
taÉ…a [taÉa]
the leaf of a young palm tree
týÉkpýØ laÉ…agi [týÉkpýØ laÉagi]
They followed him.
teÉ daÉ…ani° baÉ [teÉ daÉani° baÉ]
When the definite suffix /-i/ is added, the second syllable receives more stress, and
/…/ is used by most speakers.
the nest
taÉ…ai
/…/ retains its identity when it is in the second section of a reduplicated word.
19
20

The colon between words indicates morpheme division.
Some speakers retain the /…/.
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clash repeatedly
zaÉ…a-zaØ…a [zaÉa-zaØ…a]
/…/ is also omitted by some speakers from the auxillary …a when followed by /-a/.
I am the chief.
na …a ge ga maÉsagi° [naa ge ga maÉsagi°].
The loss of /w/ occurs between identical back vowels, and when it is followed by
/u/ and preceded by a back or central vowel.21
market
dýÉwý [dýÉý]
palm nut
tuÉwu [tuÉu]
the palm nut
tuÉwui
doctor
zowo [zoo]
the doctor
zowoi
away
waÉwuË [waÉuË]
evil
yoÉwuË [yoÉuË]
the evil
yoÉwuiã
/w/ is not lost when the vowel preceding or following it is long.
drivar ant
koÉowo
In set phrases where there is a similarity between the consonants and vowels of
successive one syllable words, the second consonant may be dropped.
we (incl.)
deÉ
they
teÉ
go
liá
Let’s go.
deÉ liá [diái]
They go.
teÉ liá [tiái]
1.10.2. In a few noun phrases such as pÿÉlÿ laÉ ‘doorway’, and Folomo taÉ
‘Folomo’s place’, the final vowel of the second word, daÉa ‘doorway’, and taÉa ‘town’,
respectively, is lost. This is rare and does not occur, for example, with such expressions
as eÉ doÉwaa ‘He beat him’, and zuÉnui laÉa ‘the man’s mouth’. The spelling for the first
two above is laÉ and taÉ respectively.
In addition, some speakers shorton a long vowel when it appears before a voiceless
consonant.
ten towns
taÉa puØugýÉi [taÉ puØugýÉi].
For additional vowel losses see 1.2.4.1.
1.11. Loss of syllables sometimes occurs when there is a sequence of two syllables
that are identical.
pot
diá…i
cook
giáli
cook
di…Éi …ili [diá…ili]
1.12. Additions.
1.12.1. When a word of CVÃ or CVVÃ pattern is followed by a word or suffix
beginning with a consonant, a nasal consonant is added to the first word. This added
consonant is simply to aid in pronunciation; it is not phonemic.
21

It is possible that such /-gi/ words as kýÉýË ‘measure’, are phonemically kýÉwýË, but as the use of the
suffix /-gi/ has no influence on the pronunciation of the basic form of the word, it is difficult to ascertain.
Moreover, such words as boÉa ‘knife’; tuÉý ‘manner’, daÉo ‘open’, are no doubt the result of a lost /w/. But
as speakers persist in using the diphthong even when /-i/ is added, and as there are few words in an
identical environment (doÉwa ‘beat’) in wich the /w/ is heard, the spelling boÉa, tuÉo, etc. is used.
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1. CVÃ or CVVÃ plus any bilabial consonant adds bilabial /m/.
vomit
wuË± piáli [wuÉm piáli]
Eat an owl.
buÉuË miá [buÉuËm miá]
2. CVÃ or CVVÃ plus any velar consonant or /w/ adds velar /÷/.
his head
wuË±gi [wuË±÷gi]
Touch the moon.
šoÉoË …aÉlogi° va [šoÉoË÷ …aÉlogi° va].
3. CVÃ or CVVÃ plus any alveolar consonant or any of the remaining consonants
adds alveolar /n/.
Cut his head.
wÉuË teÉve [wuË±n teÉve].
Touch the cloth.
šoÉoË seÉ…ei va [šoÉoËn seÉ…ei va].
For futher consonant additions see discussion of /k/ and /g/ in 1.2.1.
1.12.2. The addition of vowels occurs through non-phonemic lengthening. Such
addition may occur before the alveolar fricative /z/ and before the lateral /l/.
I will cut it
ga teÉve.
I will pass.
ga leÉveÉ [gaa leÉveÉ].
I will catch it.
ga soÉ.
I will catch the spider.
ga ziáÿwui zo. [gaa ziÿÉwui zo].
Vowel length develops before the other voiced consonants but to a much lesser
degree.
Basic vowel length is not increased in any environment.
elephant
seÉe
Place the elephant on the ground.
seÉe la zuÉwaËvÿØ.
Vowel length is never developed before a voiceless consonant and it never occurs
in a basic word before such a consonant.
I will call him.
ga tiáli.
chief
maÉsa
foolish
tiáti
However, basic vowel length is not lost when it occurs before a voiceless
consonant.
measure
kýÉýË
He is measuring it.
týÉ kýÉýËsuØ.
As indicated in the first example above, short vowels do appear before voiced
consonants.
hoe
kaÉli
Vowel length is written only where it is an aid to understanding or where it is basic.
This applies to one syllable /-zu/ verbs and to the use of maÉa and gaÉa before verbs. All
one syllable /-zu/ verbs lengthen the vowel in the following environment:
1. Before the progressive suffix /-zu/ and the far past /-ni/.
go
liá
We (incl.) are going.
daÉ liisuÉ.
He went.
eÉ liáini.
2. When they serve as pre-noun modifiers.
eat
miá
diners
miái viáaitiÿØ
3. When followed by la ‘with it’.
come
vaÉ
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come with it
vaa la
4. When used before the particle naÉ wich occurs in a suboratinate clause beginning
with the zero use of ‘when’.
lay it down
daÉ
When you (sg.) lay it down …
ya daÉa naÉ ...
It is possible to write the unlengthened vowel form of the /-zu/ verbs when the
progressive tense is used and have no conflict in understanding with one syllable words
of the /-zu/ group in the same environment.
go
liá
I am going.
ga lizuÉ.
I am building.
gaÉ toÉsuØ.
For, as previously indicated, vowel length develops before /z/, and speakers would
automatically use it in liázu above. However, when the far past tense is added, there is no
way of distinguishing length. Here it is necessary to indicate the vowel length of the
/-zu/ verb.
do
kÿÉ
build
toÉ
I did it.
ge kÿÉÿni°.
I built it.
ge toÉni°.
Thus, in the interest of uniformity, the vowel of one syllable verb of the /-zu/ group
is written long in each of the four environments described above.
When /ma/ and /ga/ are taken from their post-verb and post-noun position and
used immediately preceding a verb, their vowel is lengthened. The vowel is written in
the interest of case of understanding.
watch, guard
maÉa §ÿÉ
look for
gaÉa zi°ÿ
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Chapter II
FORMATION OF WORDS
2.1. Patterns.
2.1.1. The predominant basic word pattern for nouns, adjectives and verbs is
CVCV. CV, CVV, and CVVCV are common with noun and verbs, but uncommon with
adjectives. CVVV, CVVCVV and CVCVV are seldom found. Words of three or more
syllables are very uncommon except for proper nouns, and in all probability they, as
well as a few words from the preceding patterns, were originally compounds of phrases.
Their analysis is no longer apparent. Words beginning with CC are limited to /kw/ and
/gw/ and are used only as nouns, adjectives and verbs.
CV:
his neck
kýÉ
place
daÉ
CVV:
elephant
seÉe
sweet
nÿÉÿ
CVVV:
buy
geÉea
CVVCV:
kaÉaliá
kpoÉale
CVCV:
kaÉsýØ
kpaÉdiá
pÿÉtÿØ
CVCVV:
taÉmaØa
týÉzei°
CVCVCV, etc:
gbÿØgÿØnÿÉ
Folomo
YaÉkpawolo
§ýÉvÿØlaÉale
kpoÉkeÉleÉ
CCV:
kwÉÿË
CCVV:
kwÿÉÿË
kwÿÉÿ
CCVCV:
gwaÉla

snake
drink
load
hot
see
plenty
begin
a small banana
Folomo
Yakpawolo
because
very quick
know
end
betray
big

The predominant patterns for pronouns are V, CV, and CVV. CVCVV is limited to
one word, toÉwaØa ‘he will’.
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V:
eÉ

he
CV:

gaÉ

we (excl.)
CVV:

tiáÿ

they
Other word classes have patterns limited to two syllables, with CV predominating.
Conjunctions are the only class of words having VV, VCV, and VCVV.
VV:
or
ýÉýØ
VCV:
if
aniá
VCVV:
agÿÉÿ
lest
CV:
new
saÉ
(particle)
mÿÉ
in
suÉ
CVV:
when
teÉi
CVCV:
and
§ýÉgaÉ
tomorrow
÷ina
behind
puÉlu
CVVCV:
in vain
§ýÉýšÿ
CVCVV:
also
kpalaa
2.1.2. Morpheme patterns in compounds due to reduplication may consist of any of
the word patterns from CV to CVCVCV. The patterns for suffixes are V, CV, CVV,
with CV predominating. The pattern for prefixes is CV.
Compounds:
fine
paÉ
they are very fine
te vaÉpaØgÿØ
cut
sÿÉvÿ
cut into small pieces
sÿÉvÿÉ-zÿØvÿ
Suffixes:
V:
book
kýÉlý
the book
kýÉlýi
CV:
chief
maÉsa
the chief
maÉsagi°
CVV:
the books
kýÉlýitiÿØ
Prefixes:
CV:
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zuÉnu
maÉzunui

man
master

2.2. Nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, and adverbs may be basic words, or they
may be formed by one or more of the following processes: compounding, suffixation,
and prefixation. The remaining classes of words, conjunctions, prepositions, and
particles, do not change this basic form.
Nouns may be formed by compounding, suffixation and prefixation.
2.2.1. There are five possible combinations of compounds:
1. Noun + verb:
wash his mouth
daÉa wuo
tooth brush
daÉa-wuo
split wood
guÉlu zÿØvÿ
plank
guÉlu-zÿØvÿ
2. Postpositional + verb:
suÉ wýÉýË
suÉ-wýÉýË
eÉ gaÉa §aÉani°
naÉ gaÉa-§ai

tempt him
temptation
It made him strong.
his strength

3. Noun + postpositional:
beÉte …aÉ
beÉte-…aÉ ze…e
guÉi zu
guÉi-zuÉ ÷ÿÉni

on a bed
bed-spread
in his ear
earring

4. Noun + verb + postpositional:
Have faith in God22
aÉ yeÉe la gaÉla maÉ.
your (sg.) faith
ya yee-laÉ-mai
Put his foot on it.
kýÉwý loÉ maÉ.
the thing a man puts his foot on when he is weaving
kýÉwý-loÉ-maØi
5. Reduplication. This means of compounding is employed to emphasize the nature
of a noun. Reduplicative patterns are formed from any of the basic noun patterns. The
reduplication is usually identical.
firefly
kÿÉÿË-kÿÉÿË
morning
suÉbu
early morning
suÉbu-zuØbu
An example of dissimilation in the reduplicated form:
confusion
yoÉpo-yaÉpa
Extensive reduplication is sometimes used for extreme emphasis:
very, very, very early in the morning
suÉbu-zuØbu-zuØbu-zuØbu
22

Lit.: “You (pl.) put your hand on God”. – VV.
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2.2.2. Suffixation. There are seven classes of noun suffixes.
2.2.2.1. Definite singular.
1. /-vÿ/ is added to locative nouns.
outside
÷eÉtiaØ
the outside
÷eÉti°avÿ
ground
zuÉwaË
the ground
zuÉwaËvÿØ
Some parts of the body suffix /-vÿ/, but the suffix is not necessary to show the
definite.
his mouth
daÉa, or: daÉavÿØ
2. A zero suffix is added to many nouns ending in /ii, ei, ee, ai/.
elephant
seÉe
the elephant
seÉe
worm
kpiáiã
the worm
kpiáiã
3. All other nouns, comprising by far the greatest number, are divided into two
groups: those suffixing -i and those suffixing -gi.
mat
saÉ§a
the mat
saÉ§ai
chair
kpýÉkpýØ
the chair
kpýÉkpýØgi°
eight
dýÉsaØva
the eight
dýÉsaØvaÉi
one
giála
the one
giálagi°
2.2.2.2. There are two plurals: the indefinite plural and the definite plural.
1. The indefinite plural suffix /-ya/ is added to nouns taking a zero suffix to form
the definite singular.
elephants
seÉeya
worms
kpiáiãya
This does not include words like geÉe ‘sky’, deÉe ‘mother’, as the Lýýma man does
not consider them in the plural form. This group also includes ÷aÉma ‘blood’, and
usually other “pourable” materials such as ziáÿ ‘water’, mýÉlý …ÿzÿ ‘rice’, and týÉwýÉ
‘beans’. Nouns of this nature usually take only the definite singular suffix when it is
required and rarely take either the indefinite or definite plural suffixes.
/-a/ is the indefinite plural suffix for nouns taking /-i/ for the definite singular;
/-ga/ is the suffix for /-gi/ nouns.
mats
saÉ§aÉa
chairs
kpýÉkpýØgaØ
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2. /-tiÿ/ is the definite plural suffix for all nouns and is added to the definite
singular suffixes.
the watersides
ziáavÿØtiÿØ
the elephants
seÉetiÿØ
the mats
saÉ§atiÿØ
the chairs
kpýÉkpýØgitiÿØ
2.2.2.3. The diminutive suffix /-ku/ is added to some nouns to indicate a smaller
variety than the general stock. It is also occasionally added to small objects.
fowl
tÿÉÿ
chicken
tÿÉÿwuØ
a root
maÉlaÉ
cassava
maÉlaku
2.2.2.4. The suffix /-da/ is used to indicate place.
chief
maÉsaÉ
kingdom
maÉsaÉdaØ
rich
kpÿÉtÿÉ
a rich man’s place
kpÿÉtÿla
2.2.2.5. /-ni/ is added to a noun to include all members of that class; it is also
added to the final name of a series to act as a concluder.
an older
keÉea
olders
keÉeani°
Folomo and Somo’s mother and ZiziFolomo eÉ vÿÉÿ SoÉmoÉ deÉe va taÉ ZezeÉni2.2.2.6. /-be/ is a designating suffix added to proper and common nouns.
Folomo
Folomo
(It is) Folomo.
Folomove.
God
gaÉlaÉ
(It is) God.
gaÉlaÉbeÉ.
will
ziáimaØ
(It is) a person’s will.
nuÉ yi°imaØveÉ
two
feÉleÉgýØ
(There are) two.
feÉleÉgýØveÉ.
2.2.2.7. /-ma/ serves as a nominalizing suffix.
ziáÿ
ziáÿmaÉ

walk
journey

It is also used to extend the meaning of some words.
ziái
heart
ziáimaØ
will (n)
2.2.3. Prefixation is limited to /ma-/, whsich serves as a nominalizer; to indicate a
known object; to generalize nouns; to extend the meaning of some nouns; and as an
inalienable possessive prefix.
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1. Nominalizer:
kuÉloÉ
maÉwuÉloÉ
geØ maÉwuÉloÉ woÉgaÉ.

take out
exit (n)
I came forth (X exit did).

2. Indicator of a known object:
nuÉ
maÉnuÉi

person
the said person

3. Generalizer of nouns:
tÿÉÿ lÿØ…aØ
maÉleÉ…aÉ

chicken feathers
feathers

4. Extender of the meaning of some nouns:
zuÉnuÉi
maÉzuÉnuÉi

the man
master

5. Inalienable suffix:
beÉkeØ
maÉveÉkeØgiáti°ÿ

branch
its branches

2.3. Adjectives may be formed by compounding, suffixation and prefixation.
2.3.1. Compounding is limited to reduplication, which is used to indicate emphasis
and extremes. Like nouns, the reduplicative patterns are formed from any of the basic
adjective patterns.
heavy
biái
the very heavy bark
kýÉlý viái viãiágiá
2.3.2. Suffixation.
2.3.2.1. The common adjective suffixes for the definite singular, the indefinite
plural, and the definite plural are the same as those for nouns. There is no locative
suffix, /-vÿ/, however. Like nouns, therefore, adjectives are divided into two groups:
those suffixing /-gi/ for the definite singular and those suffixing /-i/ (and other).
palaver
faÉa
bad
kpoÉei
the bad situation
faÉa §oÉei
bad situations
faÉa §oÉeiyaØ
the bad situations
faÉa §oÉeiti°ÿ
seÉ…eÉ
teÉi
seÉ…e leÉigi°
seÉ…eÉ leÉigaØ
seÉ…e leÉigi°tiÿ

cloth
black
the black cloth
black cloth
the black cloths

guÉlu
nýÉwý

stick
dirty
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guÉlu nýwýi
guÉlu nýwýa
guÉlu nýwýitiÿ

the dirty stick
dirty sticks
the dirty sticks

A few adjectives ending in /-ii/ suffix /-ya/ and than add -i for the definite. The
indefinite plural is not used here.
heavy
biái
the heavy book
kýÉlý viáiyaÉi
the heavy books
kýÉlý viáiyaiti°ÿ
The suffix class of the adjective is not influenced by the suffix class of the noun.
the chair
kpýÉkpýØgi°
the fire
÷aÉbuÉi
big
gwaÉla
the big chair
kpýÉkpýØ gwalai
the big fire
÷aÉbu waÉlai
Definite adjectives add only the definite plural suffix. The singular suffix is affixed
to the noun.
the table
teÉeveÉi
this table
teÉeveÉi nii
that table
teÉeveÉi na
these tables
teÉeveÉi niitiÿ
those tables
teÉeveÉi natiÿ
2.3.2.2. The present conditioning suffixes /-gÿ/ and /-vÿ/ are added to /-gi/ and /-i/
adjectives respectively. The result is a conditioning adjective.
the situation is bad
faÉi §oevÿÉ
the stick is dirty
guÉlui nýwývÿ
the stick is hard
guÉlui §aaØnaØgÿÉ
2.3.2.3. The past conditioning suffixes are composed of the recent past tense suffix
plus the definite suffix /-i/.
-ga + -i > -gai;
-a + -i > ai.
hard
kpaÉanaØ
Is hardened.
eÉ §aÉanaØga.
It is hard.
kpaÉanaØga.
It was hard.
kpaÉanaØgai …ÿÉ
kpaÉdi
eÉ §aÉdia.
kpaÉdivÿ.
kpaÉdiai …ÿÉ.

hot
It became hot.
It is hot.
It was hot.

Note that the /-gi/ adjective has suffixed /-ga/, the /-a/ adjective /-a/.
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For the plurals the suffixes are added to the noun, and the plural pronoun, teÉ ‘they’,
is used before the conditioned adjective.
The sticks are dirty.
guÉluitiÿ teÉ nýÉwývÿÉ
The sticks were dirty.
guÉluitiÿ teÉ nýÉwýai …ÿÉ.
The sticks were dirty.
guÉluitiÿ teÉ nýÉwýai.
The cloths are black.
seÉ…eitiÿØ teÉ leigÿ.23
24
The cloths were black.
seÉ…eitiÿØ teÉ leiágÿi …ÿÉ.
The cloths were black.
seÉ…eitiÿØ teÉ leÉigai.25
2.3.2.4. /-kpuÉ/ is added to the numeral ‘one’ to indicate extreme oneness.
one God
gaÉla giála
the only (one) God
gaÉla giálakpuØ
2.3.3. Prefixation is limited to /ma-/. It serves a number of purposes: it indicates
particularity; it serves to form an ordinal numeral; and it has one function which cannot
be defined.
1. It indicates particularity.
niiánÿ
maÉniinÿ
maÉniinÿi
maÉniinÿa
maÉniinÿitiÿØ
kpaÉana
maÉ§aana
maÉ§aanaØgiá
maÉ§aanaØgaÉ
maÉ§aanaØgiátiÿØ

new
new one
the new one
new ones
the new ones
hard
hard one
the hard one
hard ones
the hard ones

2. It is added to the noun wuË± ‘head’ to form the ordinal numeral ‘first’.
the head
wuË±gi
the first
maÉwuËgi
the first book
kýÉlý maÉwuËÐgiá
3. In the following section its function cannot be defined:
thing, matter
fÿÉa
lasting
wýÉlý- wýÉlý
marvelous thing
faÉa maÉwýlý-wýÉlý
stone building
kwÉýti vÿÉlÿ
great stone building
kwÉýti vÿÉlÿ mayiáki
2.4. Pronouns may add some of the noun suffixes.
1. /-i/ is suffixed to na, ‘I’, and to nuÉ, ‘he’ (person), to form the personal definite.
I
na
23

Some speakers: leÉivÿ.
Some speakers: leÉi…aÉi …ÿÉ, others, leÉiyaÉi …ÿÉ.
25
Some speakers: leÉiyai; others, leÉi…aÉi.
24
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nai
nai ge loÉniá vÿ.
nuÉ
nuÉi
nuiá eÉ yÿÉni naÉ wuÉlu.

I
I who stood there.
he, person
he, the person
He who stayed behind.

/-i/ is added to the progressive form of the pronoun to form the remaining personal
definites.
you (sg.)
ya
you (sg.)
yai
You (sg.) who washed the cloth.
yai e seÉ…ei wuoni
we (excl.)
gaÉ
we (exc.)
gaÉi
We (excl.) who worked today.
gaÉi geÉ tiái …ÿÿni za.
they
taÉ
they
taÉi
Those who slept there.
taÉi teÉ ÷iáini naÉ
2. /-tiÿ/ may be added to the plural personal deffinite pronouns.
Those who slept there.
taiátiÿ teÉ ÷iáini naÉ.
/-tiÿ/ is also added to the definite pronouns nii ‘this’; na, nu ‘that’.
these
niitiÿ
those
natiÿ
those
nutiÿ
3. /-ni/ is suffixed to plural progressive pronouns and to all plural post-verb object
pronouns. Its purpose is to include all spoken to or of.
One of you (pl.) who is eating with me.
wai aÉ da waniá deÉ laÉa miizu wo gilaÉ.
Folomo worked with them.
Folomo teÉ vaÉ tiáÿ tiái …ÿ taÉ tiáÿni.
4. The designating suffix /-be/ is added to the pronoun na ‘I’.
It is I.
nave
5. /-de/ is an emphatic designator added to nave.
It is I.
navedeÉ
2.5 Adverbs are formed by compounding and prefixation.
2.5.1. Compounding is limited to reduplication which is employed to indicate
emphasis or exaggeration. The reduplicative patterns are formed from any of the basic
adverb patterns.
slow
siáiã
very slow
siáiã-si°iã
before
wýÉlý
ever
wýÉlý-wýÉlý
always
wýÉ
ever and ever
wýØ-wýÉ-wýÉ
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Numerals are reduplicated to show manner.
va ga tiáÿ ga giále-giále.
va ga tiáÿ ga dýÉýlu-dýÉýlu.

Bring them one by one.
Bring them five by five.

2.5.2. Prefixation consists of /ma-/ added to some verbs and adjectives to form
adverbs.
to go with speed
fiála
quickly
maÉšila
first (adj.)
maÉwuË
first (adv.)
maÉmawuË
2.6 Verbs may be formed by compounding and suffixation.
2.6.1. As with adjectives and adverbs, compounding is limited to reduplication. It
indicates emphasis or exaggeration, or serves to show repetitive action. Any of the basic
word patterns are found in reduplication.
pull
maÉi
pull continuously
maÉi-maÉi
walk
ziáÿ
stroll
ziáÿ-ziáÿ
slice
sÿÉvÿ
slice into small pieces
sÿÉvÿ-zÿØvÿØ
2.6.2. Three forms of the verb are formed by suffixation.
2.6.2.1. The progressive form indicates that verbs, like nouns, are divided into two
suffix classes: those suffixing /-su/, and those suffixing /-zu/.
Tell him.
boÉ maÉ
He is telling him.
týÉ boÉsuØ maÉ.
count
doÉdoØ
We (excl.) are counting.
gaÉ doÉdoØsu.
break
gaÉle
They are breaking it.
taÉ gaÉlezuØ.
bend
kaÉva
They are bending it.
taÉ kaÉvazuØ.
2.6.2.2. The recent past (RP) of /-su/ verbs is formed by adding /-ga/ to the basic
form. /-zu/ verbs add other suffixes, chiefly /-a/.
He talked to him.
eÉ boÉgaØ maÉ.
We (excl.) counted.
geÉ doÉdoØgaÉ.
They broke it.
teÉ gaÉlea.
He bent it.
eÉ kaÉvaa.
Words of the /-zu/ group that end with -Cÿ lengthen the vowel26 to form the RP.
do
kÿÉ
I did it.
ge kÿÉÿ
26

Some speakers suffix /-a/.
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kpÿÉtÿ
geÉ kpÿÉtÿÿ.

fix
We (excl.) fixed it.

Words ending in /-ii, -ei, -ee, -ÿÿ, -ai, -ui, -oi/ usually suffix /-ya/.
plant
siái
They planted it.
teÉ siáiya.
start
týÉzeØi
He has started.
eÉ týÉzeiyØaÉ.
27

Words ending in /-iÿ, -uo, and -oo/ suffix /-a/ and drop the final vowel.
walk
ziáÿ
He walked.
eÉ ziáa.
wash
guÉo
They washed it.
teÉ guÉa.
drop
toÉo
We (excl.) dropped it.
geÉ toÉa.
Words ending in /-aa/ and /-eea/ do not change for the RP.
kill
paÉa
We (excl.) killed it.
geÉ paÉa.
buy
geÉea
You (sg.) bought it.
e geÉea.
2.6.2.3 The far past (FP) is formed by adding /-ni/ to all verbs.
They counted it.
teÉ doÉdoØni.
You (pl.) broke it.
wo gaÉlÿni°.
2.7. The remaining word classes do not add anything to their basic form. This
includes conjunctions, prepositions, postpositions and particles.
and
taÉ
when
taÉi
28
in (under)
bu É
with it
daÉ
(particles)
mÿÉ, naÉ
He told them not to go.
eÉ boÉni° tiáÿ ga teÉ mÿÉ lÿÉ li°.
When they are building ittaÉ naÉ toÉsuØ2.8. In addition to the methods of word formation discussed in 2.1 – 2.7., all classes
of words except pronouns, conjunctions and particles may be transferred into other
word classes and undergo the word forming processes peculiar to those word classes. It
is important to note that /-gi/ nouns and adjectives become /-su/ verbs; that /-i/ nouns
and adjectives become /-zu/ verbs. Conversely, /-su/ and /-zu/ verbs become /-gi/ and
/-i/ nouns respectively. With the exceptions noted above, all classes of words may be
transferred into other word classes without modification of their basic form.29
27

Many speakers say seÉi.
In rare cases the postposition may add the definite suffix /-i/.
29
Occasionally a tone change is involved.
28
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2.8.1. With additions to the basic form. Verb > noun:
see
pÿÉtÿØ
They are seeing him.
taÉ pÿÉtÿØsu.
mirror
pÿÉtÿ
the mirror
pÿÉtÿgi°
mirrors
pÿÉtÿØga
the mirrors
pÿÉtÿgi°tiÿØ
walk
ziáÿ
He is walking.
týÉ ziÿzuÉ
trip
siáÿ
the trip
siáÿi
trips
siáa
the trips
siáÿitiÿØ
A verb in the progressive form may be transferred to the noun class, becoming a
locative noun. The locative suffix /-vÿ/ is added.
He is killing it.
týÉ paazuØ.
I saw the killing place.
ge wÿlÿniá paÉazuvÿØ va.
I saw the dancing place.
ge kaÉazuvÿØ vÿtÿi.
This book’s beginning (the beginning of this book).
kýÉlýi nii lýzaizuÉvÿØ …a.
The progressive form of the verb may also become an object noun of a nonlocative nature.
He is going.
týÉ liizuÉ.
I saw the going.
ge wÿlÿniá diáizuØ va.
The verb becomes a common adjective by adding the verbal RP suffix.
pass
teÉve
a passed (piece of) bread
kpýÉýlýØ leÉvegaØ
break
gaÉle
a broken stick
guÉlu …aleÉa
The definite singular is formed by adding /-i/ to the RP suffix.
the passed bread
kpýÉýlýØ leÉvegai
the broken stick
guÉlu …aleÉai
/-su/ verbs become present conditioned adjectives by adding /-gÿ/; /-zu/ verbs by
adding /-vÿ/.
destroy
kaË±la÷ala
They are destroying it.
taÉ kaË±la÷alasuØ.
You (sg.) destroyed it.
e kaË±la÷alagaØ.
It is destroyed.
kaË±la÷alagÿØ.
break
gaÉle
They are breaking it.
taÉ gaÉlezuØ.
You (sg.) broke it.
eÉ gaÉlÿa.
It is broken.
gaÉlevÿ.
The stick is broken.
guÉlui …alevÿ.
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Adverb > verb:
suÉbuÉ
týÉ zubuzuØ taÉi zu.

soon30
He is going to town early in the morning.

Adjective > verb:
kpaÉdi
týÉ ziáÿi §aØdiázuØ.

hot
He is heating the water.

2.8.2. Without additions to the basic form.
Some nouns, verbs, postpositionals, and adverbs become pre-noun modifiers:
knife
on
boÉa
baÉ
nest
matter
taÉ…a
faÉa
knife sheath
inscription
boÉa laÉ…a
baÉ šaÉa
kÿÉ
faÉa
kÿÉÿ šaa

do
matter
his actions

munu
peÉleÉ
munu vele

there
road
over there, that direction

Noun, adjectuve > adverb:
suÉbu
ga liizu ga suÉbuØ.

morning
I am going early

taÉmaa
ge tiái …ÿÿni ga taÉmaa.

plenty
I worked long.

Postpositional > object noun:
suÉ
ge wÿlÿniá suÉ vaÉ

in
I saw the inside.

Pospositional > object with tonal pronoun:
kýÉýË
ga suÉ wýÉýË.
towaa su wýÉýË.
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measure
I will tempt him.
He will tempt me.

The verb in question may be connected as well to the noun suÉbu ‘morning’. – VV.
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Chapter III. Initial Consonant Change
3.1. The following consonants may change when they occur initially in certain
phonological, morphological, and syntactic situations: /p, b, f, t, d, g, k ,kp, s, z/.
3.2. The remaining consonants do not change: §, v, gb, š, …, m, n, ÷, l, …, w/.
3.3. The phonological environment controlling change and the resultant consonants
are as follows: b, p > v; g, k > … when the following vowel is /i, e, ÿ, a/.
biáli > viáli
peÉle > veÉle
kÿÉ > …ÿÉ
gaÉla > …aÉla
biái > viái
keÉea > …eÉea

goat
road
do
burn
heavy
father

b, p, g, k > w when the following vowel is /u, o, ý/.
under
buÉ > wuÉ
stir
poÉteØ > woÉteØ
spirit
gýÉšÿ > wýÉšÿ
book
kýÉlý > wýÉlý
knife
boÉa > woÉa
wash
guÉo > wuÉo
pig
buÉiã > wuÉiã
g, k > ÷ when the following vowel is nasalized.
bite
giáiã > ÷iáiã
bullet
kaÉiã > ÷aÉiã
canoe
keÉeË > ÷eÉeË
The other consonants are not influenced in their initial consonant change when the
following vowel is nasalized.
pig
buÉiã
your (sg.) pig
ya wuiãgiá
d, t > l; f > š; kp > §; s > z; z > y before any vowel:
wart
doÉdo > loÉdo
call
tiáli > liáli
weave
fÿÉlÿ > šÿÉlÿ
loosen
fuÉiã > šuÉiã
razor
kpeÉka > §eÉka
pumpkin
kpaÉele > §aÉele
take
siá…i > ziá…i
hang
sÿÉlÿ > zÿÉlÿ
animal
suÉo > zuÉo
set
seÉi > zeÉi
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ziáÿ > yiáÿ
zÿÉ§ÿ > yÿÉ§ÿ
zeÉ…e > yeÉ…ÿ

water
wet
hole

kw, gw > w before any vowel.
kwÿÉÿ
teÉ Folomo wÿÿni.
gwaÉla
pÿÉlÿ wala

betray
They betrayed Folomo.
big
big house

3.4. The morphological environment or processes producing initial consonant
change (ICC) are compounding, suffixation and prefixation.
3.4.1. In compounding, the initial consonant (IC) of the second section of the word
is changed when the first section is of the /-i/ class.
koÉlui
gaËi
nuÉ
koÉlu-÷ai nuÉ

the iron
beat
person
blacksmith

When compounding is the result of reduplication, the IC of the second section
changes when the first section is a noun or adjective of the /-i/ class or a verb of the
/-zu/ class.
the mud
paÉlai
mud, mud, mud
paÉla-vaÉla
He is walking.
týÉ ziÿzuÉ.
stroll31
ziáÿ-ziÿ
3.4.2. ICC due to suffixation follows the pattern discussed above.
the dog
giálei
(diminutive suffix)
-ku
little dog
giálewuØ
3.4.3. In prefixation, the IC of the basic word always changes, for the prefixes are
of the /-i/ class.
branch
beÉkeØ
it’s branch
maÉvekeØgiá
3.5. There is no ICC due to morphological environment when the basic form of a
/-gi/ noun or adjective or of a /-su/ is used.
the fish
feÉzaØgi
drive
kpÿÉ
32
fisherman
feÉzaØ-§ÿÉÿ nuØ
31

The example given here, ziáÿ-ziÿ, might be not clear enough for a reader. In fact, the stem of the verb
‘to walk’ is siáÿ, which changes to ziÿ when the verb is used as intransitive. – VV.
32
This form might be an error. In my data, the word for “fisherman” is feÉzaØ-kpÿÉÿ-nuØ, which is in
agreement with the rule formulated by W. Sadler. – VV.
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kaÉli
kaÉlisuØ
kaÉli-kaØli

stumble
stumbling
drag

maÉsagi°
daÉ
maÉsadaØ

the chief
(place suffix)
kingdom

3.6. The range of syntactical environments producing ICC is considerably greater
than that of the morphological environments.
3.6.1. Object words and phrases of the /-i/ group change the IC of the verbs,
adjectives, or postpositionals following them.
book
kýÉlý
lift
tÿÉ
Lift a book.
kýÉlý lÿÉ.
big
gwaÉla
33
Lift a big book.
kýÉlý wala lÿ
on
baÉ
I saw a book (on).
ge wÿlÿniá kýÉlý vaÉ.
here
vÿ
sweep
kpaÉle
Sweep here.
vÿ §aÉle.
that
na
Lift that.
na lÿ.
Adjectives in a series follow the same pattern.
stick
guÉlu
small
pÿÉnÿ
black
teÉi
a small black stick
guÉlu vÿnÿ leÉi
The pattern prevails when nouns, adjectives, and verbs serve as noun modifiers.
knife
boÉa
nest
taÉ…a
knife sheath
boÉa la…a
do
kÿÉ
matter
faÉa
actions
kÿÉÿ šaØa
Some speakers change the IC of foÉlo ‘day’, even when it is preceded by a /-su/
verb acting as a modifier.
resting
doÉowosuØ
rest day
doÉowo šoÉlo

33

Some speakers: waÉla.
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3.6.2. Object words and phrases containing the definite or plural suffixes change
the IC of the following noun, verb, adjective, or postpositional.
Lift his book.
naÉ kýÉlýi lÿ.
Lift his chair.
naÉ kpýÉkpýgi lÿ.
Call the people.
nuÉmaitiÿØ liáli.
Pour stones into it.
kwýÉtia wuÉ suÉ.
Place it on the chair.
seÉi kpýÉkpýØgi wobaÉ.
I saw the mirror.
ge pÿÉtÿØgi° vÿtÿni.
I touched the black book.
ge šoÉoËniá kýÉlý leÉigi va.
3.6.3. The use of any form of /-zu/ verb and any but the basic form of /-su/ verb
changes the IC of the following preposition.
with it
da
He will work with it.
toÉwaÉa tiái …ÿÿ la.
What day did he bury it?
šoÉlo §ÿÉ eÉ doÉowuni° la?
3.6.4. The possessive pronouns ya, gaÉ, daÉ,
the IC of the possessed object.
biáli
ya viliá
taÉ viliá
deÉe
wo lee

taÉ, wa, e, geÉ, deÉ, teÉ, and wo change
goat
your (sg.) goat
their goat
mother
your (pl.) mother

When an alienable possessive pronoun is dropped, something rarely done, the IC of
the noun is changed.
his
naÉ
death
saÉa šaÉa
Folomo’s death
Folomo na saÉa šaÉi
Folomo’s death
Folomo zaa šaÉi
3.6.5. When general use is made of a specific word, its IC is changed.
his word
goÉo
He told him the good word.
eÉ woÉo vagýi woni maÉ.
day
foÉlo
When (what day) did he go?
šoÉlo §ÿÉ eÉ liáini la?
his back
puÉlu
go back.
liá wuÉlu.
3.6.6. Transitive verbs used intransitively undergo ICC.
wash (it)
guÉo
I washed.
ge wuÉoni.°
take (it)
siá…i
They left there.
teÉ ziá…ini° naÉ.
hot
kpaÉdi
It became hot.
eÉ §aÉdini.
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The pattern continues when su and gaa are part of a verb phrase.
strong (v) (transitive)
suÉ §aÉa
He became strong. (intranstive)
eÉ zuÉ §aÉani°.
try
gaÉa §aÉa
They are trying.
taÉ …aÉa §aÉazuØ.
Conditioning adjectives are also subject to ICC unless they occur with a tonal
pronoun.
cold
deÉi
you (sg.) are cold
e leivÿ
black
teÉi
a book is black
kýÉlý leÉivÿ
3.6.7. Passive voice produces a change in the IC of the verb.
it will
toÉvaØa
give
feÉ
It will be given to you (pl.).
toÉwaØa šeÉ wo ya.
3.6.8. Most pre-noun verbs have ICC.
wÿÉlÿ
eÉ wÿÉlÿni zuÉnui va.
šoÉoË
šoÉoË baÉ.

see
He saw the man.
touch
Touch it.

It is often impossible to trace the basic consonants of some words (wÿÉlÿ, for
example), as their IC may be one of two or more consonants. wÿÉlÿ may originally have
been either bÿÉlÿ or pÿÉlÿ.34 wýÉ may have been pýÉ, býÉ, kýÉ, or gýÉ.
3.7. There are four syntactic environmental features preventing ICC.
1. When the basic form of /-gi/ words or phrases or the basic form of /-su/ verbs
occour on any of the environments described in 3.5., there is no ICC.
the chair
kpoÉkýÉgi
Lift a chair.
kpýÉkpýØ tÿ.
Lift a black chair.
kpýÉkpýØ tei tÿÉ.
tÿ
tÿÉ

2. There is no change if tonal object pronouns are used.
Lift me.
Lift him.

3. The use of the alienable possessive pronouns na ‘my’, naÉ ‘his’; and the tonal
inalienable possessive pronouns (‘) ‘my’, and ( É), ‘his’, does not produce ICC in the
object.
house
pÿÉlÿ
my house
na pÿlÿÉi
34

This assumption is incorrect; the initial consonant of bÿÉlÿ or pÿÉlÿ would change to v-, rather than w-.
Therefore, the strong form of this verb could be kwÿÉlÿ or gwÿÉlÿ. – VV.
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naÉ pÿÉlÿi
dee
deÉe
4. There is no ICC
as oppositional nouns.
guÉlui
guÉlui kweÉleai …ÿÉ.
guÉlui gaÉleai.

his house
my mother
his mother
in a conditioning adjective or verbal adjective when they serve
the stick
The stick was white (The stick, the one that was white.)
The stick is broken (The stick, the one that is broken).

3.8. There are four environments producing ICC of body parts.
3.8.1. When the actor’s body part serves as part of a verbal phrase, its IC is
changed.
his mouth
daÉa
He permitted it (He put his mouth under it).
ÿÉ laÉa zeÉini° buÉ.
his hand
zeÉe
He placed his hand on them.
eÉ yeÉe laØani° tiáÿ.
his ear
guÉi
He will listen (He will stand his ear).
toÉwaØa wuÉi lo.
Exceptions occasionally occur.
gaÉazuØ
eÉ gaÉazuØ woÉteØniá Folomo maÉ.

his face
He faced Folomo (He turned his face on Folomo).

3.8.2. The IC of the body part is changed when it is preceded by the possessing
noun.
his hand
zeÉe
The man’s hand is hurting.
zuÉnui yeØe …a taÉbazuØ.
her neck
kýÉ
The woman’s neck is dirty.
gaÉzanui wýgiá nýwývÿ.
3.8.3. ICC occurs when the body part is used impersonally.
-with people’s hands.
-ga nuÉmaa yeÉe.
3.8.4. Occasionally the IC is changed even when the noun stands alone.
his arms
yeÉe lýký
3.9. There are three conditions preventing ICC of body parts.
1. When the body parts are separated from the verb by the negative, lÿÉ.
his heart
ziái
His heart cannot do it.
ziái lÿÉ kÿÉÿ.
2. When the object’s body part and not the actor’s is used or acted upon.
its mouth
daÉa
He filled it (its mouth).
eÉ daÉa šÿØni°.
3. When the body part and the verb join to become a noun.
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daÉa-mi
zeÉe-la-ma

food
his faith

3.10. The ICC of numerals is not as regular as the foregoing. There is no ICC for
the following:
nine
taÉawuÉo
ten
puÉugýØ
ICC for feÉlegýØ ‘two’, and saÉagýØ ‘three’, is rather rare.
their second sister
taÉ zeelaÉ šeØleØ keleÉi.
their third sister
taÉ zeelaÉ zaØva keleÉi.
The ICC of giálÿ, ‘one’, is not consistent.
kýÉlý …ila
kýÉlý gilaÉ

one book

3.11. There is no ICC of conjunctions, pronouns, and particles. Most adverbs do
not undergo ICC. This is not irregular, for they occur in none of the environments
producing change.
today
za
He died today.
eÉ zaÉani° za.
yet
dÿÉ
Wait (yet).
loÉ dÿÉ
anyway
tiá
They came anyway.
teÉ vaÉani° tiá
plenty
taÉmaÉa
They worked long.
teÉ tiái …ÿÿni ga taÉmaa.
and
taÉ
Folomo and Somo.
Folomo taÉ Somo.
The adverb kýÉný ‘again’, receives ICC by some speakers. The interrogative §ÿ,
‘whose’, never produces ICC in the following noun, and the IC of /-tiÿ/ and pÿ are
never changed.
the chairs
kpýÉkpýØgitiÿ
anything
÷ÿÉni nÿÉpÿ
3.12. Irregularities are uncommon. In addition to giála ‘one’ and kýÉný ‘again’,
mentioned above, the following irregularities are found:
1. The adjective ta ‘some’ never undergoes ICC, and fiákaa ‘some’, may or may not
receive it.
Someone is coming.
nuÉ ta …aÉ vaazu.
Some people are coming.
nuÉ fikaÉa (or: šikaÉa) taÉ vaazu.
2. Some names also are irregular. Note that Folomo has no influence on the name
ToÉkpa:
Folomo Topa
Folomo ToÉkpa
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Which is unlike the influence of MýÉlu§aØ on the IC of Somo.
MýÉluÉ§aØ ZoÉmo
Mýluba Zomo
This irregularity is made clearer when it is recalled that Folomo changes the IC of
the verbs., etc., following it.
call
tiáli
Call Folomo.
Folomo lili.
3. sÿ§ÿ ‘what’ has its IC changed when it serves as an adjective and occurs in
environment producing change:
What work?
tiái zÿÉ§ÿ
But when sÿÉ§ÿ occurs before the object, it violates the pattern and becomes zÿÉ§ÿ.
What work are you (sg.) going?
zÿ§ÿ liái …aÉ e kÿÉÿzuØ?
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CHAPTER IV
FORMATION OF SENTENCES
4.1 Nouns.
4.1.1. There are proper, common, and collective nouns in Lýýma.
Proper:
Zorzor (the name of a town)
ZýzýÉo
Folomo (a man’s name)
Folomo
Common:
guÉlu
zuÉnu

stick
man

Collective:
kpýÉ

crowd

4.1.2. There is no grammatical gender in Lýýma. Modifying nouns are used to
indicate sex.
fowl
tÿÉÿ
male
siánÿ
rooster
tÿÉÿ zinÿ
cow (either sex)
niákÿ
female
saÉ
cow
niákÿ zaÉ
man
suÉnu
woman
÷aÉzanuØ
boy (child)
duÉu zunuÉ
girl (child)
duÉu ÷azaÉnu
I saw it.
ge wÿlÿniá baÉ.
I saw him.
ge wÿlÿniá baÉ.
4.1.3. The vocative is distinguished by a change in the tone.
Folomo
Folomo
Folomo went into town.
Folomo liiniá taÉa zu.
Fololmo, go into town.
FolomoÉ, liá taÉa zu. Or: FoÉlomo, liá taÉa zu.
4.1.4 The use of suffixed nouns.
4.1.4.1. The definite singular noun designates one particular object of a class.
book (any book)
kýÉlý
the book (particular one).
kýÉlýi
When there is no doubt concerning the identity of the object spoken of, many
speakers use the basic noun.
4.1.4.2. The definite plural suffix is nearly always used when it is designated.
However; speakers do not hesitate to use either the basic or the definite singular form of
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the noun for such objects as oranges, stones, rice, peanuts, etc. Note that these objects
can be poured.
4.1.4.3. The use of the indefinite plural is not very common, the definite singular
often being permissible when the meaning is clear to both parties.
4.1.4.4. The remaining suffuxed nouns, as well as the prefixed ones, require no
discussion. They are used as stated in 2.2.
4.1.5. Noun phrases are formed in the following manner:
1. The noun followed by one or more modifiers.
the dirty cloth
seÉ…e nýwýi
the broken black stick
guÉlu …aleÉa leÉiyai
2. The noun preceded by one or more modifiers.
horse
soÉo
iron
koÉlu
bicycle
koÉlu zoÉo
rain
tiáne35
water
ziáÿ
cloth
seÉ…e
rain coat
tiáne yiáÿ zeÉ…e
person
nuÉ
do
kÿÉ
evil
yýÉwuË
matter
faÉa
sinner
faÉa-yoÉwuË-…ÿÿ nuÉ36
‘people’
biáa
sinners
faÉa-yoÉwuË-…ÿÿ viáa28
do
kÿÉ
matter
faÉa
action
kÿÉÿ šaÉa
3. A combination of 1 and 2 above.
gwaÉla
koÉlu zoÉo wala

big
a big bicycle

The suffix is added to the last member of a noun phrase. The use of the phrase with
its suffixes is similar to that described for nouns in 4.1.4.
4.1.6. Acting nouns appear before the verb.
zuÉnui
pÿÉtÿØ
peÉlei
35
36

the man
see
the road

Some speakers: tiána.
nu and bia are the Lýýma equivalents for English “-er” and “-ers” respectively.
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zuÉnui peÉlei vÿtÿni
liá
Folomo liiniá taÉa zu.

The man saw the road.
go
Folomo went into town.

When the actor performs two or more actions, the pronoun is used for all after the
first.
he
eÉ
Folomo went into town and bought a cow.
Folomo liiniá taÉa zu eÉ niákÿ …eÉea.
Acting nouns in a series follow the same pattern as single acting nouns.
and
taÉ, eÉ vÿÉÿ ... baÉ
the old people
nuÉwuØtiitiÿ
they
teÉ
gather round him
gaÉa lÿÿ baÉ
Folomo taÉ nuÉwuØtiitÿ eÉ vÿÉÿ maÉsagiátiÿ Folomo, the old people, and the chiefs,
(they) gathered around him.
vaÉ teÉ …aÉa lÿÿni baÉ maÉ.
When ambiguity will not result, it is permissible to use only the first noun before
the verb and have the remainder follow the object.
was
…ÿÉni
among them
teÉ zaÉamaØ
Folomo and Somo were among them.
SoÉmo …ÿniá teÉ zaÉamaØ eÉ vÿÉÿ Folomo va.
Acting noun phrases and clauses follow the same pattern.
The big bicycle fell.
koÉlu zoÉo walai looni.
answer
gaÉwoØteÉ
nuÉi gilaÉ geÉ wulo kpýÉgi zu eÉ gaÉwoØteÉ zeÉea. One of the persons whe came out of
the crowd answered him.
4.1.7. Object nouns occur in two positions: pre-verb and post-verb.
4.1.7.1. Pre-verb.
the knife
boÉai
see
pÿÉtÿØ
I saw the knife.
ge boÉai vÿtÿni.
one
giála
take
siá…i
I took one.
ge giála si…ini.
When pre-verb object nouns occur in a series, usually only the first noun precedes
the verb; the remainder follow it.
Folomo
Folomo
call
tiáli
eÉ Folomo lilini eÉ vÿÉÿ Somo va taÉ maÉsagiá. He called Folomo, Somo, and the chief.
šoÉoË
baÉ

4.1.7.2. Post-verb object nouns are always followed by a post-positional.
touch
‘on him’
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ga šoÉoË Folomo va.
boÉ
maÉ
ga boÉ Folomo ma.

I will touch Folomo.
tell
‘on him’
I will tell Folomo.

With the intransitive use of the verb, the object follows the verb and functions as
the object of a preposition or a post-positional.
bathe
wuÉo
with
ga
soap
kpoÉlo
He bathed with soap.
eÉ wuÉoni° ga kpoÉlo.
‘to’ (post-positional)
pýÉ
He went to the man.
eÉ liáini zuÉnii wý.
When post-verb object nouns occur in a series, only the first noun appears before
the post-positional.
‘on him’
baÉ
I saw Folomo, Somo, and the chief.
ge wÿlÿniá Folomo va eÉ vÿÉÿ Somo va taÉ
maÉsagi°.
Some speakers, however, use more than one object before the post-positional.
‘on him’
maÉ
or
ýÉý
Tell Folomo or Somo.
boÉ Folomo ýý Somo ma.
Tell Folomo and Somo to come.
boÉ Folomo §ýgaÉ Somo ma ga teÉ vaÉ.
Object noun phrases follow the pre-verb and post-verb noun pattern.
see
pÿÉtÿØ
I saw this big book.
ge kýÉlý waÉlai nii vÿtÿni.
touch
šoÉoË
We (excl.) touched this big book.
geÉ šoÉoËni° kýÉlý waÉlai nii va.
But the object noun phrase precedes the relative pronoun, which is immediately
before the verb.
beat
doÉwa
(This) Folomo (whom) I beat.
Folomo nii ge doÉwani°.
(This) Folomo (whom) I touched.
Folomo nii ge šoÉoËni° baÉ.
Object clauses may retain their continuity with post-noun verbs as long as there is
no danger of ambiguity. But the following is preferred. Note that the relative clause
follows the verb.
-who was sick
-eÉ …ÿÉni zee§ezu
He healed the man who was sick.
eÉ zuÉnui valoni eÉ …ÿÉni zee§ÿÉzu.
Note this. However:
pÿÉtÿØ

see
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ge nuÉi gilaÉ geÉ wuÉlo kpýÉgi zu vÿÉtÿØni.37

I saw one of the persons who came out of
the crowd.

Now note the following lengthy object clause which is divided so that only its first
subject, nuÉmaiti°ÿ, appears before the verb.
nuÉmaitiÿØ teÉ …ÿÉni ÷ÿÉni zýÉwýË wuluzu taÉ
nuÉmaitiÿØ teÉ …ÿÉni ÷ÿÉni …eeÉazu bu –
kpÿÉ
eÉ vÿÉÿ ga nuÉmaitiáÿ §ÿÉÿ teÉ …ÿÉni ÷ÿÉni
zýÉwýË wulozu taÉ nuÉmaiti°ÿ teÉ …ÿÉni ÷ÿÉni
…eÉeazuØ buÉ.

the people who were selling and the
people who were buying (in it)
drive
He began to drive the people who were
selling and the people who vere buying in
it.

With pre-noun verbs the some pattern
postpositional.
wÿÉlÿ
baÉ
ge wÿlÿniá zuÉnui va eÉ …ÿÉni zee§ÿÉzu.
-eÉ …ÿÉÿni°.
teÉ vaÉani° wÿlÿÉzu niái ša eÉ …ÿÉÿni°.

prevails, except that the clause follows the
see
‘on him’
I saw the man who was sick.
-that had happened.
They came to see what had happened.

With such verbs as dÿÉ ‘show’, though a post-noun verb, the clause follows the
verb, coming after the indirect object (IDO).
the man (IDO)
zuÉnui
He showed the man what had happened.
eÉ dÿÉÿni° ga zuÉnui nii eÉ …ÿÉÿni°.
When the auxiliary is used, the position of the noun is not changed.
was
…ÿÉni, ÷ÿÉni
the book
kýÉlýi
drop
toÉo
He was dropping the book.
eÉ …ÿÉni kýÉlýi loozu.
He was not dropping the book.
ÿÉ lÿÉ ÷ÿÉni kýÉlýi loozu.
4.1.7.3. The IDO functions as the object of a preposition or post-positional and thus
follows the verb.
the man (IDO)
zuÉnui
send
teÉve
He sent the book to the man.
eÉ kýÉlýi leÉveni° zuÉnui wý.
An exception to the above occurs when the personal definite pronoun serves as the
IDO: there is no postpositional.
you (pl.)
wai (or: waitiáÿ)
eÉ wo šýnÿi šeeni wai (or: waitiÿÉ) wo He paid you (pl.) who worked today. (He
gave your (pl.) pay to you who worked
toÉo …ÿÿmi za.
today).
37

Some speakers: geØ nuÉi gØilaÉ pÿØtÿØni eÉ wuÉlo kpýÉgi zuØ.
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The IDO in a series, and the IDO as a phrase or clause, follows the same pattern as
the direct object.
hand over, deliver
teÉve
taÉ Folomo leÉve maÉsagi° wý taÉ Somo. They will deliver Folomo to the chief and to
Somo.
teÉ kýÉlýi lÿÿni ga zuÉnui eÉ tiái …ÿÿni vÿ. They showed the book to the man who
worked here.
4.1.8. A noun, noun phrase or noun clause may stand in opposition to another noun,
noun phrase, or noun clause.
Folomo, the laundryman
seÉ…e-wuoÉ nuÉi Folomo38
SoÉmo duÉi Folomo, or: Folomo, SoÉmo duÉi. Somo’s son Folomo.
… that is the people who slept in the
... na …a ga nuÉmaitiÿØ teÉ ÷iáini pÿÉlÿi wu ...
house …
The workers, that is those who slept in
tiái-…ÿØÿ viáaiti°ÿ, na …a ga nuÉmaiti°ÿ teÉ ÷iáini
the house, caught Folomo.
pÿÉlÿi wu, teÉ Folomo zoni.
4.2. Lýýma adjectives are used to describe nouns and pronouns. There are five
principal kinds of adjectives: common, descriptive, definite, indefinite, interrogative,
and limiting. In addition, there are conditioning adjectives, adjectives serving as nouns
in opposition (NA) and pre-noun modifiers.
4.2.1. With few exceptions the adjectives follow the word they modify.
4.2.1.1. Common descriptive adjectives appear after the noun.
evil
yoÉwuË
an evil matter
faÉa yoÉwuË
hot
kpaÉdi
hot palm oil
guÉlo §adi
Adjectives in a series follow the same pattern.
teÉi
kpaÉana
guÉlu lei kpaÉana
nýÉwý
ziáÿ nýwý §adiá
pÿÉnÿ
guÉlu vÿnÿÉ leiá kpaÉanagi°tiÿØ

black
hard
a black hard stick
dirty
dirty hot water
small
the small black hard sticks

Common descriptive adjectives with the noun phrase:
lack of
laÉla
their lack of faith (their faith lack)
taÉ yeÉe-laÉ-maÉ laÉlai
the small laborer
tiái-…ÿØÿ nuÉ vÿnÿÉi
bottle for hot palm oil
guÉlo §adi zÿniá
When a common descriptive adjective and an adjective formed from a verb (verbal
adjective) are used in a series, the verbal adjective appears last.
a dirty broken stick
guÉlu nýwý …aleÉa
38

Some speakers: se…Ée-wuØo.
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There are a few examples of common descriptive adjectives appearing before the
noun.
everlasting life
wýlý-wýlý yÿšuÉi
the next towns
na wulu laÉitiÿØ
next day
na wulu šoloÉi
The outstanding example of the adjective preceding the noun occurs when it is used
with keÉle, ‘one’.
the dirty one
nýÉwý …elei
tha hard one
kpaÉanaØ kelegiá
4.2.1.2. The definite adjectives appear after the noun and after the common
adjective.
this book
kýÉlýi nii
those men
ziánai niitiÿ
that night
kpiádii° na
those days
foÉloi natiÿ
this big book
kýÉlý walai nii
4.2.1.3. The indefinite adjectives follow the definite adjective pattern.
one of the books (some book)
kýÉlýi ta
some of the snap beans
kpaÉkuØ týÉwýi ta
some of the people
nuÉmaitiÿØ taÉ
some big books
kýÉlý walai ta
The indefinite quality of taÉ is emphasised when it follow an indefinite noun, in
wich case it implies “an” or “a”.
some woman, a woman
÷aÉzanu taÉ
4.2.1.4. Interrogative adjectives appear after the noun.
Which man is going?
zuÉnui zÿ§ÿ …aÉ eÉ liáizu?
zuÉnui §ÿ …aÉ eÉ liáizu?
4.2.1.5. The limiting adjectives are of two groups: numerative and other. They
appear after the word they modify.
one
giála
one of them
teÉ gilaÉ
eight dogs
giále lýsava
eight dirty dogs
giále nýwý lýsava
the seven loaves
kpoÉoloØ šýÉ lýÉfeØlaÉi
With ordinal numerals:39
kýÉlýi feÉle keleiá
kýÉlý maÉwØuËgiá
39

the second book
the first book

keÉle is used with the cardinal numerals, expect giála, ‘one’, to form the ordinal.
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Other:
kpýÉgýpÿ
teÉ §ýÉgýpÿ

all
all of them

4.2.1.6. Conditioning adjectives:
1. Present conditioning adjectives.
kpaÉanaØgÿ.
kpýlývÿ.
e §ýlývÿ.
guÉlui §akpaÉvÿ.
gaÉlevÿ.
guÉlui …aØleØvÿØ.
boÉa la…ai nýwývÿ.40

It is hard.
I am tired.
You (sg.) are tired.
The stick is big
It is broken.
The stick is broken.
The knife sheath is dirty.

2. Past conditioning adjectives.
teÉ woÉozaØi …ÿÉ.
kweÉleai …ÿÉ.
e …ele …eÉlegaØi …ÿÉ.41
guÉlui weÉleai …ÿÉ.42
baÉ šai poÉnÿi …ÿÉ eÉ …ÿÉni ga nii-

They were tall.
It was white.
You (sg.) were wise.
The stick was white.
The charge written against him was (this)-

4.2.1.7. Conditioning adjective serving as a NA.
a stick, one that is broken
guÉlu gaÉleai43
a stick, one is small
guÉlu pÿÉnÿi
a black stick
guÉlu teÉiyai
a stick, one that is black, broken
guÉlui teÉiyai gaÉleai
They saw it dead.
teÉ wÿÉlÿni baÉ saÉi.
He saw it healed.
eÉ pÿÉtÿØni baÉloai.
When two adjectives and NA occur in a series, the second adjective becomes a
conditioning adjective serving as a NA. The common adjective appears first.
black
teÉi
black (NA)
teÉiyai
a new black broken stick
guÉlu niinÿ teÉiyai gaÉleai.
4.2.1.8. Nouns, verbs, etc. serving as pre-noun modifiers. See 2.3.2.
4.2.1.9. Adjective phrases and clauses follow the pattern previously discussed.
in the town
taÉi zu
Tell the man in the town.
boÉ zuÉnui ma taÉi zu.
Folomo whom I beat.
Folomo nii ge doÉwani°.
-who came from town
-teÉ ziá…ini° taÉa zu
Those people who came from town.
nuÉmai nuti°ÿ teÉ ziá…ini° taÉa zu.
(palm) wine
dýÉý
40

Some speakers: la…ØaØgiá.
Many speakers use /-gÿi/ in place of /-gai/.
42
Some speakers: weØlaÉai.
43
Some speakers: guÉlui.
41
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teÉ dýÉý leÉve Folomo wý suÉpuai ga ziáÿ.
... niitiÿ teÉ …ÿÉni baÉ wýlýÉ ...
eÉ feÉlegýØ vÿÉtÿØni niitiÿ teÉ …ÿÉni baÉ wýlýÉ.

They gave Folomo wine mixed with water.
… those who were with him before …
He saw two of those who were with him
before.

Note that when the verb dÿÉ ‘show’ is used, the adjective clause precedes the IDO
which it modifies.
niitiÿ teÉ …ÿÉni baÉ wýlýÉ eÉ kýÉlýi lÿÿni ga He showed the book to two of those who
had been with him before.
feÉlegýØ.
Adjective phrases and clauses may also occur in a series.
dressed
seÉ…e kýÉ baÉ
in his right mind
wuË± suÉ leÉveai
The man who had had the legion
zuÉnui nii ÷ÿni …a LiáiyÿØ …ÿniá puÉlu
teÉ wÿÉlÿni zuÉnui va na zeÉini°, seÉ…e kýÉ They saw the man sitting there, dressed, in
his right mind, the man who had had the
baÉ, wuË± suÉ leÉveai, zuÉnui nii ÷ÿni …a
legion.
LiáiyÿÉ …ÿniá puÉlu.
The short construction also modifies an object.
-going into town.
-yeÉ liá taÉa zu.
Thay saw the man going into town.
teÉ wÿÉlÿni zuÉnui va yeÉ liá taÉi zu.
4.2.2. Place of suffixes.
4.2.2.1. When the common descriptive adjective follows the noun, the adjective
takes the noun suffixes.
the big cup
kýpuÉ waÉlai
the black cloth
seÉ…e leÉigi°
black brooms
kpaÉle teigaÉ
the big chairs
kpýÉkpýØ gwalaitiÿ
The suffix class of the noun does not influence the suffix of the adjective.
the chair
kpýÉkpýØgi
the fire
÷aÉbui
the big chair
kpýÉkpý gwalaiØ
the big fire
÷aÉbu waÉlaiá
The above pattern prevails with verbal adjectives.
the broken stick
guÉlu …aleÉai44
45
the broken sticks
guÉlu …aleÉaiti°ÿ
It is possible to add all suffixes to the noun and use the verbal adjective as a NA.
the breken stick
guÉlui gaÉleai
broken sticks
guÉlua gÿÉleni
the broken sticks
guÉluiti°ÿ gaÉleai
I want the fallen stones.
ge woÉiãni° ga kwýÉtiitiÿØ toÉai.
44
45

Some speakers: guÉlu …aØleÉai.
Some speakers prefer: guÉluitiÿØ teÉ …aÉleai.
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When two or more adjectives occur in a series, the final adjective takes the suffix.
the seven loaves (the seven dry bread)
kpoÉoloØ šýÉ lýÉfeÉlaÉi
the small black hard sticks
guÉlu vÿnÿÉ leÉi kpaÉanagiti°ÿ
This rule applies for the definite singular suffix when an adjective and a verbal
adjective are used in a series.
the dirty broken stick
guÉlu nýwý …aleÉai46
The plurals, however, are usually formed by adding the suffixes to the first
adjective and using the plural pronoun before the verbal adjective.
new washed clothes47
seÉ…e niáinÿa teÉ wuÉai
the dirty broken sticks
guÉlu nýwýitiÿ teÉ …aÉleai
4.2.2.2. The noun takes the suffix when followed by an indefinite adjective or an
interrogative adjective48
one of the books
kýÉlýi ta
some of the people
nuÉmaitiÿØ šiákaa
Note that taÉ is used only with the singular.
No definite suffix need be added to the noun when a§ÿ, zÿ§ÿ are used. When the
plural is indicated, the noun takes the suffix.
What sticks?
guÉluitiÿØ zÿ§ÿ?
The noun also takes the suffix when the modifier precedes it.
the following day
na wulu šoloiá
everlasting life
wýlý-wýlý yÿšuÉi
the duck (foreign chicken)
wui tÿi
the knife sheath
boÉa la…agi
When the conditioning adjectives are used, the definite suffix is on the noun.
The stick is dirty.
guÉlui nýwývÿ.
When the plural is indicated, the noun again assumes the suffixes, and the plural
pronoun occurs before the conditioning adjective.
The sticks are dirty.
guÉluitiÿØ teÉ nýÉwývÿØ
The suffixes are always on the noun when the adjective is used as a NA.
guÉluiti°ÿ kweÉleai …ÿÉ.
guÉlui teÉvegai49 gaÉleai50

46

The sticks were white.
the sent broken stick

Some speakers say: guÉlu nýØwýØi gaÉleaÉi.
The use of the indefinite plural in this environment is decidedly uncommon.
48
But see 4.2.1.3. for use of the indefinite singular noun with taÉ.
49
The indefinite singular and indefinite plural are not used in this environment.
50
Is is not possible to say *guÉlu leÉvegaØ …aÉlÿni.
47
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If an adjective other than a conditioning one occurs before the NA or a
conditioning adjective, the adjective takes the suffixes.
the dirty broken stick
guÉlu nýwýi gaÉleai
When the limiting adjectives (excluding ordinal) are used, either the noun or the
numeral may take the definite singular suffix.
the one person
nuÉi gilaÉ
the one person
nuÉ …ilaÉgi°
all the people
nuÉi §ýgýÉpÿ
The definite plural suffixes are added to the numeral.
the three books
kýÉlý saagýÉitiÿØ
But note:
nuÉmaitiÿØ §ýgýpÿ

all the people

4.2.2.3. Suffixes occur on both the noun and the adjective when the plural definite
adjectives or the ordinal numbers are used.
these books
kýÉlýi niitiÿ
the second book
kýÉlýi feÉle kÿleiá
‘First’ is an exception to this. Here the adjective takes the suffix and keÉle is
omitted. See 2.7.
the first book
kýÉlý maÉwuËÐgiá
4.2.3. Degrees.
4.2.3.1. The positive degree is shown in the above uses of the adjective.
a new book
kýÉlý ni°inÿ
4.2.3.2. There is no equivalent to the Einglish -er suffix in Lýýma to indicate the
comparativedegree. However, this degree may be indicated in one of several ways. Note
that in each procedure the comparative object must be used.
1. Use the conditioning adjective.
He is stronger then Folomo.
suÉ §aÉavÿ Folomo va.
He is stronger than he.
suÉ §aÉavÿ baÉ.
He is stronger than they.
suÉ §aÉavÿ teÉ vaÉ.
2. Use the conditioning adjective and eÉ leÉve ‘past’.
He is taller (past) than Folomo.
koÉozaØvÿ eÉ leÉve Folomo va.
He is taller (past) than you (sg.).
koÉozaØvÿ eÉ leÉve ye.
3. Use the verbal suffix with the adjective.
ÿÉ lÿÉ woÉozaØni baÉ.
ÿÉ lÿÉ woÉozaØni ye.

He is not taller than he.
He is not taller than you (sg.).

4. Use the verbal suffix and ýÉ leÉve.
ÿÉ lÿÉ woÉozaØni ýÉ leÉve Folomo va.

He is not taller then Folomo.
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Other comparison is introduced by a …ÿ ‘like’, ‘as’, ‘than’.
It is (as) small as a stone.
pÿÉnÿvÿ e …ÿ kwýÉti.
4.2.3.3. The superlative is formed in the same manner, except that an unlimited
comparative object must be used.
He is the strongest (He is stronger than all).
suÉ §aÉavÿ teÉ pÿÉ baÉ.
He is strongest (He is the strongest among them).
suÉ §aÉavÿ teÉ zaÉamaØ.
He is strongest (‘past’ all of them).
suÉ §aÉavÿ eÉ leÉve teÉ pÿÉ baÉ.
He is not the tallest of the people.
ÿÉ lÿÉ wooÉzaØni ýÉ leÉve nuÉmaitiÿØ vaÉ.
The adjective serving as a NA is used for both the comparative and the superiative.
To be safe, however, add the comparative object.
Which is smaller?
zÿ§ÿ …aÉ pÿÉnÿi?
Which is smallest?
zÿ§ÿ …aÉ pÿÉnÿi?
Bring the better book (Bring the book which is
va ga kýÉlýi paÉgÿi eÉ leÉvÿ býiá va.
better than its companion).
va ga kýÉlýi paÉgÿi eÉ leÉve teÉ pÿÉ baÉ. Bring the best book (Bring the best book of all).
It is possible to show degree negatively, using no object and thus have it represent
either the comparative or the superlative. To be safe, show the object.
Which saying is casier on the man (Which
zÿ§ÿÉ boÉsuØ lÿÉ §aÉani° zuÉnui° ma?
saying is not hard on the man)?
zÿ§ÿÉ boÉsuØ lÿÉ §aÉani° teÉ pÿÉ baÉ zuÉnui Which saying is easiest on the man (Which
saying is not hard above all on the man)?
ma?
4.3. Verbs.
4.3.1. There are two kinds of verbs in Lýýma: transitive and intransitive.
Transitive:
see him
pÿÉtÿØ
I saw him.
ge pÿÉtÿØni.
I saw the man.
ge zuÉnui vÿtÿni.
fix it
kpÿÉtÿ
I fixed it.
ge kpÿÉtÿni°.
I fixed the bed.
ge beÉtei §ÿtÿÉni°.
Intransitive:
liá
ga liizuÉ.
vaÉ
ga vaazu.

go
I am going.
come
I am coming.

Many transitive verbs may be used intransitively simply by changing the IC.
I washed it.
ge guÉoni°.
I washed the cloth.
ge seÉ…ei wuoni.
I washed.
ge wuoni.
4.3.2. There are two voices: active and passive. With active voice the acting noun
or pronoun is used.
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toÉwaaØ feÉ teÉ yaÉ.
doÉowu faÉi še zeea.

He will give it to them.
Give the secret to me.

With passive voice an acting noun or pronoun is not used and the IC of the verb is
changed.
It will be given to them.
toÉwaaØ šeÉ teÉ yaÉ.
The secret has been given to me.
doÉowu faÉi šeeniá zeea.
51
After Folomo was put in prison…
teÉi sa Folomo viáligÿi …ÿÉ kpiádi vÿÉlÿ wu...
4.3.3. There are four principal forms of the Lýýma verb: the basic or present, the
progressive, the recent past, and the far past.
toÉ
toÉsuØ
toÉgaØ
toÉni°

build
building
have built
built

ziáÿ
ziáÿzuØ
ziáa
ziáÿni°

walk
walking
has walked
walked

4.3.3.1. The basic form is used for the present, for commands and exclamations,
and for the future, conditional, permission, and purpose. It is also used for the short
construction (SC), for habitual action, and for verbs in a series.
1. Present:
I tell you (pl.).
ge boÉ wiÿ.
You (sg.) see the crowd!
ÿ wÿØlÿÉ kpýÉgi va!
… yet you (sg.) say …
... e …ÿ dÿ ...
2. Commands:
tiáli.
nii zi…i.

Call him.
Take this.

3. Exclamations:
wÿÉlÿ!
kaÉalii vaa!

Look!
Kill the snake!

4. Future:
ga li.
taÉ piáli.

I will go.
They will throw it.

giáli
yaÉ zowoÉigi …alawo na ga giáli.

cook
When he peels the potato, I will cook it.

5. Habitual:
51

Or: /-gai/.
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ýÉ wuÉ zi…i ga suÉbuØ.
ýÉ mýÉkoØluiá mi eÉ liá.52
6. Conditional:
gý li kÿ ga zee§ÿÉzu.
týÉ piáli kÿ tÿÉ lÿÉ zoÉogaØ.

He would get up early.
He would eat the rice and go.
I would go, but I am sick.
They would throw it, but they are not able.

7. Permission:
ge tiái …ÿ?
geÉ piáliá?

May (shall) I work?
May (shall) we (excl.) throw it?

8. Purpose:
ge woÉi°ni° eÉ vaÉ eÉ tiái …ÿ.
ge liini na ga ge paÉa.

I want him to come and work.
I went there to kill it.

9. The short construction serves as a substitute for the progressive form of the verb.
a. It is used to describe the object.
I saw them going into the town.
ge wÿlÿniá toÉ vaÉ tiáÿ liá taÉi zu.
b. It is used with the verbs of the second and subsequent coordinate clauses when
the verb of the first coordinate clause is in the progressive form (but not in the
negative).
… when they were mourning and weeping.
... teÉi teÉ …ÿÉni maÉa woiãzu tiáÿ kpeÉe loÉo.
c. It is used as a substitute for the future progressive.
I am going (I am about to go).
ga liizuÉ. = giÿ liá.
d. It is used as a substitute for the present progressive.
You (sg.) are seeing (you see) the crowd.
ye wÿØlÿÉ kpýgi va.
You (sg.) see the man working here.
ye wÿØlÿ zuÉnui va yeÉ tiái …ÿ vÿ.
While they were sleeping I was working.
tiáÿ liá ga ÷iái giÿ tiái …ÿ.
Note that this pattern prevails after a zero use of ‘while’.
While they were sleeping …
tiáÿ liá ga ÷iái ...
I am working while he is passing around.
gaÉ tiái …ÿÿzu yeÉ liá ga leÉve.
10. When coordinate clauses occur in a series, the tense, far past or recent past, is
indicated by the verb for the first clause, and the verb of the remaining clauses appears
in the basic form.
rise
wuÉ zi…i
sit
zeÉi
He got up and sat on the bed.
eÉ wuÉ ziá…ia eÉ zeÉi beÉtei …a.
come
vaÉ
I left there and came back to my house.
ge zi…iniá na ge va wuÉlu na pÿlÿÉi wu.
jump
wuÉdÿ
52

This unusual variation occurs with habitual action: What he usually did ... nii ýÉ liáa kÿÉ ... Or: … nii yaÉ
liáa kÿÉ...
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eÉ wuÉdÿniá na wului ge wudÿÉ.
liá
tiáli
eÉ wuÉ ziá…ini eÉ liá taÉa zu eÉ tiáli.
pÿÉÿ
feÉ
…ÿÉ
eÉ vaÉani° eÉ vÿÉÿ kýÉwý wu eÉ peÉe še bÿÉ eÉ
…ÿÉ maÉ ...
wÿÉlÿÉ
§iázeØ
soÉ
eÉ wÿÉlÿni Folmo va eÉ §iázeØ eÉ liá eÉ soÉ eÉ
…ÿÉ maÉ ...

He jumped and I jumped next.
go
call
He rose and went into town and called him.
kneel, spread
give
say
He came and knelt before him and begged
him and said to him…
see
run
catch
He saw Folomo and ran and went to him
and cought him and said…

This pattern persists when a coordinate sentence or series of coordinate sentences
follow one in which the past tense has been indicated.
do (stay)
kÿÉ
help
§ýÉ
eÉ kÿÉÿni° taÉi zu ga foÉlo felegý. Folomo He stayed in the town two days. Folomo
came and helped him.
va eÉ §ýÉ baÉ.
shout
loÉbaØ
pour (throw)
puÉ
leave
ziá…iá
The man shouted at Folomo and said,
zuÉnui loÉbaÉni Folomo ma eÉ …ÿÉ tiáa,
“zuÉnuØ loÉmai zi…i na.” Folomo puÉ maÉ “Take the boy away from there.” Folomo
threw him down. Then the boy cried and
sulaÉa. na …ÿÿzu zuÉnuØ loÉmai loÉbaØ eÉ
left there.
ziá…i na.
lie
daÉ
tell
boÉ
take
kpaÉlo
go down
yiái
serve
mýÉýlÿØ
His mother was lying (in bed) with a fever.
deÉe …ÿÉni laÉani° ga dýÉtý-zuÉ-§aÉdiá. teÉ
maÉšai wo sa maÉ ga maÉšila. eÉ liá pýÉ vÿ They told him about it (the matter) at once.
eÉ kpaÉlo ga zeÉe eÉ buÉ zi…i. dýÉtý-zuÉ-§aÉdiá He went to her and took her by the hand
and raised her up. Her fever went down at
…a yii maÉ ga maÉšila. na mýýlÿ tiáÿ.
once and she served them.
This same pattern prevails even when the coordinate clauses are interrupted by a
purpose clause.
… to beat him
... ga eÉ doÉwa
eÉ zuÉnui zoØni eÉ liái la taÉa zu ga eÉ doÉwa He caught the man and carried him to town
to beat him and said …
eÉ …ÿÉ maÉ ...
An appositional phrase has no influence on the pattern.
...naÉ …aÉ gaÉ Folomo na tiái-…ÿÉÿ viaÉitiÿØ... … that is, Folomo’s workers …
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koÉlu-÷aÉi tiáaitiÿÉ, na …a ga Folomo na
tiái-…ÿØÿ viaÉitiÿØ, teÉ vaÉani° pýÉ teÉ …ÿÉ maÉ...

The blacksmiths, that is, Folomo’s
workers, came to him and said…

A subordinate clause beginning with teiá ‘when’ also does not interrupt the pattern
under discussion.
buy
geÉea
53
When he went to the market, he bought the meat.
teÉi eÉ liáini dýÉwýi zu eÉ daÉ§ÿi …ÿÿa.
Note that when the coordinate clause precedes the cojunction teÉi the basic form of
the verb is not used.
call
tiáliá
I did not come when he called me.
gÿ lÿ vaÉani° teÉi eÉ tiálini.
The subordinate clause takes the basic form of the verb when it is preceded by the
conjunction eÉ yÿÉzu ‘until’.
fall
loÉo
He beat the boys until they fell.
eÉ zuÉnuØ loÉmaitiÿØ loÉwani° eÉ yÿÉsuÉ teÉ loÉo
Note that the basic form is not used with the conjunction kÿÉni° ‘until’.
He beat the boys until they fell.
eÉ zuÉnuØ loÉmaitiÿØ loÉwaniá kÿØniá teÉ loÉoni.
4.3.3.2. The progressive form is used for the present progressive, the future
progressive, and the immediate future progressive; it is also used to show purpose and is
employed after vÿÉÿ ‘begin’.
1. Present progressive.
work
tiái …ÿÉ
I am workung.
ga tiái …ÿÿzu.
sleep
÷iái
He is sleeping.
týÉ ÷iizuÉ.
sick
zeÉe§ÿ
He is sick (sicking).
týÉ zee§ÿÉzu
understand
gaÉa…aØ
tÿÉ lÿÉ kwÿË±ni° ýÉýØ nýØ …ÿØ gaØ taÉ gaÉa…aaØzu. They neither know nor understand
(understanding).
2. Future progressive is used with only two verbs:
liá ‘go’, vaÉ ‘come’.
I am going (about to go).
ga liizuÉ.
I am coming (about to come).
ga vaazu.
3. Immediate future progressive uses the auxiliary, vaÉazuØ.
He will shame me.
týÉ vaazu wuËfeÉzuØ.
What will happen?
aØ§ÿØ eÉ vaÉazuØ …ÿÿzu?
I am going.
ga vaazu liizuÉ

53

……ÿÿani also may be used here.
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4. Purpose.
e vaÉa …iziásuØ maØ.
5. After vÿÉÿ ‘begin’.
toÉwaaØ liá gýØ vÿÿØ laÉa miizu.

You (sg.) have come to seize me.
He will go before I eat.

4.3.3.3. The recent past tense (RP) is used to show recently completed action and
incompleted action; it is also used to indicate “will not” and “cannot”.
1. RP
eat
laÉa mi
He has eaten.
eÉ laÉa mia.
catch
so
They caught it.
teÉ soÉgaØ.
When the element of time is not important, the far past form of the verb is often
used for the RP; conversely, the RP forms of the verbs liá ‘go’, and vaÉ ‘come’, may be
used even after the action has been completed for several hours.
He has gone.
eÉ liaÉ
He has come.
eÉ vaÉa
2. Incompleted actiom (distinguished from the progressive) takes the RP in a few
instances.
belive (take it with truth)
siá…i ga gaÉama
He believes in Folomo.
eÉ Folomo šaÉa ziá…ia ga gaÉama.
It is possible to use the RP in the above sentence for the statement would then be
open to the interpretation that the believer no longer believes. Note the following:
pregnancy (stomach)
koÉ
do (be)
kÿÉ
54
She has been pregnant (pregnancy has been on
koÉgi kÿÉÿ baÉ ga …aÉlo feÉlegý.
her) for two months.
When the above action has been completed, i.e., baby delivered, the FP is used.
Note that the following incompleted action takes the progressive.
sick
zeÉe§ÿ
He is sick.
týÉ zee§ÿÉzu.
3. “Will not”, “cannot”.
puÉ
ÿÉ lÿÉ puÉa
kpaÉle
ÿ lÿ vÿ §aÉlegaØ

pour
He will not pour it.
sweep
You (sg.) cannot sweep here.

If the Lýýma speaker feels that the situation warrants a keen separation between
“will not” and “cannot”, he will say for the latter:
54

Or …ÿÿ.
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zoÉo
gÿ lÿ zoÉogaØ go li.

able
I am not able to go.

Note that when the auxiliary vaÉazuØ is used, the verb takes the progressive form and
not the RP.
arrive
ziáti
He will not arrive today.
ÿÉ lÿÉ vaÉazuØ zi°tizuÉ za.
4. The RP is often used with the verb following vÿÉÿ ‘begin’.
grieve
maÉa woËi
They began to grieve.
teÉ vÿÉÿ gaØ maÉa woËiya.
4.3.3.4. The far past tense of the verb is used to indicate action completed in the
relatively distant past. It is also used for past negatives and with the special verbs.
1. FP.
tell
boÉ
They told Folomo.
teÉ boÉni° Folomo ma.
cook
giáli
He cooked it.
eÉ giálini°.
2. Past negatives.
kpaÉleÉ
ÿÉ lÿÉ kpýÉkpýØgi ma §aÉleni°.
ÿÉ lÿÉ ÷ÿÉni liáini.

wipe
He did not wipe the chair (either recently or remotely).
He had not gone.

3. The Special verbs, such as daÉ ‘lay it’, zeÉi ‘set it’, sÿÉlÿ ‘hang it’, and toÉ ‘stand it’,
use the FP suffix for action which is expressed in the progressive form in English.
He is lying on the bed.
týÉ laÉani° beÉtei …aØ.
He is sitting on the mat.
týÉ zeÉini° saÉ§ai maØ.
It is only when the actor is actually in the process of assuming the reclining
position, etc., that the progressive form is used.
He is lying down (in the process of assuming the reclining position).
týÉ laazu.
When a Special verb is used in the short construction, it assumes the FP form and
not the basic, and no pronoun is used.
She saw the child lying on the bed.
eÉ wÿÉlÿni loÉpoi° va laÉani° beÉtei …a.
4.3.4. The three auxiliaries most commonly used are kaÉ ‘will’, …ÿÉni, ÷ÿÉni ‘was’.
Other auxiliaries are leÉbi ‘stay a long time’; yÿÉ ‘stay’, …ÿÉ ‘do’, and vaÉazuØ.
1. kaÉ, ‘will’, is used after a postive acting singular definite pronoun, and after a
positively acting noun, noun phrase, or noun clause, when the future, or progressive
tenses are indicated. kaÉ occurs immediately after the actor.
He is coming now.
na …a sa vaazu.
This is falling.
nii …a loozu.
If anyone says (will say) to you (sg.)…
aniá nuÉ nÿpÿÉ kaÉ …ÿÉ ye...
Folomo will come.
Folomo …a vaÉ.
The big stick is falling.
guÉlu waØlai …a loozu.
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zuÉnui eÉ liáini dýÉ§ýi zu …a55 sa vaØazuØ.

The man who went into the bush is coming.

kaÉ may be the only verb-like word in a clause or sentence.
This is a new teaching.
kaÉla-bo niinÿ …aÉ.
Folomo is here.
Folomo …a vÿ.
When a particular actor is referred to, the relative pronoun follows kaÉ. In this
environment the acting pronouns may be used before kaÉ, which is interpreted here as,
‘is the one’, and which may be used before all verb forms.
Folomo is the one who is calling him.
Folomo …a eÉ tiálisuØ.
You (sg.) are the one who is not going.
ya …a ÿ lÿ liáizuÉ.
They are the ones who stole my rice.
taÉ …a teÉ na mýlýÉi wuËmýÉ.
2. …ÿÉni ‘had’, ‘was’, is used with the FP to express the past FP; and with the
progressive to show the past progressive.
They had loved him.
teÉ …ÿÉni woÉiãni°.
They were turning it.
teÉ …ÿÉni tiáteØsu.
Like kaÉ, …ÿÉni may be the only verb-like word in a clause or sentence.
They were there.
teÉ …ÿÉni naÉ.
3. ÷ÿÉni is the negative counterpart of …ÿni. It is always preceded by lÿÉ ‘not’.
They had not loved him.
tÿÉ lÿÉ ÷ÿÉni woÉiãni°.
They were not turning it.
tÿÉ lÿÉ ÷ÿÉni tiáteØsu.
÷ÿÉni may be the only verb-like word in a clause or sentence.
They were not there.
tÿÉ lÿÉ ÷ÿÉni naÉ.
4. yÿÉ ‘stay’, leÉbi° ‘stay a long time’, and …ÿÉ ‘happen’, ‘do’, occasionally serve as
auxiliaries. Unlike kaÉ, …ÿÉni, and ÷ÿÉni, they may also function as regular verbs.
Note the following:
It will not stay there.
ÿÉ lÿÉ yÿÉgaØ naÉ.
He stayed there a long time.
eÉ leÉbi°ni naÉ.
He stayed there two days.
eÉ …ÿÉÿni° na ga foÉlo felegý.
When yÿÉ, leÉbi°, and …ÿÉ function as auxiliaries, the may assume their regular verb
forms. They are always followed by a verb in the progressive form.
What I have been showing you (pl.)…
nii ge yÿgaÉ dÿÉÿzuØ ga wiÿ...
He did it often.
eÉ leÉbi°ni kÿÉÿzuØ.
He will (stay) sleep.
toÉwaØa …ÿÉ ÷iizuÉ.
…ÿÉ is also used as an auxiliary after a past conditioning adjective.
Folomo was clothed.
Folomo maa …iliaÉi …ÿÉ.
5. vaÉazuØ. See 4.3.3.2.
55

Some speakers: toÉ.
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4.3.5. Verbless clauses and sentences, in addition to those just discussed, are also
found. They usually indicate position.
I am on the palm tree.
ga dýÉi ma.
56
He is there.
týÉ nu.
There are ten there.
týÉ naÉ puu.
We (excl.) do not have the axe (the axe is not on our (excl.) hand).
zoÉošai lÿ geÉ yaÉ.
It is a miracle.
týÉ ga poÉteØ.
4.4. Pronouns are of three kinds: acting, object, and possessive.
4.4.1. Acting pronouns consist of the following: present (basic), future,
progressive, short construction, negative, habitual, inclusive, relative, definite, personal
definite, indefinite, interrogative, and reflexive.
4.4.1.1. The phesent (basic) pronouns are:
I
geÉ
you (sg.)
e
he
eÉ
we (excl.)
geÉ
we (incl.)
deÉ
you (pl.)
wo
they
teÉ
boÉ
ge boÉ ye...
wÿÉlÿ
e wÿlÿ kpýÉgi va...

say
I say to you (sg.)…
see
You (sg.) see the crowd…

There are two first person plural pronouns; geÉ, the exclusive pronoun, in which the
person or persons spoken to are excluded; and deÉ, the inclusive pronoun, in which the
person speaking and the person or persons spoken to are included. This distinction
between exclusive and inclusive exists with all acting, object, and possesaive pronouns.
The pronouns used for the present form are also used for the positive past forms.
I told you (sg.).
ge boÉgaÉ ye.
He saw them.
eÉ wÿÉlÿÿ toÉ vaÉ.
They saw me.
teÉ wÿÉlÿni baØ.
4.4.1.2. The pronouns used with the future form of the verb are ga, ya, toÉwaØa, gaÉ,
daÉ, wa, taÉ.
He will turn it.
toÉwaaØ tiáteØ.
You (pl.) will go tomorrow.
wa li ÷ina.
When he peels the potato…
yaÉ zoØwoÉigi …ala woÉ na...
4.4.1.3. The pronouns for the progressive tense are the same as for the future, with
the exception of týÉ ‘he is’, which replaces toÉwaØa ‘he will’.
He is calling him.
týÉ tiálizuØ
Are they going or are they sleeping here?
taÉ liizuÉ, §aa taÉ ÷iiziá vÿ?
56

Or: naÉ.
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The use of the progressive pronoun with the Special verbs prevails, when the action
is incomleted, even though the FP form of the verb is used.
He is lying down.
týÉ laÉani.
Note however:
teÉ laÉani° teÉ wuÉ zi…i teÉ liá taÉa zu.

They lay down, got up, and went to town.

4.4.1.4. The pronouns for the use of the Short Construction are:
I
giÿ
you (sg.)
ye
he
yeÉ
we (excl.)
giÿÉ
we (incl.)
diÿÉ
you (pl.)
wiÿ
they
tiÿÉ
I saw them going into the town (I saw them they
ge wÿlÿniá teÉ vaÉ tiÿÉ li taÉi zu.
go into town).
... teÉi teÉ …ÿÉni maÉa woËizu tiÿÉ kpeÉe … when they were weeping and mourning
(When they were weeping and they mourn).
loÉo.
I am going (I am about to go).
giÿ liá. Or: ga liizuÉ.
You (sg.) are seeing (you see) the crowd.
ye wÿÉlÿ kpýÉgi va.
4.4.1.5. The negative pronouns are gÿ, ÿ, ÿÉ, gÿÉ, dÿÉ, wÿ, tÿÉ. They are used with
negative action in any tense and are always followed by lÿ ‘not’.57
I am not going.
gÿ lÿ liizuÉ.
You (sg.) will not go.
ÿ lÿ liaÉ.
He did not go.
ÿÉ lÿÉ liáini.
4.4.1.6. The habitual pronouns are gý, ý, ýÉ, gýÉ, dýÉ, wý, týÉ. These pronouns have
four uses.
1. Habitual action.
ýÉ wuÉ zi…i ga suÉbuØ eÉ liá kpaÉlagi zu. He would get up early and go to the farm.
He would eat the rice and go.
ýÉ mýÉkoØluÉi mi eÉ liá.
teÉi Folomo ýÉ Somo woo mÿÉni naÉ, When Folomo heard (would hear) Somo’s
ýÉ ÷ÿÿ, kÿ ýÉ wuÉi lo gooÉ ma ga kuÉu- message, he would laugh, but he would listen to
him gladly.
zuÉ-nÿÉÿ.
Note that in the following sentence the habitual pronoun is needed only for the first
two verbs, for the third and fourth verbs are series verbs, taking the present (basic)
pronoun.
Whenever Folomo saw (would see) him, he
…eÉe nÿÉpÿ Folomo ýÉ pÿÉtÿØ naÉ, ýÉ vÿÉÿ
would kneel before him and cry out and say…
kýÉwý wu eÉ loÉbaØ ÿÉ …ÿÉ maÉEstimating is considered habitual action.
There were about four thousand “eaters”
miái viáaitiÿÉ týÉ …ÿ ga nuÉ wulu naÉagýØ.
(eaters were four thousand).
57

When the particle mÿÉ is used, the positive pronoun is used: boÉ maÉ eÉ mÿÉ lÿÉ li ‘Tell him not to go’.
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2. Conditioned action.
aniá naÉšolo …ÿÉniá teÉ yaÉ ýÉ sýÉwýË wulo teÉ maÉ. If they had money, he would sell it to them.
They would build it, but they are not here.
týÉ toÉ kÿ tÿÉ lÿÉ vÿ.
3. With “could” and “before”.
wý …ÿ tiaÉ...
a§ÿ šaÉa zu Somo ýÉ zoÉo eÉ na …ÿ?
ga ÷ii gý vÿÿ liizuÉ.
tili ý li.
4. Following negative action.
gÿ lÿ liaÉ gý kpÿÉtÿ.
gÿ lÿ woÉiãni° gý li ZýzýÉo gý pÿÉlÿ lo
gý naÉ seÉ…eÉi zýlý.
wa leÉi wý liizuÉ.
taÉ leÉi týÉ …ÿÉ liizuÉ.

You (pl.) could have said…
Why could Somo do that?
I will sleep before I go.
Call me before you (sg.) go.
I will not go and fix it.
I do not want to go to Zorzor to build a
house and sew his cloth.
You (pl.) are not going.
They are not going.

4.4.1.7. The plural inclusive pronoun is limited to one word, aÉ.
(All of you) do not go.
aÉ dÿÉ (?)58 lÿÉ liá.
Do it carefully.
aÉ kÿÉ ga paÉgý
Do not you (pl.) see?
aÉ wÿ lÿ kÿÉÿni°?
(All of you we (incl.) go) Let’s go.
aÉ deÉ liá, or: aÉ diái.
4.4.1.8. The relative pronouns are:
ge, ga, gý
ye, e, ÿ, ý
yeÉ, eÉ, ÿÉ, ýÉ
geÉ, gaÉ, gÿÉ, gýÉ
wo, wa, wÿ, wý
teÉ, taÉ, tÿÉ, týÉ

I
you (sg.)
he
we (excl.)
you (pl.)
they

They always follow the ???59 noun, phrase or clause to which they refer:
The iron implement that fell.
koÉlu ÷aÉni eÉ loÉoni°.
The person who believes…
nuÉi yaÉ siá…i ga gaÉama...
He wants the stone that fell.
eÉ woÉiãni° ga kwýÉtii eÉ loÉoni°.
The man who was in town.
zuÉnui eÉ …ÿÉni taÉa zu.
Folomo is the one who fixed them.
Folomo …ÿ eÉ teÉ §ÿÉtÿ.
the coming Sunday (This Sunday that is coming).
laÉali nii eÉ vaÉazuØ
Note the different meaning when the relative pronoun is initial.
The iron implement fell.
koÉlu ÷aÉnii loÉoni°.
The following becomes meaningless or at least improper Lýýma if the relative
pronoun is not used:
They are the people who will hear him.
taÉ ga nuÉmaitiÿØ taÉ goi mÿÉni.
58
59

In the available paper copy of the text, two initial words of the phrase are almost unreadable – VV.
The word is unreadable – VV.
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nuÉi nÿpÿÉ eÉ woÉiãni° eÉ liá...

Anyone who wants to go…

The relative quality of the pronoun in the following sentence depends upon the
context.
The men who came today (The men came today).
ziánaitiÿØ teÉ vaÉa za.
With the context:
ziánaitiÿØ teÉ vaÉ za tÿÉ lÿÉ vÿ.

The men who came today are not here.

Additional examples of the use of the relative pronouns:
You (sg.) are the one who is not going.
ya …ÿ ÿ lÿ liáizu.
You (pl.) are the ones who will not go.
wa …a wÿ lÿ liaÉ.
The men who would go are not in town.
ziánaitiÿØ týÉ liá tÿÉ lÿÉ taÉa zu.
4.4.1.9. The definite pronouns are:
this, what
nii
that, he, I
na
that
nu
these
niitiÿ
those
natiÿ, nutiÿ
nii lÿ §ÿÉtÿzuØ.
natiÿ taÉ loØozuÉ.
na …a za vaazu.
na ga za vaazu.60
na …a ge ga maÉsagi°.
na li°iniá eÉ guÉlui leve.
natiÿ teÉ §ýÉni° teÉ vaÉ.

This is not growing.
These are falling.
He (that one) is coming today.
I am coming today.
I am the chief.
He (that one) went and cut the stick.
They (those) helped them.

4.4.1.10. The personal definite pronouns serve as pointers.
I
nai
you (sg.)
yai
he (the present)
nuÉi
we (excl.)
gaÉi, gaÉitiÿ
we (incl.)
daÉi, daÉitiÿ
you (pl.)
wai, waitiÿ
they
taÉi, taÉitiÿ
These pronouns are always followed by a corresponding relative pronoun.
I who stood here.
nai ge loÉni° vÿ.
We (excl.) who came late.
gaÉi (or: gaÉitiÿÉ) geÉ yÿÉni naÉ wuÉlu.
We (incl.) who would destroy the house.
daÉi (or: daÉitiÿÉ) dýÉ pÿÉlÿi wolo.
This pattern prevails in an indirect object clause.
your (pl.) salary
wo šýnÿi
60

na ‘I’ is followed by the acting pronoun ga ‘I’, in this environment to distinguish it from na ‘he’.
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feÉ
eÉ wo šýnÿi šeeni wai (or:
waitiÿÉ) wo tiái …ÿÿni za.

give
He gave you (pl.) your (pl.) money, you (pl.) who
worked today.

4.4.1.11. The indefinite pronouns are few in number.
some
taÉ
Some are not falling.
taÉ lÿÉ loÉozuØ.
many
taÉmaa
Many saw the man.
taÉmaa zuÉnui vÿtÿni.
4.4.1.12. The interrogative pronouns are §ÿØ ‘who’, ‘whose’, ‘whom’, ‘which’; §ÿØ,
zÿØ§ÿØ, aØ§ÿØ ‘what’, ‘which’. §ÿØ substitutes for a person.
Who is coming?
§ÿ …aÉ eÉ vaÉazuØ?
Whom did he see?
§ÿ …aÉ eÉ pÿÉtÿØni?
Which is going?
§ÿ …aÉ eÉ liáizu?
zÿ§ÿ, a§ÿ are substuted for objects other then persons.
What is that?
zÿ§ÿ …aÉ ga na?
a§ÿ …aÉ ga na?
Which is better?
zÿ§ÿ …aÉ paÉgÿi?
a§ÿ …aÉ paÉgÿi?
4.4.1.13. Reflexive pronouns are actually nouns and function as such. There are
three kinds.
1. §ýÉý ‘self’, ‘selves’. This word may take the alienable possessive pronouns, with
the exception of naÉ ‘his’, for which týÉ is substituted.
I will hurt myself.
ga ÷aÉda zeini §ýÉý vaÉ.
You (sg.) beat yourself.
e §ýÉý loÉwani°.
We (incl.) washed ourselves.
geÉ §ýÉý wuÉoni°.
They carried themselves.
teÉ liáini ga §ýÉý.
As an actor, §ýÉý is preceded by a possessive pronoun.
I myself went.
na §ýÉý ge liiniá.
We (incl.) ourselves are fixing it.
daÉ §ýÉý daÉ kpÿÉtÿzuØ.
2. …iái, …iáini ‘ each other’, are used only for plural pronouns.
We (excl.) said to each other geÉ boÉni° …iái maÉ You (pl.) will see each other.
wa …iái vÿÉtÿØ.
They will kill each other.
taÉ …iái vaÉa.
They will kill each other.
taÉ …iáini paÉa.
3. kiá ‘self’ (mind) is used only with singular pronouns.
I said to myself (I answered in my mind and
ge boÉni° …iá su, ge …ÿ tiaÉ..., Or:
61
said) …
ge boÉni° ki su, ge …ÿ tiaÉ ...
You (sg.) said to yourself…
e boÉni° e …i zu, e …ÿ tiaÉ... Or: e
61

The above use is preferred.
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boÉni° …i su eÉ …ÿÉ tiaÉ...
eÉ boÉni° …iá su, eÉ …ÿÉ tiaÉ... Or: eÉ
boÉni° kiá su62, eÉ …ÿÉ tiaÉ...

He said to humself…

4. kaÉ ‘self’ serves as an actor. It takes the definite singular suffix.
I myself worked.
kagiá ge tiái …ÿÿni.
ge tiái …ÿÿni kagiá.
We (incl.) ourselves did it.
deÉ …aÉgi deÉ kÿÉÿni°.
deÉ kÿÉÿni° deÉ …aÉgi.
4.4.2. Acting pronouns are used after acting nouns in the following environments:
1. After the basic form of a /-gi/ noun or noun phrase.63
the crowd
kpýÉgi
A crowd went into the bush.
kpýÉ geÉ liáini dýÉ§ýi zu.
the one person
nuÉ gilaÉgi°
One person ran.
nuÉ gilaÉ ge §iázeni°.
2. After all plural actors, including appositional nouns or phrases.
nuÉmuØnugiátiÿØ taÉ kpýÉlýgi zu.
teÉ pÿÉ teÉ zeÉini°
faÉaËgai §alaa taÉ ziÿÉ walai taÉ goÉo mÿÉni.
teÉ nuÉ lýÉfeØla tÿÉ lÿÉ tiái …ÿÿni.

The oranges are in the basket.
Everyone sat down.
Even the wind and the waves obey him.
None of the seven worked. (The seven did
not work)

3. After an acting noun clause, the number of the pronoun depends upon the
number represented by the actor wthin the clause.
nuÉmaitiÿØ teÉ …ÿÉni taÉa zu teÉ ziá…ini° vÿ suÉbui nii. The people who were in town left here this
morning.
4. After noun-like reflexive pronouns, §ýÉý and kaÉ.
I myself went.
na §ýÉý ge liiniá.
I myself worked.
kagiá ge tiái …ÿÿni.
5. After acting nouns in the environment requiring the habitual pronouns.
teÉi Folomo ýÉ Somo woo mÿÉni naÉ – a§ÿ šaÉa When Folomo heard (would hear)
Somo’s message – Why could
zu Folomo ýÉ zoÉo eÉ na …ÿ?
Folomo to that?
4.4.3. Acting pronouns are omitted in the following environments:
The crowd went into the bush.
kpýÉgi liiniá dýÉ§ýi zu.
62

Some speakers will accept only …iá here.
Speakers are not consistent with this use of the pronoun or its form. The following are used, given in
the order of their popularity.
A crowd left.
kpýÉ geÉ liáini.
kpýÉ eÉ liáini.
kpýÉ liáini.

63
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nuÉ gilaÉgi° §izeni.
zuÉnui tiálini°.
faÉaËgai §aÉkpa vaani.

The “one person” ran.
The man called him.
A big wind came.

2. After an acting noun using the auxiliary ka.
A crowd is coming.
kpýÉ kaÉ vaazu.
3. After an auxiliary.
ga vaazu liizuÉ.
teÉ …ÿÉni liizuÉ.

I am going.
They were going.

4. Before a single command or before the first command in a series.64
Go!
li!
Go and wash the cloth.
liá e seÉ…ei wuo.
5. Before a progressive verb used to express purpose.
A woman came to beat the rice.
÷aÉzanui vaÉa mýÉlý ziá…ÿzuØ.
You (pl.) came to catch me.
wo vaa …iziásuØ ma.
6. In a compound or complex sentence of negative action the acting pronoun may
be omitted in the second clause when the actor is clearly understood.
… because (it is) not right.
... §ýÉvÿØlaÉale lÿÉ peÉle maÉ.
Do you (pl.) not yet see or understand?
aÉ wÿ lÿ dÿÉ kaÉani°, §aa gaÉ…aØa?
If they drink anything deadly, (it) will not
aniá taÉ zaÉa ÷ÿÉni nÿpÿÉ kpoÉale na, lÿÉ faÉa
harm them.
…ÿÉÿ ga tiÿÉ.
7. When the paired conjunctions, §aÉlaa...ýÉý ný …ÿ ‘neither … nor’ are used in a
RP or FP sentence.
gÿÉ lÿÉ §aÉlaa doÉwani° ýÉý ný …ÿ ge §ýniá baÉ. We (excl.) neither beat him nor helped him.
8. When a Special verb is used in the SC.
eÉ wÿÉlÿni loÉpoØi va laÉani° beÉtei …a.

She saw the child lying on the bed.

9. When the relative pronoun eÉ ocours after kaÉ and is followed by the object
pronoun e.
Folomo is the one who will call you (sg.).
Folomo …a eÉ eØ lili (Folomo …a e lili);
4.4.4. A summary of the use of the basic pronouns: ge, e, eÉ, geÉ, deÉ, wo, teÉ.
1. With present action.
I tell you (sg.) …
ge boÉ ye ...
2. With all RP and FP positive action.65
teÉ liáa.
deÉ liáini ÷ina.
64
65

They have gone.
We (incl.) went yesterday.

Some speakers omit the pronouns before the second command, occasionally before the third command.
Excluding habitual pronouns.
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geÉ …ÿÉni tiálisuØ.

We (excl.) were calling him.

3. As a relative pronoun.
zuÉnui eÉ …ÿÉni taÉa zu.
zuÉnui eÉ vaÉazuØ...

The man who was in town.
The man who is coming …

4. With second and subsequent verbs
verb of the future tense, the RP or the FP.
taÉ liá taÉa zu teÉ wÿÉlÿ maÉsagi° va teÉ …ÿÉ
maÉ...
ga pÿÉlÿi §ÿtÿÉ na laaleÉ ge kwýÉtai° wu
ziÿÉ.
mÿÉ lÿÉ ziÿÉ ýÉý ný …ÿ ga e §ize.
teÉ zuÉnuØ loÉmai zogaÉ teÉ doÉwa.
teÉ wuÉleni° pÿÉlÿi wu teÉ liá ziáavÿØ teÉ wuÉo.

of a series, whether the series begins with a
They will go into town and see the chief
and say to him…
I will fix the house or rub inside the
kitchen.
Do not walk or ran.
They caught the boy and beat him.
They came out of the house and went to
the river and bathed.

5. With a basic verb in purposive action.
We (excl.) went to Zorzor to see them.
ga liáini° ZýzýÉo geÉ wÿÉlÿ teÉ vaÉ.
6. After the zero use of “while”.
aÉ ÷iái vÿØ [õ] ge tiái …ÿ.

Sleep here while I work.

Compare this with:
aÉ ÷iáivÿ. ga tiái …ÿ.

Sleep here. I will work.

7. With second and subsequent commands of a series.
wuÉ zi°…i e ya vebeÉi zi…i e liá ya vÿlÿÉi wu. Rise, take up your (sg.) hammock and go
to your (sg.) house.
8. After acting nouns. See 4.4.2.
9. With permissive action.
geÉ vaÉ geÉ kpÿÉtÿ.

Shall we (excl.) come and fix it?

4.4.5. Object pronouns, like nouns, are divided into two groups: those that precede
the verb and those that follow it.
4.4.5.1. The pre-verb object pronouns are:
you (sg.)
e
us (excl.)
geÉ
us (incl.)
deÉ
you (pl.)
wo
them
teÉ
‘He’ and ‘him’ occur as tonal pronouns on the verb. They are (
respectively.
taÉ too.

They will drop me.

)É and ( Ø)
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ga toÉo.
wa deÉ loÉo.
taÉ wo loo.

I will drop him.
You (pl.) will drop us (incl.).
They will drop you (pl.).

4.4.5.2. With pre-noun verbs there are two alternate regular constructions:
1. The regular post-positional preceded by the following pronouns:
you (sg.)
e
us (excl.)
geÉ
us (excl.)
deÉ
you (pl.)
woÉ
them
teÉ
The first and third person singular are expressed by the tone on the post-positional.
He will touch me.
towaÉa šoØoË baØ.
I will give it to you (sg.).
ga feÉ e vÿ.
You (pl.) will tell them.
wa boÉ teÉ maÉ.
ye
giáÿ
diáÿ
wiÿ
tiáÿ

2. The following post-verb object pronouns used without a post-positional:
you (sg.)
us (excl.)
us (incl.)
you (pl.)
them

The first and third persons singular require the post-positional.
He will touch him.
toÉwaØa šoÉoË baÉ.
I will give it to you (sg.).
ga feÉ ye.
You (pl.) will tell them.
wa boÉ tiáÿ.
When a pronoun serves as the object of the intransitive verbs liá ‘go’ and vaÉ ‘come’,
‘bring’, the preposition da is used for the third person singular. When the first person
singular is indicated, zu is used, preceded by the preposition ga. The remaining
pronouns used in thes environment are ye, giáÿ, etc., and are also preceded by ga.
Bring him.
vaa la.
Carry it.
liái la.
Carry me.
liái ga zu.
I will carry you (sg.).
ga li ga ye.
They will carry them.
taÉ liá ga tiáÿ.
The IDO pronouns of verbs such as dÿÉ ‘show’, function in the same manner as the
object of the intransitive verbs liá and vaÉ.
He showed the book to you (sg.).
eÉ kýÉlýi lÿÿni ga ye.
They showed the knife to us (excl.).
teÉ boÉai lÿÿni ga giáÿ.
Note that with dÿÉ, ‘me’ is represented by zuØ.
You (pl.) showed the book to me.
wo kýÉlýi lÿÿni ga zu.
He showed the book to him.
eÉ kýÉlýi lÿÿni laØ.
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When the pronoun is an IDO, it functions as the object of a post-positional.
He sent a book to me.
eÉ kýÉlýi leÉveÉni° pýØ.
They laid the book on you (sg.).
teÉ kýÉlýi laani e ma.
The definite and indefinite pronouns also serve as object pronouns. They occur
with both post-noun and pre-noun verbs.
I saw this.
ge nii vÿtÿni.
They touched these.
teÉ šoÉoËni° niitiÿ vaÉ.
He threw some.
eÉ taÉ viálini°.
Carry that.
liá ga na.
na ‘I’, ‘he’, does not occur in this environment.
4.4.6. There are two kinds of possessive pronouns: those used for alienable nouns
and those used for inalienable nouns.
4.4.6.1. The possessive pronouns for alienable nouns are:
my
na
your (sg.)
ya
his
naÉ
our (excl.)
gaÉ
our (incl.)
daÉ
your (pl.)
wa
their
taÉ
my book
na kýlýÉi
their book
ta wýlýi
When the possessing noun is also used, it precedes the posseessive pronoun.
the man’s book
zuÉnui na kýÉlýi
the chiefs’ kitchen
maÉsagi°tiÿ taÉ wýtaÉi
the blacksmith’s book
kýÉlu-÷aÉi nuÉi na kýÉlýi
The interrogative pronoun may be used, assuming the same position as the
possessing noun.
Whose dog is this?
§ÿ naÉ giále …a?
Whose books are these?
§ÿniá taÉ wýlýÉi …a?
e
geÉ
deÉ
wo
teÉ

4.4.6.2. The possessive pronouns for inalienable nouns are:
your (sg.)
our (excl.)
our (incl.)
your (pl.)
their

‘my’ and ‘his’ are indicated by the tone on the noun. They are ( `) and ( É)
respectively.
my father
keea
your (sg.) father
e …eea
his father
keÉea
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teÉ …eÉea

their father

When the possessing pronoun is used, the pronoun follows it.
the man’s father
zuÉnui keÉea
the people’s father
nuÉmaitiÿÉ teÉ …eÉea
the beginning of the good news (the good news beginning)
goÉo vaÉgýi lýzeiziávÿØ
66
the matter of the dry bread (the dry bread’s matter).
kpoÉoloØ šýi šai
nuÉmaitiÿØ teÉ liáini taÉa zu The brother of the people wo went into town (the people
whe went into town-their brother).
teÉ liáÿi.
The interrogative pronoun may be used taking the position of the possessing noun.
Whose father is this?
§ÿniá teÉ …eÉea …aÉ?
4.4.6.3. The nouns po, dý, and dÿÿ are used with the possessive pronoun to
indicate ‘mine’, ‘yours’, etc. pýÉ ‘possession’ is an inalienable noun and is used when
referring to inalienable objects. The suffix /-be/ is added to it.
It is mine.
pobe.
It is his.
poÉbeØ.
It is yours (pl.).
wo wobe.
It is Folomo’s.
Folomo wobe.
dýÉ and dÿÉÿ (original meanings not determined) are alternate alienable nouns used
when referring to alienable objects. dýÉ takes the suffix /-be/; dÿÿ adds /-i/.
It is mine.
na dýveÉ.
It is ours.
gaÉ dýveÉ.
It is theirs.
taÉ dýveÉ.
na dÿÉi
naÉ dÿÉi
gaÉ dÿÉi
Folomo na dÿÉi …aÉ.

mine
his
ours
This is Folomo’s part.

4.4.6.4. There are three types of possession: joint, separate, and group.
1. With joint possession the plural possessive pronoun follows the last noun.
teÉ liáini Folomo eÉ vÿÉÿ Somo va taÉ vÿlÿÉi They went into Folomo and Somo’s house.
wu.
Folomo and Somo’s brother’s house.
Folomo eÉ vÿÉÿ Somo diáÿi va taÉ vÿlÿÉi.
2. With separate possession the posessive pronoun is used before each object.
They went into Folomo’s and Somo’s houses.
teÉ liáini Folomo na pÿÉlÿi wu eÉ vÿÉÿ
Somo na pÿÉlÿi va.
3. With group possession the plural possessive pronoun follows the definite plural
of the noun or phrase.
the people’s house
nuÉmaitiÿÉ taÉ vÿlÿÉi.
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In fact, in this example, as well as in the previous one, possessive pronouns are absent. – VV.
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4.4.6.5. The possessive pronouns are omitted in the following environments:
1. When the actor’s or actors’ body part serves as part of a verbal phrase.
your (pl.) hand
wo yee
Place your (pl.) hands on him.
aÉ yeÉe la maÉ
their hearts
teÉ yiái
He had wanted to please the crowd (He had
eÉ …ÿni woÉiäni° eÉ kpýÉgi yii la.
wanted to lay the crowd’s heart down).
2. When the body part is used in a command.
your (sg.) foot
e wýwýi
Wash your (sg.) foot.
wýÉwýi wuo. Or: e wýwýi wuo
3. When the body part is used impersonally.
zeÉe
... ga nuÉmaa yeÉe

hand
… with people’s hands.

4. When the inalienable possession, pýÉ ‘his part’, is used. This word has a limited
use, occuring principally before such possession as taÉa ‘town’, and kuÉi ‘neighborhood’.
This construction expresses more intimate possession of an alienable object.
my own town67
pýÉ taÉa-zuØ. Or: pýÉ taÉa-zuØvÿÉ.
your (sg.) own neighborhood
e wý kuÉi-zuØ
their own towns
teÉ wýÉ taÉa-zuØvÿÉtiÿØ
5. When a noun phrase has a verb for its first member, the pronoun may be
dropped.
Folomo’s death.
Folomo na saÉa šaÉi. Or: Folomo zaa šaÉi.

ADVERB
4.5. Adverbs are used to modify the meaning of a verb, another adverb, or an
adjective.
4.5.1. Some adverbs appear before the verb, others after it.
4.5.1.1. Adverbs of negation and cause presede the verb they modify.
not
lÿÉ
He will not call him.
ÿÉ lÿÉ tiáligaØ.
lÿÉ is used also to modify a phrase.
liáizu niizu
gÿ lÿÉ liizuÉ niizu.
liáizu wuÉlu taÉa zu ga maÉšila
gÿ lÿ liizuÉ wuÉlu taÉa zu ga maÉšila.

going now
I am not going now.
going back into town quickly
I am not going back into town quickly.

Some adverbs of time precede the verb, others follow it; some take either position.
next
na wului
He jumped; I jumped next.
eÉ wuÉdÿni° na wului ge wudÿÉ.
67

This translation might be an error, it must be “his/her own town”. The high tone of pýÉ stands for 3 pers.
sg. – VV.
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saÉ
ga sa liizuÉ.
za
Folomo …a za vaazu.
dÿÉ
týÉ dÿÉ laÉani.
šoÉlo §ÿÉ
šoÉlo §ÿÉ deÉ boÉni° la maÉ?
suÉbuØi
teÉ liáini° ga suÉbuØi.
ný
tiá ka na ný.
÷ina
eÉ vaÉani° ÷ina.
wýÉ
toÉwaØa yÿÉ naÉ wý.

now
I am going now.
today
Folomo is coming today.
still, yet
He is still lying down.
when
When did we (incl.) tell him?
the morning
They went in the morning.
now
That is all now.
yesterday
He came yesterday.
always
It will be there always.

The following adverbs of time, used before the verb, may also be used after it: dÿÉ,
wýÉlý, kýnýÉ, za, šoÉlo §ÿ.
Is anything else there (to do)?
taÉ §aÉlaa ka dÿØ naÉ?
Those who were with him before.
niitiÿ teÉ …ÿÉni baÉ wýlýÉ
He said to them again.
eÉ …ÿÉ teÉ maÉ kýnýÉ.
Folomo is coming today.
Folomo …a vaazu za.
When did you (sg.) call us (excl.)?
e geÉ liálini° ga šoÉlo §ÿÉ?
4.5.1.2. Place, manner, and numerative adverbs follow the verb.
there
naÉ
We (excl.) went there.
geÉ liáini naÉ.
back
wuÉlu
go back
liá wuÉlu.
still
kpÿÉ
They sat still.
teÉ zeÉini kpÿÉ.
in vain
§ýÉývÿ
They are worshiping in vain.
taÉ feÉlizuØ §ýÉývÿ.
like, as, than
e …ÿ
He cried like a child.
eÉ kpeÉe loÉoni° e …ÿ loÉpo woÉlo.
quickly
maÉšila
68
He worked quickly.
eÉ tiái …ÿÿni ga maÉšila.
two days
foÉlo feØlegý
He went there in two days.
eÉ liáini naÉ ga foÉlo felegý.
one year
kweÉna gilaÉ
He worked there one year.
eÉ tiái …ÿÿni naÉ ga kweÉna gilaÉ.
once
…ile.
I saw it once.
ge pÿÉtÿØni …ile.
nine (times)
taawu
68

A few adverbs are preceded by ga, in which case they always follow the verb.
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ge pÿÉtÿØni taawu.
va ga tiáÿ ga doÉolu-doØolu.

I saw him nine times.
Bring them five by five.

Pre-noun verbs usually precede the adverb.
koÉozaØ la
eÉ wÿÉlÿni guÉlui va wooza la.
kýnýÉ
eÉ wÿlÿni teÉ vaÉ kýnýÉ.

far
He saw the tree from a distance.
again
He saw them again.

4.5.2. Adverbial phrases of place, time, etc. follow the pattern discussed above.
Everyone stayed – beside the water on the
nuÉ §ýgýÉpÿ geÉ yÿÉni – ziáÿi wobaÉ
shore.
kaÉkei …a.
maÉ…ÿØÿ šoÉloi na ma – eÉ …ÿÉ zuÉnui ma. On that day – he said to the man.
Folomo came – at the time.
Folomo vaani – na maziáÿgi zu.
eÉ na lÿÿni ga zuÉnui – ga peÉle §aÉlaa. He showed that to the man – in (with)
another way.
4.5.3. Adverbial clauses of cause, time, place, and manner take the same position
with the verb as the corresponding adverb.
He did not work – because his mother died.
ÿÉ lÿÉ tiái …ÿÿni – §ýÉvÿØlaÉale deÉe zaani.
When he went to the market – he bought
teÉi eÉ liáini dýÉwýi zu – eÉ daÉ§a …eÉeani°.
Or: eÉ daÉ§a …eÉeani° teÉi eÉ liáini dýÉwýi zu. meat.
They went – where the child was lying.
teÉ liáini – vÿ ÷aÉzanuØ loÉmai …ÿniá laÉani°
naÉ.69
An exception to the example immediately above occurs with the place clause
introduced by vÿ nÿpÿÉ ‘wherever’.
vÿ nÿpÿÉ yaÉ …iázi maÉ na – toÉwaØa suÉ šaÉla. Wherever it seizes him – it throws him down.
Concession clauses usually precede the verb.
Although all desert you (sg.) –
aÉnÿÿ §alaa nuÉi pÿ geÉ yeÉe wulo e zu –
– I will not.
– gÿ lÿ kÿÉÿ
Condition clauses are also found before and after the verb. Some clauses like those
with aniá ‘if’, take either position.
If they did not call him –
aniá tÿÉ lÿÉ tiálini° –
– tell the chief.
– boÉ maÉsagi° ma.
As long as the man is with them –
aniá ný zuÉnui …a teÉ woÉba –
– they will not go.
– tÿÉ lÿÉ liáa.
He went to see –
eÉ liáini naÉ ga eÉ pÿÉtÿØ –
– if anything was on it.
– aniá ÷ÿÉni …ÿniá gaÉ.
If they were working –
e …ÿ teÉ …ÿÉni tiái …ÿÿzu –
– I would help them.
– gý §ý tiáÿ.
I will not give it to you (sg.) –
gÿ lÿ fÿÉ e ya –
– unless you (sg.) go.
– kÿniá ya li.
69

The adverb vÿ ‘where’ is always followed by na ‘there’. na follows the verb.
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÷ÿÉni …aÉ loÉowu –
– ný kuÉlo šaa maÉ.
mÿÉ lÿÉ liá –
– eÉ yÿÉsu ge va.

Nothing is hid –
– except (only) to be brought out.
Do not go –
– until I come.

Purpose clauses follow the verb.
ge liiniá naÉ –
– ga ge paÉa.
eÉ …aÉazuØ laa ziÿni70 –
– ga nuÉi eÉ kÿÉÿni°.
ga liizuÉ –
– ge tiái …ÿ.
eÉ vaÉani° –
– tiái …ÿÿzu.

I went there –
– to (in order to) kill it.
He looked around–
– (to see) who had done it.
I am going –
– (to) work.
He came –
– in order to work.

When a zero, [õ], conjuction is used, the purpose clause precedes the verb.
kÿ [õ] wo kwÿÉÿË ga gaÉa§aÉa …a zeea – But (that) you (pl.) may know that I have
power –
– ga dÿÉ ga wiÿ.
– I will show you (pl.).
Clauses of time intoduced by a zero conjunction occur before and after the verb.
When you (sg.) catch the chicken – kill it.
[õ] ya tÿÉÿwuØi zo na - eÉ paÉa.
Sit here – (while) I pray.
aÉ zeÉi vÿ – [õ] ge gaÉla feÉli.
4.5.4. Adverbs modifying a post-verb adverb usually follow it.
a bit, while
taÉ woÉlo
only
ný
He will stay there only a time.
toÉwaØa yÿÉ naÉ ga taÉ woÉlo ný.
speed
kpiáze
immediately, quickly
maÉšila
He went back “immediately, quickly”.
eÉ liáini wuÉlu ga kpiáze ga maÉšila.
More than one adverb may be used to describe the same verb, in wich case both
usually follow the verb.
naked
maÉyaËkaØ
He ran away “naked quickly”.
eÉ veÉlani° ga maÉyaËka ga maÉšila.
4.5.5. Adverbs may modify a conditioning adjective, but no other kind of adjective
occurs first.
very
taÉmaa
It is very dirty.
nýÉwývÿØ ga taÉmaa.
When a clause modifies a conditioning adjective, the same pattern prevails.
kuÉu zuÉ nÿÿvÿÉ – e …ÿ deÉe …a …ÿÉ vÿ. He is (as) happy – as though his mother were here.

70

Or: eÉ …aÉazuØ ziÿØni°.
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4.5.6. Degrees of adverbial expression, other than the positive, must include the
comparative object.
4.5.6.1. Positive degree has been illustrated above.
He did it quickly.
eÉ kÿÉÿni° ga maÉšila.
4.5.6.2. The comparative degree must include eÉ leÉve.
He did it more quickly (than he).
eÉ kÿÉÿni° ga maÉšila eÉ leÉve baÉ.
4.5.6.3. The superlative also must use eÉ leÉve.
He did it most quickly (of all).
eÉ kÿÉÿni° ga maÉšila eÉ leÉve teÉ pÿÉ baÉ.
4.6. There are three kinds of conjunctions: those used to connect words and
phrases, those used to connect subordinate clauses, and those used to connect coordinate
clauses.
4.6.1. The conjunctions used to connect nouns are taÉ, taÉ §ýgaÉ, §ýÉga, eÉ vÿÉÿ baÉ
‘and’; ýý, ýÉý ný …ÿ ‘or’.
Folomo and Somo are coming.
Folomo taÉ Somo taÉ vaazu.
Folomo eÉ vÿÉÿ Somo va taÉ vaazu.
4.6.1.1. If three or more nouns are used in a series, the same conjunction for “and”
should not be employed throughout.
Folomo taÉ Somo taÉ §ýgaÉ Ziziá taÉ vaazu. Folomo and Somo and Zizi are coming.
Folomo and Somo and Zizi and Moluba
Folomo taÉ Somo eÉ vÿÉÿ Ziziá va taÉ §ýgaÉ
are coming.
MýÉlu§aØ taÉ vaazu.
In the following sentence, where several conjunctions occur after the
postpositional, §ýÉga is not used by some speakers, although all the others, including taÉ
§ýgaÉ, may be.
Tell Folomo and Somo and Moluba to
boÉ Folomo ma eÉ vÿÉÿ SoÉmo va taÉ §ýgaÉ
come.
MýÉlu§aØ ga teÉ vaÉ.
In the next sentence, however, where all the nouns occur before the post-positional,
these speakers use §ýÉga and avoid taÉ §ýgaÉ and taÉ.
Tell Folomo and Somo to come.
boÉ Folomo §ýgaÉ SoÉmo ma ga teÉ vaÉ.
It is permissible to substitute comma pause for the conjunction discussed. eÉ vÿÉÿ...
baÉ is usually used to join the last noun.
Chairs, tables, books, mats, and baskets
kpýÉkpýØgitiÿØ, teÉeveØitiÿ, kýÉlýitiÿØ, saÉ§aitiÿØ
are it the house.
eÉ vÿÉÿ kpýÉlýgitiÿØ vaÉ taÉ pÿÉlÿi wu.
4.6.1.2. ýý ‘or’ is used to connect two or nore nouns or adverbs.
He will come today or tomorrow.
toÉwaØa vaÉ za ýý ÷ina.
nuÉi nÿpÿÉ eÉ §eÉga naÉ pÿÉlÿ vaÉ, ýý deÉ…ea, ýý Anyone who leaves house or brothers or
mother or father…
deÉe, ýý keÉea...
ýýÉ ný …ÿ ‘or’ is usually used to connect only two nouns.
If a man says to his father or mother…
aniá nuÉ …a …ÿÉ keÉea maÉ ýýÉ ný …ÿ ga deÉe...
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The above conjunctions may be used to join phrases and clauses.
He went into their house and into my
teÉ liáini taÉ vÿlÿÉi wu taÉ na pÿlÿÉi wu.
house.
eÉ vÿÉÿ ga nuÉmaitiÿØ §ÿÉÿ teÉ …ÿÉni ÷ÿÉni zýÉwýË He began to drive the people who were
selling – and the people who were buying.
wulozu – ta nuÉmaitiÿØ teÉ …ÿÉni geÉeazuØ.
They are going or they are sleeping here.
taÉ liizuÉ ýý taÉ ÷iizuÉ vÿ.
4.6.2. Subordinate conjunctions connect clauses of place, cause, time, purpose,
condition, and concession. Some of these conjunctions are:
where
vÿ
because
§ýÉvÿØlaÉale
when
teÉi
so that
kÿÉÿ šaa ma
although
aÉnÿÿ §alaa
if
e …ÿ, aniá
until
eÉ yÿÉsu, kÿniá
Many speakers differentiate between e …ÿ and aniá, using e …ÿ for statements
pertaining to the past progressive, and aniá for all others.
If they were working –
e …ÿ teÉ …ÿÉni tiái …ÿÿzu –
– I would help them.
– gý §ý tiÿÉ.
If he bought the cow –
aniá eÉ niákÿi …eeani –
– bring it here.
– vaa la vÿ.
tei is used only to connect statements of the past tense.
When he went to the market –
teÉi eÉ liáini doÉwýi zu –
– he bought meat.
– eÉ daÉ§a …eÉeani°.
A zero [õ] conjunction for ‘when’ is used with statements pertaining to the future.
(When) you (sg.) catch the chicken –
[õ] ya tÿÉÿwuØ zo na –
– kill it.
– e paÉa.71
Zero conjunctions are used also for “while”, “in order that”, and “until”.
But in order that you (pl.) may know that
kÿ [õ] wo kwÿÉÿË ga gaÉa-§aÉa …a zeea –
I have power – I will show you (pl.).
– ga dÿÉ ga wiÿ.
I am working –
ga tiái …ÿÿzu –
– while he sleeps.
– [ õ] yeÉ liá ga ÷iái.
Sit here –
aÉ zeÉi vÿØ –
– (while) I pray.
– [õ] ge gaÉla feÉli.
Stay here –
yÿÉ vÿØ –
– (until) I come.
–[õ] ge va.
4.6.3. Conjunctions for coordinate clauses.

71

e may be omitted, reading – paÉa.
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4.6.3.1. kÿ is used to connect contrasting or opposed coordinate clauses. Before
discussing this and the following conjunctions, note that none of the conjunctions for
“and” are used to connect coordinate or subordinate clauses.
He caught the man and beat him.
eÉ zuÉnui zoni eÉ doÉwa.
Go
there – but do not be late.
liá na – kÿ mÿÉ lÿÉ yÿÉ naÉ wuÉlu.
4.6.3.2. Alternate interrogative statements require §aa, ýý ‘or’.
Are they going –
taÉ liizuÉ –
– or are they sleeping here?
– §aa taÉ ÷iizuÉ vÿ?
Do you (pl.) not yet see –
aÉ wÿ lÿ dÿÉ kaÉani° –
– or understand?
– §aa gaÉ…aØa?
Are they going –
taÉ liizuÉ –
– or are they sleeping here?
– ýý taÉ ÷iizuÉ vÿ?
Alternate positive statements employ na laaleÉ (literally: not that), ýý ‘or’.
I will fix the house –
ga pÿÉlÿi §ÿtÿÉ –
– or I (will) rub the kitchen.
– na laaleÉ ge kwýÉtai° wu ziÿÉ.
ga pÿlÿÉi §ÿtÿÉ ýý ga kwýÉtaØi wu ziÿÉ.
Alternate negative statements use ýýÉ ný …ÿ.
ÿÉ lÿÉ liáizu –
– ýýÉ ný …ÿ ga týÉ ÷iizuÉ vÿ.

He is not going –
– or (and) he is not sleeping here.

4.6.3.3. na šaÉa maÉ connects conclusion clauses.
He did not come to my house –
ÿÉ lÿÉ vaÉani na pÿlÿÉi wu –
– therefore I went to his house.
– na šaÉa maÉ ge liiniá na pÿÉlÿi wu.
4.6.3.4. The pair of conjunctions for contrast or alternate statements is §aÉlaa...ýýÉ
ný …ÿ ‘neither … nor’.
We (excl.) neither beat him –
gÿÉ lÿÉ §aÉlaa doÉwani° –
72
– nor helped him.
– ýýÉ ný …ÿ ga geÉ §ýni baÉ.
Only ýý is used for “either...or”.
va ga Folomo –
– ýý Somo.

Bring either Folomo –
– or Somo.

4.7. Post-positionals (PP) and propositions, though differing in use, serve similar
functions and are therefore beat considered here.
4.7.1. Post-positionals show position or destination. They follow the noun or
pronoun to which they are related. Examples of post-positionals showing position:
in it
suÉ
in the town
taÉi zu
in them
teÉ zu
on it
maÉ
on the table
teeÉveØi ma
72

Some speakers: ýýØ.
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koÉba
kýÉlýi wobaÉ
buÉ
pÿÉlÿi wu

beside it
beside the book
under it
under (in) the house

maÉazu
guÉlui maazuÉ
gaÉ
kaÉkei …a
saÉamaØ
teÉ zaÉama
bÿÉ
faÉa vaÉgýÉ …ÿÉ teÉ vÿÉ

over it
over the stick
on
on the shore
among
among them
for
Do good for them.

When a town is designated by its name, a PP is not used.
he went into (to) Zorzor.
eÉ liáini ZýzýoÉ.
Examples of post-positionals showing destination:
to him
pýÉ
I sent it to Folomo.
ge teÉveni° Folomo wý.
I sent it to them.
ge teÉveni° teÉ wýÉ.
I sent the book to Folomo.
ge kýÉlýi leÉveni° Folomo wý.
bÿÉ
geÉ kpÿÉtÿni° Folomo vÿ.
geÉ kpÿÉtÿni° wo vÿ.
feÉ Folomo vÿ.
feÉ geÉ vÿÉ.

for him, to him
We (excl.) fixed it for Folomo.
We (excl.) fixed it for you (pl.).
Give it to Folomo.
Give it to us (excl.).

tuÉo
eÉ liáini teÉ luÉo.
puÉlu
mÿÉ lÿÉ viále geÉ wuÉlu.

in front of him
He went in front of him
behind him
Do not follow (behind) us (excl.).

The PP follows a noun phrase.
na
liá pÿÉlÿi na wu.
gwaÉla
zeÉi teÉeve walai ma.

that
Go into that house.
big
Sit on the big table.

The PP used is determined by the verb and not by the noun or pronoun. For
example, wÿÉlÿ ‘see’, takes the PP baÉ, while boÉ ‘tell’, takes maÉ. Note the following used
with an identical noun.
I saw (on) Folomo.
ge wÿlÿni Folomo va.
I told Folomo.
ge boÉni° Folomo ma.
Note this distinction due to the PP.
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ga yeÉe laÉ Folomo zu.
ga yeÉe laÉ Folomo ma.

I will strike Folomo.
I will have faith in Folomo (I will lay my hand on Folomo).

As indicated in the examples above, the PP, when used alone, contains a tonal
pronoun (`), ‘me’, or ( )É , ‘him’. When it occurs immediately after a pre-noun verb it
therefore becomes a direct object.73
He saw me.
eÉ wÿÉlÿni ba.
He saw him.
eÉ wÿÉlÿni baÉ.
When a post-noun verb is used, the PP becomes an indirect object.
tell it
boÉ
Tell it to me.
boÉ ma.
Tell this to him.
nii wo maÉ.
Post-positional phrases serve as noun, adjective, or adverb phrases.
inside the house
pÿÉlÿi wu
He swept the inside of the house.
eÉ pÿÉlÿi wu §aÉleni°.
in the town
taÉi zu
Tell the people in the town.
boÉ nuÉmaitiÿØ maÉ teÉ taÉi zu.
in their house
taÉ vÿlÿÉi wu
I went into their house.
ge liiniá taÉ vÿlÿÉi wu.
4.7.2. There are two principial prepositions, both indicating instrumentality, daÉ
‘with’, refers to an instrument previously mentioned or understood and occurs only with
a tonal pronoun. ga ‘with’ referes to an instrument about to be introduced.
with it
daÉ
He cut the man with it.
eÉ zuÉnui leveni la.
with
ga
Cut the man with the knife.
zuÉnui leve ga boÉai.
He is working with this.
týÉ tiái …ÿÿzu ga nii.
He is working with it.
týÉ tiái …ÿÿzu la.
What day are you (sg.) going (with)?
šoÉlo §ÿÉ ya lii la?74 Or: ya liizuÉ ga šoÉlo §ÿÉ?
They did not know what to answer
tÿÉ lÿÉ ÷ÿÉni kwÿË±ni nii týÉ goÉi …awoteÉ da.
him (with).
All of them drank (with it).
teÉ pÿÉ teÉ §oÉaleni° da.
All of them drank with this.
teÉ pÿÉ teÉ §oÉaleni° ga nii.
like (the way) he did it (with).
e …ÿ veÉlei eÉ kÿÉÿni° la.

73

Certainly, W. Sadler means direct object of the verb of the English translation. In Lýýma, the pronouns
in question (represented by low and high tone) have syntactical role of indirect object. – VV.
74
Or: šoÉlo §ÿÉ …aÉ e liizuÉ la? YaØ li ga šoÉlo §ÿÉ?
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CHAPTER V
TONE
5. There are two tones in Lýýma, high ( É) and low ( Ø). Low tone is marked only
when it follows a high tone in the same word.
mother
deØe > dee
thatch
tÿÉtÿØ
When there is a series of low tones, only the first tone following the high tone is
marked.
box
kaË±laÉ-÷aØlaØ > kaË±la-÷aØla
High tone is marked wherever it occurs, except in a series of two or more high
tones, in the same word, in wich case only the first high tone is marked. Compound
words are toned as two separate words.
his mother
deÉe
my wife
÷aØzaÉi > ÷azaÉi
the one
giálaÉgi° > giálagi°
spoil
kaËlaÉ-÷aÉla > kaËla-÷aÉla
Each word has its basic tones just as it has its basic consonants and vowels. Like
the consonants and vowels, the tones undergo regular changes depending upon the
environment. For example, the tone of a noun may be influenced by the tone class of the
preceding possessive pronoun. Note the following:
my
na
house
pÿÉlÿ
becomes:
my house
na pÿlÿÉi
in which the first tone of pÿÉlÿi has been lowered. This is because na belongs to the
class of words wich may lower one or more high tones of the noun.
In brief, Lýýma words are divided into two groups, A and B. The words of A
group lower one or more high tones of the following word if it is also of the A group.
The word of B group have no influence upon the following word. Conversely, there are
two A words whose tones are changed by the preceding A word, and B words, whose
tone remain unchanged by the preceding A words.
5.1. Nouns.
5.1.1. Nouns are divided into two groups: A, these which change the tone of the
following A words; B those which have no influence upon the following word.
A noun, A word.
stick
guÉlu
cut
teÉve
Cut the stick.
guÉlu leve.
pÿÉlÿ
gwaÉla
pÿÉlÿ wala

house
big
big house
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buÉ
pÿÉlÿ wu

in (under)
in a house

boÉa
taÉ…a
boÉa la…a

knife
nest
knife sheath

A noun, B word.
piáli
guÉlu viáli

throw
Trow a stick

kweÉle
guÉlu weÉle75

white
white stick

B noun, A word.
gaÉlu
gaÉlu leÉve.

rope
Cut a rope.

suÉo
nýÉwý
suÉo nýÉwý

animal
dirty
dirty animal

peÉle
suÉ
peÉle suÉ

road
in
in a road

koÉlu
soÉo
koÉlu zoÉo

iron
horse
bicycle

B noun, B word.
gaÉlu viáli

Throw a rope

Proper names also fall into the A group or B group.
Folomo
Folomo
Galakpai
GaÉlakpai
call
tiáli
Call Folomo
Folomo lili
Call Galakpai
GaÉlakpai liáli
5.1.2. The tone of the noun suffixes, /-gi, -ga, -ya, and -vÿ,/ nearly always follow
the tone class of the noun: an A noun lowers the tone of the suffix; a B noun leaves it
unchanged.
A noun:
75

kweÉle sometime functions as an A word
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baÉalaØ
paÉa
baÉalaØ paa
baÉalaØgi
baÉalaØga

sheep
kill
kill a sheep
the sheep
sheep (pl)

B noun:
bÿÉbÿØ
toÉo
bÿÉbÿØ toÉo
bÿÉbÿØgiá
bÿÉbÿØgaÉ

bag
drop
Drop a bag.
the bag
bags

The suffix /-i/ usually has the tone of the preceding vowel.
the knife
boÉai [boÉaÉiá]
the house
pÿÉlÿi [pÿÉlÿÉiá]
The definite plural suffix, /-tiÿ/, takes the low tone.76
the knives
boÉaitiÿØ
the bags
bÿÉbÿØgiátiÿØ
/-ku/ and /-da/77follow the same pattern as /-gi, -ga/, etc.
A noun:
giále
tiáli
giále lili
giálewuØ

dog
call
Call a dog.
dog (diminutive)

maÉsa
maÉsa tili
maÉsadaØ

chief
Call a chief.
kingdom

B noun:
yaÉaËle
yaÉaËle liáli
yaÉaËlewu

cat
Call a cat.
cat

5.1.3. In the foregoing discussion and illustrations only the basic form of the noun
has been considered. When the suffix /-i/ or /-gi/ is added to A or B nouns, the tone of
the following A word is changed.
A nouns, A words:
maÉsagi° lili.
76

Call the chief.

/-tiÿÉ/ is used by some speakers.
The noun suffixes /-ni/ and /-ma/ occur so seldom that it is unwise to attempt a decision on their
pattern.
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liá pÿÉlÿi wu.

Go into the house.

B nouns, A words:
koÉvii leve.
gbÿÉgbÿgi loo.

Cut the wood.
Drop the big drum.

When the indefinite plural or definite plural is used, the tone of the following word
is unchanged, regardless of the tone class of the basic form of the noun.
Cut sticks.
guÉlua leÉve.
Drop big drums.
gbÿÉgbÿga loÉo.
Call the chiefs.
maÉsagi°tiÿ liáli.
5.1.4. Noun compounds (not reduplicates) and phrases almost invariably follow the
pattern described above: when the first section of a compound and the first word of a
phrase belong to the A tone group, they lower the tone of the second word or element if
it belongs to the A group.
A noun, A word:
guÉlu
sÿÉvÿ
guÉlu-zÿØvÿ
boÉa
taÉ…ÿ
boÉa la…a78

tree
split
plank
knife
nest
knife sheath

A noun, B verb:
foÉlo
kýÉýË
foÉlo-wýÉýË

sun
measure
clock

B noun:
koÉlu
soÉo
koÉlu zoÉo

iron
horse
bicycle

The noun phrases that are exceptions to this pattern are chiefly those beginning
with ziÿÉ ‘water’; and body parts, zeÉe ‘hand’, daÉa ‘mouth’.
ziÿÉ wu
zeÉ…e
ziÿÉ yeÉ…e

pour water
hole
well

Compounds formed by reduplication are not consistently governed by the tone
class of the first section.

78

Some speakers: laÉ…a.
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Both compouds and phrases establish their own tone group without influence from
the tone class of the component sections or words. In the following, for example, an A
noun plus a B noun results in an A phrase:
silver
kaÉni
bracelet
baÉla
Drop (a piece of) silver.
kaÉni loo.
Drop a bracelet.
baÉla loÉo.
silver bracelet
kaÉni bala
Drop a silver bracelet.
kaÉni bala loo.
5.1.5. The prefix /ma-/ does not change the basic form of the noun and it is only
the prefix that undergoes tone change when the word is preceded by an A word.
a cause
maÉzabui
this cause
nii mazaÉ§ui
Morover prefixed nouns usually maintain the tone class of the basic form.
seed
kaÉi
Drop a seed.
kaÉi loo.
a seed
maÉ…ai
Drop a seed.
maÉ…ai loo.
5.1.6. Possessed nouns.
5.1.6.1. The tones of alienaby possessed nouns are high when the pronoun naÉ ‘his’
is used. This includes the tone on the suffixes /-i/ and /-gi/. /-tiÿ/ may be low or high
after all pronouns.
the palaver
faÉi
his palaver
naÉ faÉi
the door
kpoÉgi°
his door
naÉ kpoÉgi
the big frog
wuogiá
his big frog
naÉ wuÉogi
the box
kaË±la-÷aØlagi
his box
naÉ kaË±la-÷alagi
his boxes
naÉ kaÉla-÷alagitiÿØ
The same pattern prevails when the suffixes are omitted.
his box
naÉ kaË±la-÷aÉla
After the remaining possessive pronouns the first tone of alienable nouns is low.
the mat
saÉ§ai
my mat
na sa§aÉi
your (sg.) mat
ya za§aÉi
the tobacco
taÉavaØgiá
our (incl.) tobacco
daÉ laavaÉgiá
the eggplant
kýÉýËgi°
my eggplant
na kýýËgiá
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There are three exceptions to this list:
1. With two syllable /-gi/ nouns having /l/ between identical vowels the tones of
the basic word are down.
the basket
kpýÉlýgi°
your (pl.) basket
wa §ýlýgiá
2. With reduplicated words of CVCV-CVCV pattern the first section takes low
tone.
the box
kaË±la-÷aÉlagi
their box
teÉ ÷ala-÷aÉlagi
3. With one syllable /-i/ nouns the tone remains high.
our (excl.) palaver
gaÉ šaÉi
If the definite suffix is omitted, the regular pattern prevails with the basic form of
the word, except for one syllable words of the /-gi/ class, in which case the tone is high.
my mat
ma sa§aÉ
my box
na kaËla-÷aÉla
my door
na kpoÉ
my doors
na kpogiátiÿÉ
With some speakers, gaÉ, daÉ ‘our’ and taÉ ‘their’ have the same influence on some
nouns as naÉ ‘his’.
our (excl.) box
gaÉ kaË±la-÷aÉlagi
Inalienably possessed nouns have low tone for the first person singular and high
tone for the third person sinrular. The posessive pronouns e ‘your (sg.)’, and wo ‘your
(pl.)’, lower the tones of the noun; the remaining possessive pronouns exert no
influence.
my foot
kýwýi
your (sg.) foot
e wýwýi
his foot
kýÉwýi
our (excl.) foot
geÉ wýÉwýitiÿØ
our (incl.) foot
deÉ wýÉwýitiÿØ
your (pl.) foot
wo wýwýitiÿ
their foot
teÉ wýÉwýitiÿØ
5.1.6.2. The influence of alienably possessed nouns upon the verb follows the
regular pattern when the definite singular and definite plural are used: low tone on the
verb after the definite singular, unchanged tone after the definite plural.
A noun:
Call my dog.
na gileÉi lili.
Call his dog.
naÉ giálei lili,
Call your (sg.) dog.
ya …ileÉi lili.
Call our (excl.) dogs.
geÉ …ileÉitiÿØ liáli.
B nouns:
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na ÷abuÉi loo.
naÉ ÷aÉbui loo.
taÉ ÷abuÉi loo.

Drop my fire.
Drop his fire.
Drop their fire.

When only the basic form of the noun is used after the possessive pronoun, a much
less common use than the definite singular, the tone of the verb is unchanged.
Call my dog.
na gileÉ liáli.
Call his dog.
naÉ giále liáli.
79
Call your (sg.) dog.
ya …ileÉ liáli.
Drop my fire.
na ÷abuÉ loÉo.
Drop his fire.
naÉ ÷aÉbu loÉo.
Drop their fire.
taÉ ÷abuÉ loÉo.
This entire pattern is maintained with post-positionals.
I saw my box.
ge wÿlÿniá na kaËla-÷aÉlagi va.
I saw his box.
ge wÿlÿniá naÉ kaË±la-÷ala baÉ.
However, the pattern of the influence of the basic form of the noun after na ‘my’
and before the verb does not consistently follow the same pattern as it does in the
pronoun-noun combination.
my water
na ziÿÉ
becomes:
Pour my water.
na ziÿ wu80.
And:
my stick
na guluÉ
my box
na kaËla-÷aÉla
becomes:
Drop my stick.
na gulu loÉo.
Drop my box.
na kaËla-÷ala toÉo.
Some speakers, however, retain the regular pattern.
na guluÉ loÉo.
na kaËla-÷aÉla toÉo.
Inalienably possessed nouns follow their regular A, B, pattern with the verb. That
is an A noun in the singular form lowers the tone of the verb; the definite plural leaves it
unchanged.
my son
duu
lay
daÉ
Lay my son down.
duu la
Lay my son down.
dui la
Lay my sons down.
duitiÿ laÉ.
B nouns in the basic and definite plural form leave the verb unchanged; the definite
singular lowers it.
79
80

Some speakers: …i°leØ.
Some speakers: naØ ziÿØ wuÉ.
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÷azaÉ
÷azaÉ laÉ
÷azaÉi la
÷azaÉitiÿÉ laÉ

my wife
Lay my wife down.
Lay my wife down.
Lay my wives down.

This pattern prevails when a post-positional follows the noun.
I saw my father.
ge wÿlÿniá keea vaÉ.
I saw his pay.
ge wÿlÿniá fýÉnÿØi va.
5.1.6.3. After naÉ ‘his’, the noun and adjective and adjective suffixes have high
tones, regardless of the tone classs of the noun or adjective.
his dirty box.
naÉ kaË±la-÷aÉla nýÉwýi.
his white box.
naÉ kaË±la-÷aÉla kweÉlegi.
his small basket.
naÉ kpýÉlý koÉloi.
his dirty basket.
naÉ kpýÉlý nýÉwýi.
After na, ya, gaÉ, daÉ, wa, and taÉ the noun is low throughout, the adjective high.
my short stick
na gulu §uÉogi
my dirty dog
na gile nýÉwýi
my small fire
na ÷abu woÉloi81
your (sg.) short stick
ya wulu §uÉogi
After gaÉ, daÉ, taÉ, some speakers use high tones on the noun, thus following naÉ.
When the inalienably possessed nouns occur with adjectives, the A, B, pattern
prevails: A nouns lower the tone of A adjectives, B nouns leave it unchanged.
A noun:
yiãgÿ82 woloi
e yiãgÿ woloi½
yißágÿØ woloi

my small tooth
your (sg.) small tooth
his small tooth

B noun:
kakeÉ koÉloi
wo …ekeÉ koÉloi
teÉ …eÉke koÉloitiÿØ

my small chest
your (pl.) small chest
their small chests

5.1.7. Possessing nouns.
5.1.7.1. When the alienable possessive pronouns are preceded by a noun, the tone
of the pronoun is governed by the tonal class of the noun. The possessed noun follows
the same pattern as described in 5.1.5.1.
A nouns:
Folomo na pÿÉlÿi
zowo
saÉle
81
82

Some speakers say -÷abuÉ-.
Or: ÷igÿ.

Folomo’s house
doctor
medicine
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zowo na saÉlei

a doctor’s medicine

B nouns:
YaÉkpazuo naÉ kpýÉkpýgi
kaÉwýÉlý
taÉavaØgi
kaÉwýØlý naÉ taÉavagi

Yapazuo’s chair
old man
the tobacco
the old man’s tabacco

When a definite singular possessing noun is used, the pronoun follows the regular
pattern and is low.
the man’s cloth
zuÉnui na seÉ…ei
The pronoun taÉ ‘they’ never undergoes tone change. Its occurrence after a plural
possessing noun has the some influence upon the noun as that discussed in 5.1.7.1.
orange
nuÉmunu
the men’s oranges
ziánaitiÿØ taÉ numuÉnugitiÿØ
the doctors’ medicine
zowoitiÿ taÉ zaleÉi
When the possessive is omitted, the tone of the possessed noun is determined by
the tone class of the possessing noun.
Folomo’s death
Folomo na saÉa šaÉi
Folomo’s death
Folomo zaa šaÉi
the man’s death
zuÉnui zaa šaÉi
5.1.7.2. There is no change in the basic tone of on inaliemable noun when it is
preceded by a possessing pronoun. See 5.1.7.3.
the man’s mother
zuÉnui deÉe
The plural pronoun of inalienable nouns has the same influence upon the noun as
discussed in 5.1.6.1.
5.1.7.3. When the possessive pronoun is omitted before body parts or when the IC
is changed in words having a tonal possessive pronoun, their tone is determined by the
tone class of the possessing noun.
his hand
zeÉe
people
nuÉmaa
… with people’s hands
... ga nuÉmaa yeÉe
her neck
kýÉ
the woman’s neck
÷aÉzanui wýËgiá
The basic tone of a body part prevails when it is the first word on a command.
nose
soÉkpaØi
your (sg.) nose
e zokpai
Blow your (sg.) nose.
zoÉkpaØi šÿ.
5.1.8. Acting nouns. See 5.2.2.2.
5.1.9. When a verb becomes a noun there is usually no change in the basic tone.
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kpýÉ
kpýÉ

put it together
crowd (n)

5.2. Verbs.
5.2.1. Verbs, like nouns, are divided into two tonal groups: A, those whose tone is
lowered by the preceding A object; B, those whose tone is unchanged by the preceding
A object. Preceding B objects have no influence upon verbs of either group.
5.2.1.1. A nouns, as indicated in 5.1.1., lower the tones of A verbs.
Cut a stick.
guÉlu leve.
B nouns do not influence A verbs.
gaÉlu leÉve.

Cut a rope.

B verbs are not influenced by A or B nouns.
Throw a stick.
guÉlu viáli.
Throw a rope.
gaÉlu viáli.
The RP of CV and CVV words of the /-zu/ group provide an exception to the
pattern of the noun-verb combination, for here the verb may take a high tone after an A
noun.
work (n)
tiái
do
kÿÉ
I worked.
ge tiái …ÿÉÿni.
They layed this down.
teÉ ni°i laÉa.
The influence of the use of the definite singular suffix upon A verbs was discussed
in 5.1.3.
B verbs are not influenced by any form of the noun.
Throw the stick.
guÉlui viáli.
Throw sticks.
guÉlua viáli.
Throw the sticks.
guÉluitiÿÉ viáli.
The difference between A and B verbs, in relation to the influence of the preceding
object nouns, may be summarized as follows:
1. The tones of B verbs are not changed by any form of nouns of either group.
2. The tone of A verbs is lowered by the stem and definite singular of A nouns and
by the definite singular of B nouns.
5.2.1.2. Object pronouns also fall into the A, B, grouping: A pronouns lower the
tones of A verbs; B pronouns leave them unchanged.
A pronouns:
ga e lili.
ga wo lili.

I will call you (sg.).
I will call you (pl.).

B pronouns:
toÉwaØa geÉ liáli.

He will call us (excl.).
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toÉwaØa deÉ liáli.
toÉwaØa teÉ liáli.

He will call us (incl.).
He will call them.

Object pronouns ‘me’ and ‘him’ are tonal, being ( Ø) and ( É ) respectively.
Call me.
tili.
Call him.
tiáli.
It is washed.
guÉovÿ.
The object demonstrators are A class.
nii loo.
na loo.
niitiÿ loÉo.

Drop this.
Drop that.
Drop these.

5.2.1.3. As nouns, the numerals, with the exception of giála ‘one’, belong to the B
group.
Catch one.
giála zo.
Catch four.
naÉagýØ zoÉ.
Catch three.
saÉagýØ zoÉ.
The regular pattern prevails when the definite singular suffix is added.
Catch the four.
naÉagýi zo.
Throw the four.
naÉagýi viáli.
5.2.1.4. When an adjective precedes the verb as part of an object phrase, the
adjective exerts its tonal class. That is, an A adjective (lowered by an A noun) will
lower an A verb; a B adjective (tone unchanged by an A noun) will not influence the
tone of the verb.
A noun, A adjective, A verb:
kweÉle
guÉlu weØleØ teØveØ.83

white
Cut a white stick.

B verb:
piáli
guÉlu wolo viáli.
guÉlu weØleØ viáli.84

throw
Throw a small stick.
Throw a white stick.

The verb follows the regular pattern after the suffixes:
see
pÿÉtÿØ
I saw the small stick.
ge guÉlu woloi vÿtÿni.
I saw small sticks.
ge guÉlu woloa vÿÉtÿØni.
I saw the small sticks.
ge guÉlu woloitiÿ vÿÉtÿØni.

83
84

Some speakers say weÉleÉ teÉveÉ.
Some speakers say weÉleÉ.
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5.2.1.5. The use of the basic form of the noun preceded by an alienable possessive
pronoun permits no change in verb tone. See 5.1.6.2. for discussion of this as well as for
the influence of the inalienable possessive pronoun.
5.2.1.6. In the alienable possessive pronoun – noun – adjective – verb –
combination the tone pattern of the verb is the same as that discussed in 5.2.1.4.
I saw his small stick.
ge naÉ guÉlu woÉloi vÿtÿni.
I threw his small stick.
ge naÉ guÉlu woÉloi viálini°.
The verb pattern when the inalienable pronoun is used in the pronoun – noun –
adjective – verb combination is also the same as that discussed in 5.2.1.4.
5.2.1.7. As objects, post-positionals are of the A, B, groups, the tone of A verbs is
lowered by A post-positionals.
A post-positional:
vÿ
siÿÉ
vÿ ziÿ.

here
rub
Rub here.

B post-positional:
buÉ
buÉ wuÉo
buÉ §ÿtÿÉ (Or: -§ÿÉtÿ).
diá…ii zu wuÉo.
diá…i zuÉ ziÿÉ (Or: -ziÿ).

under it
Wash under it.
Fix under it.
Wash (inside) the pot.
Rub (inside) a pot.

This pattern prevails when the post-positional is the first section of a compound.
spread (v)
pÿÉÿ
patch (n)
suÉ-vÿÉÿ
5.2.2. Tone classes of actors.
5.2.2.1. When the verb is preceded by an acting pronoun, the tone of the verb is
influenced according to the tone class of the actor and according to the kind of verb
(transitive or intransitive).
5.2.2.1.1. The acting pronouns ga, ge, ya, e, wa, wo, and the definite pronouns
niái ‘this’, and na ‘I’, used with intransitive verbs or transitive verbs used intransitively
lower the tone of the basic form of one syllable words; they lower one or more tones of
words of two or more syllables.
I will turn.
ga lite.
You (sg.) slept.
e ÷iiyaÉ.
You (sg.) will run.
ya §ize.
You (pl.) came.
wo vaani.
You (pl.) are limping.
wa zÿkpuÉzu.
This fell.
ni°i looni.
The pronouns týÉ, ga, daÉ, taÉ produce the same pattern when the progressive tense
is used.
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týÉ litezu.
gaÉ liizuÉ.
daÉ zÿkpuÉzu.
taÉ veØlaØzuØ

He is turning.
We (excl.) are going.
We (incl.) are limping.
They are running away.

With all other tenses the pronouns toÉwaØa, ýÉ, gaÉ, geÉ, daÉ, deÉ, taÉ, toÉ, and na ‘he’;
and the indefinite pronouns taÉ ‘some’ and taÉmaa ‘many’, cause no change in the basic
form of the verb.
He will run.
toÉwaØa §iáseØ
We (excl.) will run away.
gaÉ veÉla.
We (incl.) will go.
daÉ liá.
We (incl.) turned.
DeÉ liáteØgaÉ.
They limped.
teÉ zÿÉkpua.
He went and cut the stick.
na li°iniá eÉ guÉlui leve.
The RP suffixes of /-zu/ verbs have high tone regardless of the pronoun used.
I went.
ge láiaÉ.
We (excl.) went.
geÉ liaÉ.
You (sg.) walked.
e ziaÉ.
He walked.
eÉ ziaÉ.
You (pl.) slept.
wý ÷iiyaÉ.
They slept.
teÉ ÷iáiya.
I limped.
ge zÿkpuÉa.
We (excl.) limped.
geÉ zÿÉkpua.
I came.
ge vaÉa.
I ran away.
ge velaÉa.
We (incl.) ran away.
deÉ veÉlaa.
They beat me.
teÉ dowaÉa.
They beat him.
teÉ doÉwaa.
I run.
ge §izeÉa.
The tone of the progressive suffix of /-zu/ verbs usually follows the tone of the RP
suffix.
I am going.
ga liizuÉ.
They are sleeping.
ta ÷iizuÉ.
The FP suffix, /-ni/, nearly always follows /-zu/.
I am running.
ga §izezu.
I run.
ge §izeni°.
But note these discrepancies:
taÉ ziÿzuÉ.
teÉ ziÿÉni°.
daÉ liizuÉ.
deÉ liáini°.

They are walking.
They walked.
We (incl.) are going.
We (incl.) went.
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The RP of /-su/ verbs usually takes a low tone when the verb has two or more
syllables. The suffix usually takes a high tone with one syllable words.
You (sg.) turned.
e litega.
He turned.
eÉ liáteØga.
You (pl.) stood.
wo logaÉ.
We (incl.) stood.
deÉ loÉga.
I dreamed.
ge zegaÉ.
We (incl.) dreamed.
deÉ zeÉga.
/-su/ and /-ni/ follow /-ga/.
ga zesuÉ.
taÉ zesuÉ.
geÉ liáteØni.
teÉ leÉveØni.
ge zeniá.
deÉ loÉni.

I am dreaming.
They are dreaming.
We (excl.) turned.
They passed.
I dreamed.
We (incl.) stood.

The acting pronouns giÿÉ, ye, yeÉ, giÿÉ, diÿÉ, wiÿ, tiÿÉ have no influence upon the
verb.
I am about to jump85.
giÿÉ wuÉde.
He saw me turning.
e pÿtÿni giÿ liáteØ.
He saw you (sg.) turning.
eÉ e vÿtÿni ye liáteØ.
He saw him turning.
eÉ pÿÉtÿØni yeÉ liáteØ.
He saw us (excl.) turning.
eÉ geÉ vÿÉtÿØni giÿÉ liáteØ.
He saw us (incl.) turning.
eÉ deÉ vÿÉtÿØni diÿÉ liáteØ.
He saw you (pl.) turning.
eÉ wo vÿtÿni wiÿ liáteØ.
He saw them turning.
eÉ teÉ vÿÉtÿØni tiÿÉ liáte.
When the habitual pronouns, ý, ýÉ, gý, gýÉ etc., are used, the general pattern is for
intransitive verbs to take a low tone with A or B pronouns.
He is not there to help us.
ÿÉ lÿÉ naÉ ýÉ §ý deÉ vaÉ.
We (excl.) are not able to go.
gÿÉ lÿÉ zoÉogaØ gýÉ liá.
You (sg.) do not want to go.
e lÿ woÉi½ni° ý li.
He jumped before we (excl.) jumped.
eÉ wuÉdÿni° gýÉ wudÿÉ.
It would be good if they did not do it.
ýÉ …ÿ ga faÉa vaÉgý e …ÿ tÿÉ lÿÉ kÿÉÿni°.
He left the town before I did.
eÉ wuÉloni° taÉi zu gý wulo baÉ.
Note the exceptions:
ýÉ wuÉ zi…i ga suÉbuØ eÉ liá kpaÉlagi zu.
a§ÿ vaÉa zu Somo ýÉ zoÉo eÉ na …ÿ?

He would get up early in the morning and go
to the farm.
Why should Somo do that?

The tone pattern for the progressive form of the verb, described above, usually
prevails when it is preceded by an auxiliary.
I am going.
ga vaazu liizuÉ.
85

Or: I am about to jump.
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fa liizuÉ laazu.
teÉ …ÿÉni zee§ÿÉzu.
ge …ÿniá levesu taÉi zu.

I am going to lie down.
They were sick.
I was passing through the town.

Note, however:
tÿÉ lÿÉ vaÉazuØ loÉowosuØ.

They will not rest.

When the FP form of the verb is used after an auxiliary, its tone usually follows
that used when it is acted upon by eÉ, geÉ, deÉ, teÉ.
I did not come.
gÿ lÿ ÷ÿÉni vaÉani°.
Note that both A and B pronouns follow the pattern with the auxiliary …ÿÉni.
I was turning.
ge …ÿniá litesu.
We (excl.) were turning.
geÉ …ÿÉni liáteØsu.
5.2.2.1.2. The use of the acting pronouns with transitive verbs presents a much
easier pattern. The basic tone of the basic form of the verb prevails regardless of the
preceding pronoun.
I will turn it.
ga tiáteØ.
We (excl.) are turning it.
gaÉ tiáteØsu.
You (pl.) will drop it.
waØ toÉo.
You (pl.) dropped it.
wo toÉa.
They dropped it.
teÉ toÉoni°.
The tone of the RP suffix or /-zu/ verbs is nearly always up.
I dropped it.
ge toÉa.
You (sg.) broke it.
e gaÉlea.
He lowered it.
eÉ ziái…aØ (Or: -ziáiyaØ).
The tone of the RP suffix of /-su/ verbs is usually down.
I threw it.
ge piáligaØ.
He stood it.
eÉ toÉgaØ. (Or: -toÉga).
The suffixes /-zu, -su, -ni/ follow /-ga/; that is, they usually have a low tone.
You (sg.) are turning it.
ya tiáteØsu.
You (sg.) are standing it
ya toÉsuØ.
We (incl.) are killing it.
daÉ paÉazuØ.
We (excl.) broke it.
geÉ gaÉleÉni°.
You (sg.) stood it.
e toÉni°.
The pronouns giÿ, ye, yeÉ, giÿÉ, etc. produce the same pattern as they do when
occurring with intransitive verbs. The auxiliary has no influence upon the transitive
verb.
I was standing it.
ge …ÿniá toÉsuØ.
They were cutting it.
teÉ …ÿÉni teÉvezuØ.
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5.2.2.2. When the verb is preceded by an acting noun, the pattern is similar to that
discussed in 5.2.2.1: the tone of the verb depends upon the tone class of the acting noun
and upon the kind of verb.
A noun:
giále liteni
giále …ÿniá tiáteØni.

A dog turned.
A dog turned it.

B noun:
suÉo wuÉdÿØni.
suÉo …ÿÉni zee§ÿÉzu.
suÉo …ÿÉni liáteØni.

An animal jumped.
An animal was sick.
An animal had turned.

When the definite singular form of any noun is used, a much commoner use than
the indefinite singular, the tone of intransitive verbs is down. This form of the noun has
no influence upon transitive verbs.
The dog turned.
giálei liteni.
The dog turned it.
giálei liáteØni.
When the noun is followed by the negative lÿÉ, the tone of the basic form of the
verb is unchanged.
The man will not turn.
zuÉnui lÿØ liáteØga.
When the plural of the noun is used, the plural pronoun te occurs before the verb
and the pattern is the same as described in 5.2.2.1.1.
Dogs turned.
giálea teÉ liáteØni.
The dogs turned.
giáleitiÿØ teÉ liáteØni.
5.2.3. The verb as a modifier.
When the verb serves as a pre-noun modifier, it usually has no influence upon the
tone of the noun.
bury
doÉowu
matter, palaver
faÉa
burial palaver
doÉowu faÉa
teÉve
foÉlo
teÉve šoÉlo

cut
day
harvest day

See 5.1.4. for a discussion of the tone class of the noun phrase.
5.2.4. When an adjective becomes a verb, the adjective retains its adjective tone
class, A or B, and performs as an A or B verb.
A noun, A adjective.
ga boÉa nýwý.
A noun, B adjective:

I will dirty a knife.
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ga guÉlui §iáli.

I will bend the stick.

B noun, A adjectives.
ga peÉle nýÉwý.

I will dirty a road.

This pattern prevails when object pronouns are used.
He will dirty me.
toÉwaa nýwý.
They will dirty us (excl.).
taÉ geÉ nýÉwý.
The adjectival verbs follow the regular pattern when used with intransitive and
transitive verbs.
It is getting hard.
týÉ §aanasu.
They became cold.
teÉ leÉini°.
I became cold.
ge leini.
The dog became dirty.
giálei nýwýni.
I hardened it.
ge kpaÉanaØi.
5.3. Adjectives.
5.3.1. Adjectives, like nouns and verbs, are divided into two tone groups: A, those
whose tone is lowered by A words; and B, those whose tone is unchanged by A words.
B words have no influence upon adjectives of either group.
A noun, A adjective.
kpaÉkpa
boÉa §akpa

big
big knife

A noun, B adjective:
kweÉle
guÉlu weÉle
kpuÉo
boÉa §uÉo
boÉa §uÉogi86
boÉa §uÉoga
boÉa §uÉogitiÿØ

white
white stick
short
short knife
the short knife
short knives
the short knives.

B noun, A adjective:
suÉo §aÉkpa

big animal

5.3.2. The tones of the suffixes /-gi, -ga, -i, -ya, -tiÿ/ are not determined by the
tone class of the adjective. Their pattern is irregular.
5.3.3. The tone of the basic form of the adjective is maintained when the
singularizing suffix /ma-/ is added.87
small
pÿÉnÿ
86

boÉa §uogiá
boÉa §uogaÉ
boÉa §uogiátiÿÿØ
87
The occurrence of /ma-/ as a prefix in any capacity other this is too infrequent to determine a pattern.
This series may be :
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maÉvÿne
niáinÿ
maÉniinÿ

small one
new
new one

When the definite singular is used, some speakers retain the high tone throughout;
some lower the tone of the second syllable of two syllable words.
the new one
maÉniinÿi
maÉniinÿØi
the big one
maÉ§akpai
maÉ§akpaØi
If the second and subsequent syllables are low in the basic form, there is no change.
hard
kpaÉanaØ
hard one
maÉ§aanaØ
the hard one
maÉ§aanaØgiá
/-tiÿ/ is low.
5.3.4. The definite adjective act like A adjectives when preceded by a noun. As the
definite singular of the noun is always used, the definite adjectives take a low tone.
this book
kýÉlýi nii
those books
kýÉlýi natiÿ
5.5.5. Indefinite adjectives belong to the A group.
some (a) stick
guÉlu ta
many
fiákaa
many of the people
nuÉmaitiÿØ šiákaa
5.3.6. Numerative adjectives. See 5.8.2.
5.3.7. Interrogative adjectives are A class.
guÉlui zÿ§ÿ …aÉ su §aÉi?
ziánaa §ÿÉni kaÉ teÉ vaÉazuØ?

Which stick is stronger?
Which men are coming?

5.3.8. Conditioning adjectives, like intransitive verbs, lower one or more tones,
beginning with the first, when A pronouns or A nouns are used.
I am dirty.
nýwývÿ.
You (sg.) are dirty.
e nýwývÿ.
We (excl.) are dirty.
geÉ nýÉwývÿØ.
He is tired.
kpýÉlývÿØ.
They are tired.
teÉ §ýÉlývÿØ.
A dog is tired.
giále §ýlývÿ.
a book i black
kýÉlý leÉivÿ
You (pl.) are tired.
woÉ §ýlývÿÉ (Or: §ýÉlývÿØ)
You (pl.) are dirty.
wo nýwývÿ.
The conditioning suffixes, /-vÿ, -gÿ/, are not determined by the tone class of the
adjective, and, moreover, do not consistently take the same tone as the common
descriptive adjective suffixes, /-gi, -ga, -i, -ya, -tiÿ/.
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Past conditioning adjectives undergo no tonal change in their basic form.
It was white.
kweÉleai …ÿÉ.
It was hard.
kpaÉanaØgaiá …ÿÉ.
This pattern prevails when the past conditioning adjective serves as a NA.
The stick, the one that is white.
guÉlui kweÉleai.
5.3.9. When two or three adjectives occur in a series, the tone of the first one
follows the regular A, B pattern. The following adjectives, however, follow no regular
pattern.
a black hard stick
guÉlu lei kpaÉana
dirty hot water
ziÿÉ nýÉwý §adiá
88
a small black hard stick
guÉlu vÿØnÿØ leiá kpaÉana
5.3.10. When a verb becomes an adjective it retains its verbal pattern. That is, an A
verb becomes an A verbal adjective, a B verb a B verbal adjective.
Break a stick.
guÉlu …ale.
a broken stick
guÉlu …aleÉa
Pass the bread.
kpoÉoloÉ leÉve.
the passed bread
kpoÉoloØ leÉvegai
It is broken.
gaÉlevÿ.
It is hidden.
doÉowugÿØ.
It is written.
poÉnÿvÿ.
He is dead.
saÉavÿ.
The stick is broken.
guÉlui …alevÿÉ.
The conditioning suffixes, /-gÿ, -vÿ/, do not consistently follow the tone of the
verb suffixes.
He is breaking it.
toÉ gaÉlezuØ.
It is broken.
gaÉlevÿ.
When the verbal adjective serves as a NA, it experiences no tone change.
the stick, the one that is broken
guÉlui gaÉleai
the dirty stick, the one that is broken
guÉlu nýwýi gaÉleai
5.4. Pronouns.
5.4.1. Object pronouns are of two tone groups: A those that lower the tone of the
floolwing A word; B, those that leave the tone of the following A word unchanged.
5.4.1.1. The verb. See 5.2.1.2.
5.4.1.2. The adjective. See 5.3.8.
5.4.1.3. The tone of the post-positional is lowered by A pronouns; B pronouns
produce no change.
I saw you (sg.).
ge wÿlÿniá e va.
He touched them.
eÉ šoÉoËni° teÉ vaÉ.
88

Some speakers: leÉi.
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geÉ boÉni° wo ma.
teÉ boÉni° geÉ maÉ.

We (excl.) told you (pl.).
They told us (excl.).

When the pronoun and the post-positional are contracted, the resultant form retains
the tone of the combination. e va > ye, wo va > wiÿ, geÉ maÉ > giÿÉ, teÉ maÉ > tiÿÉ.
The object pronouns ‘me’ and ‘him’ are indicated by the tone of the postpositional.
Tell me.
boÉ ma.
Touch him.
šoÉoË baÉ.
5.4.1.4. The reflexive pronoun §ýÉý acts like an object noun of the B group.
You (sg.) beat yourself.
e §ýÉý lýwani°
He called himself.
eÉ §ýÉý liálini°.
You (pl.) worked for yourselves.
wý tiái …ÿÿni wa §ýÉý vÿÉ.
…iái also belonge to the B group.
taÉ …iái vaÉa.

They will kill each other.

5.4.2. The pronouns as actors. See 5.2.2.1. for a description of their tone classes.
5.4.2.1. The acting pronoun has no influence upon the following object noun.
You (sg.) called Folomo.
e Folomo lilini.
He dropped Folomo.
eÉ Folomo looni.
5.4.2.2. When a singular pronoun is used after an acting noun, the tone of the
pronoun is determined by the tonal group of the noun.
All the people stayed beside the water.
nuÉ §ýgýÉpÿ geÉ yÿÉni ziÿÉi wobaÉ.
One person ran.
nuÉ gilaÉ ge §i°zeni.
A crowd did not go.
kpýÉ gÿÉ lÿÉ liáini.
Do you (pl.) not remember? (Your (pl.) mind did
wo …i gÿ lÿ laÉani°?
not lie down?)
5.4.3. Possessive pronouns. See 5.1.6.1.
5.4.4. The interrogative pronouns belong to the B tone group.
Who is coming?
§ÿ …aÉ eÉ vaÉazuØ?
5.5. Post-positionals and prepositions.
5.5.1. All post-positionals belong to the A group.
in a house
pÿÉlÿ wu
in the town
taÉi zu
on a road
peÉle maÉ
in the towns
taÉitiÿØ zuÉ
ge wÿlÿniá e va.
ge wÿlÿniá teÉ vaÉ.
daÉ teÉeve weÉle maÉ.
daÉ teÉeve weÉlegi° ma.

I saw you (sg.).
I saw them.
Lay it on a white table.
Lay it on the white table.
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When the post-positionals serve as objects, they belong to the A, B, group. See
5.2.1.7.
5.5.2. The tones of prepositions do not change, inasmuch as they do not appear in
environments producing it.
Cut it with it.
teÉve la.
Sweep there with it.
naÉ §aÉle da.
Present him with a pineapple.
saÉba ga wui tuwu.
They did not see anyone except
tÿÉ lÿÉ wÿÉlÿni nuÉ nÿpÿÉ baÉ eÉ wuÉlo Folomo
Folomo.
wulu.
5.6. Adverbs.
5.6.1. Adverbs are of the A, B, group. Their pattern, however, is not as regular as
that of nouns, verbs, etc. When an adverb89 with one or more basic high tones follows
the verb, its tones are usually lowered; if its basic tones are low, they remain low. With
the exception of lÿÉ ‘not’, the tone ot the adverb is unchanged when it precedes the verb.
also
kpaÉlaa
He will also sleep.
toÉwaØa ÷iái §alaa.
awhile
dÿÉ
Work awhile.
tiái …ÿ dÿ.
Sleep awhile.
÷iái dÿ.
tomorrow
÷ina
He is going tomorrow.
týÉ liizuÉ ÷ina.
yet
dÿÉ.
90
I have not slept yet.
gÿ dÿÉ ÷iáini
5.6.2. The negative, lÿÉ ‘not’ belongs to the A group: it takes a low tone after A
nouns and pronouns, and remains unchanged after B nouns and pronouns.
A stick is not in the road.
guÉlu lÿ peÉlei zu.
Folomo is not in the house.
Folomo lÿ pÿÉlÿi wu.
Fire is not here.
÷abu lÿÉ vÿ.
The fire is not here.
÷aÉbui lÿ vÿ.
Irons are not here.
koÉlua tÿÉ lÿÉ vÿ.
The sticks are not beside the house.
guÉluitiÿØ tÿÉ lÿÉ pÿÉlÿi wobaÉ.
You (sg.) are not here.
ÿ lÿ vÿ.
We (excl.) are not here.
gÿÉ lÿÉ vÿ.
lÿÉ is low after the particle mÿ.
teÉ mÿÉ lÿÉ tiáli91

They should not call him.

There is no change in the tone of the auxiliary or verb immediately following lÿÉ or
dÿÉ.
He will not arrive today.
ÿÉ lÿÉ vaÉazuØ zitiázu za.
They are not going.
tÿÉ lÿÉ liiázu.
89

This does not include an adverb prceded by ga.
Some speakers lower dÿÉ after an A pronoun.
91
Some apeakers use -mÿ lÿ – here.
90
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tÿÉ dÿÉ liiázu.
ga dÿÉ ÷iáini.

They are not going yet.
I have not slept yet.

lÿÉ and dÿÉ have no influence on the tones of a transitive verb.
They are not calling me.
tÿÉ lÿÉ tilisu.
5.6.3. Adverbs occuring with ga have no change in the basic tone, and ga is always
low.
He worked hard.
eÉ tiái …ÿÿni ga kpaÉanaØga.
5.7. Conjunctions are of the A, B group. Their pattern is regular.
A conjunction:
§ýÉga
Folomo §ýgaÉ Somo.
pÿÉlÿitiÿØ §ýÉga ÷aÉbui

and
Folomo and Somo.
the houses and the fire

B conjunction:
Folomo taÉ SoÉmo
§aa
pÿÉlÿitiÿØ §aa peÉleitiÿØ

Folomo and Somo
or
houses or roads.

Note that §aa, basically low, does not take a high tone after /-tiÿ/.
5.8. The center of variability lies in the numerals. Speakers vary considerably in
their use, more so than with any other class of words.
5.8.1. When numerals function as nouns they are with the exception of giála, of the
B group.
Drop four.
naÉagýØ loÉo.
Drop eleven.
puÉugýØ kaÉi gilaÉ too.
Drop twelve.
puÉugýØ kaÉi felegý loÉo.
Drop one.
giála too.
When the noun suffixes are added, the regular pattern prevails.
Drop the four.
naÉagýi loo.
Drop the one.
giálagi° loo.
When the suffix /-i/ is added, the final syllable is high; /-gi/ is low.
two
feÉlegýØ
the two
feÉlegýi
one
giála (Or: giálaØ)
the one
giálagi°
/-tiÿÉ/ is low.
dýÉsaØvaÉitiÿØ
The tone of /-be/ follows the /-i, -gi/ pattern.

the eight
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gilabeØ.
dýÉsaØvaveÉ.

There is one.
There are eight.

5.8.2. When the numerals function as adjectives they belong to the A group.
one dog
giále …ilaÉ
four dogs
giále naagý
one road
peÉle …iála
seven roads
peÉle lýÉfeØla
the seven roads
peÉle lýÉfeØlaÉi
It is possible to say with B nouns:
peÉle …ilaÉ
peÉle lýfela
But that variation is not permitted after an A noun.
Note that when the numeral takes the singular suffix /-i/, the numeral retains its
high tone on the final syllable even after an A noun.
the three sticks
guÉlu saagýÉi
the eight sticks
guÉlu lýsavaÉi
5.8.3 When a numeral serves as an adverb, its tone may be high or low throughout.
I saw him once.
ge pÿÉtÿØni …ile (Or: …iále).
There are five.
týÉ loolu (Or: loÉolu).
5.8.4. When keÉle occurs after the cardinal numeral, thus forming an ordinal, the
basic tone of the numeral is unchanged after either the basic or definite use of A or B
nouns. The numerals retain their pattern as adjectives in that they lower the first tone of
keÉle.
Bring a third stick.
va ga guÉlu saÉva keleÉi.
Bring the third stick.
va ga guÉlui saÉva keleÉi.
Bring a sixth stick.
va ga guÉlu lýÉzi°ta keleÉi.
Bring the sixth stick.
va ga guÉlui lýÉzi°ta keleÉi.
5.8.5. The adjuncts of numerals are kaÉi, zeÉe,
to the A tone group, the last to the B.
puÉugýØ kaÉi loolu
zeÉe saagý
wuË± naagý
wulu naÉagýØ

wuÉ, and wulu. The first three belong
fifteen
thirty
four hundred
four thousand

5.9. Pause and emotional changes.
5.9.1. Nouns in a series, separated by comma pause, raise the tone of the last
syllable or section.
Somo
SoÉmo
the chief
maÉsagi°
the old man
kaÉwýØlýi
and Folomo
eÉ vÿÉÿ Folomo va
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SoÉmoí, maÉsagi, kaÉwýlýi,92 eÉ vÿÉÿ Folomo
vaÉ taÉ vaazu.

Somo, the chief, the old man, and Folomo
are comming.

Some speakers raise both tones of two syllable words, and the last two tones of
three syllable words. Thus:
... Soímoí ...
5.9.2. The same pattern prevails with the tones or the final word of ‘when’ and ‘if’
clauses, and occasionally with other clause final pauses.
in the house
pÿÉlÿi wu
wa naÉ diá…ii wulozu pÿÉlÿi wuÉ, a ziÿÉ wuÉ suÉ. When you (pl.) are bringing the pot out
of the house, put water in it.
5.9.3. When a name is used as a form of address, the tone of the final syllable or
section is raised.
Kezeli
KÿÉzÿØli
Kezeli, come to me.
KÿÉzÿØliá, vaÉ pý.
Zizi
ZezeÉ
Zizi, come to me.
Zezeí, vaÉ pý.
old man
kaÉwýØlý
Old man, sit here.
kaÉwýlý, zeÉi vÿ.

92

The double tone marks ( í ) on the word SoÉmoí indicate tone higher than normal high.
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Abbreviations
excl. – exclusive 1 pers. pl. pronoun
FP – far past tense
IC – initial consonant
ICC – initial consonant change
incl. – inclusive 1 pers. pl. pronoun
IDO – indirect object
NA – noun in opposition
pl. – plural
PP – post-positional
RP – recent past tense
SC – short construction
sg. – singular

